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PREFACE.

IT is a matter of surprise that, notwithstanding the im

pulse which the originators of the Theosophical move

ment gave to the revival of Aryan Philosophy so far back

as the year 1874, no attempts have been made by the fol

lowers of the Dualist Philosophy in the South of India either

to give a biographical sketch of the life and deeds of Rama-

nuja or to expound the teachings of his sublime Philoso

phy to the reading public. Many Sanscrito-English Scho

lars of our times have been laboring with interest in the

field of Advita Philosophy aud already their efforts are

crowned with success. Messrs. Subba Rao, Dvivedi and

Mohini Mohun Chatterji have done excellent service to

the cause of Indian Religious aud spiritual Reform. No

Veishnava, who has any pretensions to research and scho

larship has stepped forward to enunciate even the funda

mental principles of the Dualist Philosophy. - Such luke-

warmness on the part of educated men of the present

generation among Dualists, to go hand in hand with their

Adviti brothers in traversing the domain of the philosophy

of religion has already caused much anxiety and uneasiness

in the minds of our contemporaries. The leaders of the

Theosophical movement have dissected many systems of

philosophy to discover the latent concordance in apparently

conflicting systems of philosophy and religious thought.

But, to speak the truth, they have not bestowed much care

and consideration on Visistadwitic Philosophy, although

its intrinsic merits call forth the admiration and applause

of the cultured classes. This is evidently owing to the

want of co-operation from the Veishnava section of the

community.
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Our philosophy has not reaped any advantages from

the Theosophical Society but it is not to be supposed

that the former can derive no benefits from the latter.

Like every other system of philosophy, ours has an outer

veil. It is necessary to remove it before we can learn to

appreciate its contents. The doctrine of Dualism may be

repugnant to the students of Monism inasmuch as it teaches

the separateness of Jivatma from Faramatma. But,

we assure our readers that a careful consideration of

the propositions laid down in our philosophy is what is

required to arrive at conclusions consonant to occult

theories. Saukara and Ramanuja start from different

points in the same line and work in the same direc

tion to reach the same goal. Visistadwities never affirm

that Jivatma differs from Faramatma in essence. Occult

doctrine teaches that the light of logos is differen

tiated into separate human monads and egos during

the process of evolution and this is the point, as far as I

am able to observe, from which Ramanuja proceeds to

prove that human monads are infinite in number, co-eternal

and co-existent with Farabramham. Occult doctrine main

tains that human egos do not lose their individualities

even when they reach the logos. Sankhyans, modern

Budhists and Advities put a wrong interpretation on the

words >'Annihilation," "iNirvana" and "Absorption."

They mean that human monads which are spiritually ripe

to reach the logos, lose their individualities and get absorbed

in the Deity. This is a very erroneous doctrine. Ramanuja

contends that such a state of things is impossible and

that all purified human monads, find a resting place in

the bosom of Farabramham, maintaining their indivi

dualities through eternity. Ramanuja's teaching is there

fore reconcilable to the secret doctrine and as such

demands our serious consideration. It is our duty to study

his philosophy and engage ourselves in the discussion of

subjects treated of therein. Sankara (Jhary in his "Atma
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natmavivekah," says : " Whoever with due reverence

engages in the discussion of subjects treated of in Vedant

Philosophy and does proper service to his G-urn reaps

happy fruits. Discussion as to the nature of spirit and

non-spirit is therefore a duty." The Theosophists failed

to stir Visistadwities up to a sense of this their duty.

The want of (1) a biographical sketch of the renowned

Veishnava reformer, (2) a Synopsis of Visistadwita Philo

sophy in intelligible English, (3) and a liberal interpretation

of Ramannja's 82 Aphorisms attracted my attention so far

back as the year 1884 when I was in Madras with

Mr. T. Subba Row, of the Theosophic fame. I was under

the hope that the intrinsic merits of Ramanuja's philo

sophy would attract the attention of competent Veishnava

Scholars, qualified to expound his philosophy to the satis

faction of the Savants of modern science. Bnt the public

were sorely disappointed. This coldness in religion on

the part of my qualified contemporaries made me forget

my own inefficiency to undertake such a heavy res

ponsibility as to write on the life and teachings of a

renowned philosopher. I have therefore, simply made a

beginning. 1 have simply laid the first foundation-stone.

I wish that others will raise the superstructure. As for

the book, the reader will find in it many mistakes, arising

from my imperfect knowledge of Aryan Philosophy and

the English language in which it is clothed.

(2) What I wrote in the opening paras, of Part II.

may not be very tasteful to the admirers of Bhudism. 1

must tell them frankly that my attack was levelled against

exoteric Bhudism which has done no particular good to

India. I have the highest veneration for Budha and

his esoteric philosophy, because he is one with Ramanuja

in all important questions affecting the spiritual welfare

of the human monad.

(3) The description of the person of Parama Punish

and "Yikunta" the alleged abode of the supreme spirit
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given in Visistadwita literature is so far enshrouded by

mysticism that any interpretation we may attempt to

impose upon it will only lead to scientifically absurd and

extravagant ideas of Divinity. Like Rosicrusians and other

secret sects of philosophers Visistadwities were members

and initiates of a secret brotherhood. Now that our

initiates are gone out of sight and the language in which

they spoke and communicated their sublime ideas to one

another is become a dead language, incapable of conveying

proper ideas to men of our times, it is safe that we shall

rather remain content with not knowing anything at all

than misrepresent Paraloukika facts to ignorant men.

(4) My object in writing the concluding portion of

Part II. is to produce a deep conviction in the minds of

our readers that esoteric Visistadwitism was the religion

in which Ramanuja and those who preceded and succeeded

him found spiritual consolation. Some of my sentences

relating to Mystic science may be quite unintelligible to

that class of readers whose knowledge of things is con

fined to the exoteric branch of our religious literature.

T shall feel amply repaid for my labors, if my book

awakens a spirit of enquiry in my readers. The gloss on

the " Last words of Kamanuja" in Part III. was written

in a thoroughly liberal spirit. It is cosmopolitan in its

nature. In it, I believe I succeeded in reconciling the

practical teaching of Sri Krishna to the popular teach

ing of Ramanuja. A great difficulty was experienced in

writing out the biography of Ramanuja in the absence of

correct historical records. It was found impossible to fix

the order of events in connection with Ramanuja's life.

His biographers, like the biographers of every other great

man were carried away by inordinate attachment bo the

land of misrepresentation and exaggeration. They defied

him and called him the persecutor of Budhas. They repre

sented him to have slaughtered men belonging to other

creeds out of religious intolerance. In truth and in short,
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they ascribed to him the commission of such acts, as appeared

to their understanding great and noble. It was therefore

necessary for me to exercise my own judgment in omitting

certain incidents in connection with Ramanuja's life men

tioned by enthusiasts in orthodox books. We must judge

of a man's life from what he does to his fellow-men. We

cannot for a moment think that an ascetic of Ramanuja's

mental and spiritual calibre would have stooped to the

meanness of killing men, simply because they had the moral

pluck of advancing their own theories concerning important

spiritual questions in which all right thinkers interest

themselves. There was a time in the annals of our History

when the extirpation of Budhists was looked upon as a

very great public act. With a view to make Ramanuja

appear great in the minds of their readers, Ramanuja's

biographers imputed to him Budhist persecution, which

in reality was nothing more than intellectual warfare waged

against Budha philosophers.

(5) In presenting this book to the public, I am

prepared to meet with hostile and favorable criticism. I

shall be very thankful to such of my readers as will be good

enough to point out to me any mistakes I may have

committed.

M. RANGACHARULU.

26tk April 1895.





RAMANUJA.

Ramanuja was born in Sriperumbuthur, near Madras, in

1017 a. d. His genealogy can be traced to the remotest times.

His father is Asuri Kesavacharya of the Apastambha Suthra and

an Ajurvedic Brahmin. His mother is Kanthimathi. The place of

his birth is now identified. His maternal uncle is Sri-Sila-Purna,

who is so often alluded to in Visishtadwitic biographical sketches.

He can therefore be .said, with absolute certainty, to have belonged

to a respectable Brahmin family of Southern India. His father

taught him Sanscrit and Dravidian Vedas and his Upanayana

ceremony duly came off. His nearest relatives gave him sound

Sanscrit instruction. Before he had time to turu out what he was,

his father died. His mother was left his only guardian. She

loved her child and wished that he should receive lessons in Philo

sophy. She therefore removed to Conjeevaram and placed him

under the tuition of Yadava-Prakasa, the founder of the third school

of Advitha Philosophy. The boy remained long with this old man but

very often, fell into philosophical discussion with his teachers. His

latent mental powers began to manifest themselves. His comments

on *' -£5£0 ar^&r^o 3 "-(wssj" excited the admiration of the Pandits

of the Isle of Srirangam. The great Dualist Teacher Yamuna-

charya came to Conjeevaram to see the precocious little youth.

His mental and spiritual achievements became the talk of the day.

His teachers grew jealous of him. They started on a tour of pil

grimage. Ramanuja followed .th»aa. One night they left him

alone in a thick jungle. Next morning he found himself in Con

jeevaram. His mother came to know of what happened. She

changed his teachers and entrusted him to " -gr-fo^ps-' the well

known initiate of the Conjeevaram Temple and a Sudra by birth.

There he received his first lessons on " Religious tolerance " and

" Caste indifference." He continued his studies with " -r*o4b;§rtf "'

for a time when he received a call to transfer himself into the hands

of "Mahapurna," who, in his turn, received spiritual impulses to

initiate the " rising mystic." They became teacher and disciple

providentially. They met on Madnranthakam tank bund, where

our little saint was initiated. The place of initiation is now identi

fied. They both spent some years together when he received some

lessons on " occultism." Our saint had an insatiable thirst after

knowledge. He wanted more teachers and therefore removed to

" Thirukotiur" called " Gostipuram" in Sanskrit. This place was
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the seat of occult learning at the time. The leader of the Occultists

was a rigid moralist, whose name was Gosti Purna ; who, after

mature consideration and several years probation, revealed to him

the secrets of Puranic and Occult Literature. Not satisfied with

what he picked up at Gostipur, he went to his maternal uncle,

Srisilapurna, and stayed with him one complete year, mastering

the Occult interpretation of our ancient Epic, Ramayana. He had,

of course, his fifth teacher in the person of " S&sSoK 1>.tfcsSr°

9tfot6«b" who gave him the keys of Dravidian Kabala. It is here

that he received his instruction in mystic sciences. It is natural

that the mind of one, who went through such Ion? educational course

should have expanded itself to its fullest extent. He clearly under

stood that all Vedas, Upanishad«, Smrutis, Ithihasas, Puranas and

Thanthras had their own esoteric interpretation. He clearly saw

that sound, scientific, Philosophical Theism lay behind the veils of

Hindu Mythology and that Aryan symbolical worship had a scienti

fic foundation. He lamented that the generality of men should

have neglected the study of the nature of the principles in

man and the attributes of God. He, therefore, made it his purpose

to spend the remainder of his life in service to God and Man. He

had been, in the meantime, married To accomplish his object, he

felt it was absolutely necessary to renounce his matrimonial con

nections. He accordingly entered the fourth Asramam of the

Aryans and became a Thridanda Sanyasi of the Dathathreya Clan.

His mission now actually commenced. He had a very glorious

fiiiure before him. He had toaeqnire immortal fame. His name

was to be perpetuated in the annals oronr-.sa.cred land. He there

fore so far overstepped the bounds of orthodoxy, that he got over

one of the hiorh towers of Conjeevarnm and pronounced the mystic

formula of Dualist philosophers, against the injunctions of his

teachers, that the multitude of pilgrims below the tower might hear

him. Such an act was unprecedented in the history of Aryan

teachers. It went to show that he had a large heart. His teachers

took offence and threatened him with eternal damnation. Our sage

heeded not. He declared that he did not care for " eternal hell fire"

so long as his formula was capable of saving thousands, who heard

him, from damnation. This act of his, made him very popular with the

multitudes, who daily flocked to him from different corners for

instruction. He became an itinerant preacher. He had a large

scheme in his brains for execution. He had to prepare his own

commentaries, appoint his own missionaries and organize Mutts in
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different centres for the propagation of Vedantic doctrines. All

this he could not do single-handed. He wanted a "flock" and

that he created. Yamunacharya, the leading initiate of Srirangani,

proposed that Ratnanuja of Conjeevaram should succeed hiw. Our

sage was called in for an interview with Yanumacharya. Scarcely

had our teacher crossed the Oauvery when " the adept of dualists"

breathed his last. That was a very great shock to our master.

Still he recovered. He visited the holy person of the departed

seer and discovered that he purposely folded three of his fingers,

before he died. He therefore bade Yanumacharya's disciples to

keep silence and exclaimed as follows :—

(1) 1 will comment on Brahma Sutras, and will propagate

Vedantic knowledge.

(2) In honor of Vyasa and Parasara, I will christen and

initiate two lads and call them by those names.

(3) I will have Dravidian Veda commented upon and christen

and initiate a lad in honor of ' Alwar' "the prophet

of Southern India." The three-folded fingers of the

departed sage unfolded themselves. The spectators

were struck with astonishment. Rumours went round,

that a much mightier soul than Yamuna was about to be

their future spiritual teacher. Srirangam was hencefor

ward to become the cradle of Philosophy and Occultism.

Our sage accepted office, but before lie fulfilled his first

promise, he had to consult the celebrated Conjeevaram

oracle, Kanchi Purna who discoursed with Varada on

spiritual matters. Our sage asked the (Jonjeevaram

initiate six questions :—

(1 ) Which is the cause of the universe ?

(2) What is the way to Salvation ?

(3) Is animal soul one with or different from the

eternal Principle ?

(4) Who is to be my spiritual guide ?

(5) Is " tscQstoj^s" or consciousness at the time of

death necessary fur initiates ?

(6) When does human monad obtain Salvation ?

The initiate on behalf of Varada replied as follows :—

(1) I, (2) Self-resignation, and soul-surrender, (3) Different,

(4; Mahapurna, (5) Not, (6) after separation from physical

encasement.
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Ramanuja then returned to Srirangam, where to commence his

commentaries on Brahma Sutras. He selected his own disciples.

He appointed 74 missionaries, all men of vast philosophical re

search and knowledge, men of approved moral character. Before

he wrote his Bhashya, it was necessary for him to go through the

old manuscript of " s by Bishi Bodhayan;i, preserved in the

" Sarada Sadan" of Northern India. Our sage therefore travelled

thither and had an interview with the custodians of Sarada Sadan,

who, out of great respect and veneration for our master, allowed

him to peruse the book only onck. This, Ramanuja, did not like.

He wanted a copy which was not granted. But, Kuresa, Ra-

manuja's first disciple, relieved his anxiety. He went through the

elaborate " s>\ only once and retained the whole text in his

memory. The band of reformers returned to their quarters. Ra

manuja, with the assistance of Kuresa and Varada Ramanuja Muni

finished his commentaries, manuscripts thereof are still preserved

in some of the monasteries of Southern India. Then commenced

Ramanuja's " oV-Kosi" tour. This was no mean task. Our Indian

peninsula was, then, so to say, the seat of Sanscrit learning. Emi

nent followers of the philosophical tenets of Sankaracharya, were

scattered all over the country. Buhdhists, of eminent mental quali

fications, were still doing their utmost to disseminate the know

ledge of Thripitaka. Tantrikas and black magicians were to be

seen in great numbers. Horrible Tantric rites became the daily

rituals of the multitudes. The once renowned land of Bharatha,

was fast sinking into degenerMtion. The philosophical teachings

of Advitic scholars, were not welcome. The nation wanted, as it

were, a personal God. Sankaracharya had not given one. There

were thus so many conflicting forces at work. Ramanuja was the

man to remove these evils from aryavaktha. Like Budha, he had two

departments of knowledge, one exoteric and the other esoteric de

partment. All vulgar crowds were admitted into the first department

and taught to dispense with Tantrikism and practice the symbolical

worship of the Aryans. All cultured minds were initiated and taken

into the inner sanctuary. He fought hard battles with Tantrikas.

He converted many eminent Advities and restored many shrines in

Southern India to their original occult significance. He travelled

through Southern India, propagating his doctrines and holding

philosophical debates with those scholars who came in contact with

him. He then went up to the heart, of the Dekkan and the Northern

India. He re-visited " Sarada Sadan," discoursed on " &(b$acSe"
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and secured Saraswati's warm eulogy. He was attacked by black

magicians. He overcame them. Ramanandayogi and others became

his converts. Hetried hisbestto put down " Tantrikism " in Northern

India aud his efforts were not directed in vain. Many notorious

Tantrikas became Parama Vydikas and white magic was once more

begun to be cultivated. He then repaired to Himalayan fastnesses

and asramams of Rishis and ascetics, lectured on "Dualist Philo

sophy" in " ■? ft-^TT-!? s£Sv>j" and was accorded a hearty welcome

by the Himalayan recluses. There he spent some time in divine

contemplation and returned to Jagannadham, (Puri in Orissaj

with the object of reforming temple worship. Two days he per

sisted to carry out his wishes. Two nights he was dissuaded from

doing so. The sage did not yield. Jagannadh carried him to

Srikurmam (Ganjam District) in his arms while asleep and threw

him on the Srikurmam Tank Bund. To his greHt astonishment, he

found himself at Srikurmam, far away from Puri. He was brought

hither alone. His magnetic rod (SSofi) did not accompany him.

He therefore fasted for several days till his disciples came and

joined him with |Stfr & and other things. He had to fight a very

hard battle here. The shrine at Srikurmam which was originally

a Vedic place, had long been in the custody and possession of

Tantrikas. Ramanuja wished to expel the Tantrikas from the

neighbourhood and convert the shrine into a Pancharathragama

place of worship. The custodians of the Temple did not yield.

Ramanuja drew them into a single intellectual fight. This was

so to say, an intellectual battle between black and white magicians.

Ramanuja openly declared that, whoever could turn the idol of

Srikurmanadh, from east to west, should have possession of the

shrine. The terms were agreed to. Ramanuja seated himself to

the west of the temple on Kusa grass aud by the pronunciation of

certain mystic syllables turned the idol (with, the masonry around

it) to the west. Tantrikas were expelled. This is a historical fact.

We can now see two doorways and two ' cS^ajtotfo's.' Many

Tantrikas were converted and instructed. Some men of letters

were left behind him with instructions to initiate the deserving

few. He next visited Simhachala near Vizagapatain, preached

his doctrines to its men several days and initiated Kanta Krish-

namachari, a bigoted Brahmin musician of the temple.

He next visited the Veishnava temples of the Ceded Districts

and introduced Pancharathragama form of worship into them. After

many years' hard and useful work, Ramanuja returned to the Isle
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of Srirangam. The next remarkable event we could mention in

connection with Ramanuja's Reformation, is his admission of iSudras

and out-castes into the clan of Veishnavites. He always cared more

for one's spiritual aptitude than his caste or color. With him,

" being born Brahmin" was no sine qua non to success in the next

world. He was not a teacher by mere precept. He was a teacher

by example. There lived a beautiful, hue-looking gymnast in the

Srirangam Temple. His name was Dhanurdas. His wife be

longed to the " i>_S;(b" class of females. Her features were purely

angelic. They were very strongly attached to each other. One

morning our sage chanced to see the couple going to the Coleroon,

the wife going under the husband's umbrella. Ramanuja went

aud asked Dhanurdas what he meant by so obliging his better-half.

He said that his wife was so delicate and beautiful that he was

afraid that the gentle rays of the morning sun would affect her.

Ramanuja asked Dhanurdas to follow him and promised to shew

him something which surpassed all nature in beauty aud brilliancy.

The gymnast obeyed. Ramanuja took him inside Srirangam temple,

wiped his eyes with his magnetised water and shewed to him the

.> l*$oK<?*ooo" of the Temple. Dhanurdas was startled. He was a

changed person. He no longer wished for the company of the fair

sex. He became a Yogi. His wife followed him. They both

became patterns of virtue. They were growing in spiritual know

ledge. Spiritually he was very much above his brother Brahmin

initiates. Ramanuja wanted to appreciate his merit. But caste

stood in the way. But our saint had the courage of his convictions.

In returning to his Mutt from the Coleroon, he began to go hand

in hand with Dhanurdas. This was too much for the haughty

Brahmins to bear, and they therefore revolted. Ramanuja persisted

that his action was upheld by Vedas and saints. His disciples

wanted direct proof of the gymnast's spirituality. Ramanuja had

a host of Brahmin disciples in his Mutt. They washed their clothes

in the day and dried them in the verandahs of the Mutt. Ramanuja,

when every one of them fell into deep sleep, silently stole into the

verandah and tore off the end pieces of cloths of some of his

disciples. Next morning, there was an uproar and commotion iu

the Mutt. Grammarians and logicians came to blows. Meta

physicians and students of philosophy cursed one another. Rama

nuja did not interfere. A week passed by. Ramanuja called two

of his Brahmin disciples to his side and instructed them to break

into Dhanurdasa's lodging and rob him and his wife of their
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jewels. The Brahmins implicitly obeyed and entered the gymnast's

house. The couple was sleeping together. They awoke on the

entering of Brahmins, but stirred not, lest the poor Brahmins (who

wanted money) might take fright and run away without executing

their designs. They removed the wife's jewels on one side. The

second, they could not reach, without disturbing her sleep. They

were, therefore, about to depart, when, the blesssed wife sympa

thising with them, turned herself on her other side, exposing the

remaining jewels to the Brahmin culprits, who, seeing she was

awake, ran away terrified. The husband took offence with his

wife and remarked that she stood in the way of the poor Brahmins'

stealing the jewels and committed great sin. He would not allow

her into his company. The innocent blessed wife meekly repre

sented to her master that she did not mean to frighten the Brahmin

thieves and that she simply rolled on the other side to expose her

jewels to the Brahmins. The displeased husband brought his wife

to Ramanuja and related to him what had happened. Our seer

smiled and ordered a meeting of the disciples and initiates of the

Mutt. Sanscritists, grammarians, logicians, metaphysicians and

commentators with astounding titles and names met. Dhanurdasa

with his wife was allowed a seat in the middle. Our seer

harangued as follows :—

" Oh Sanscritists and Scholars, a week ago, you abused and

reviled one another because an unknown man tore off the end

pieces of your clothes. You can hold philosophical discussions

and write copious commentaries. What does it all come to ? You

cannot control your passions. You cannot give np your selfishness.

You are slaves of your passions and so cannot practice forgiveness.

What did you care whether the end pieces of your cloths are torn

off or burnt ? What Shastras has our Dhanurdas read ? What

languages has he mastered ? What spiritual training has he had ?

I say you belong to the world and Dhanurdas to heaven. It is

why, I walk hand-in-hand with him. Feel ashamed and give up

selfishness. Forgive one another and live for higher ends." This

is the essence of what our sage spoke. It shows conclusively that

caste was no consideration with him when spirituality predomi

nated. But he was not a red-hot reformer. He brought out such

reforms, as suited the then existing society. He did not throw the

society into convulsions. Such daring conduct on the part of our

orthodox Sanyasy did not fail to produce its own consequences.

The wise heeded him. The meek revered him. The noble ad
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mired him. The villain and the cut-throat (out of ill-will and

jealousy) poisoned him. The Clairvoyant saw that poison was

mixed up in the rice balls that were given him in his " zSr-^SK"

i-ounds. He threw them away on Cauvery margin and fasted till

his Acharya came and directed him to discontinue his sfcp^Stf.

Another sad event occurred. The high priests of the Srirangam

Temple mixed poison in the "magnetised water of the Temple"

and gave it to Ramanuja, who, though conscious, of what the

priests had done, nevertheless, drank off the water given him.

But he was proof against poison. The offending priests repented

and they were forgiven. He went on teaching philosophy. One

day his disciples observed tears fall from his eyes. They asked

him why it was so. He replied that Kandala Andan caused them.

His students could not make out what he meant. He shed tears

and Kandala Andan lived in Sriperumbuthur, 400 miles away, from

where they were. Of course, this was an unsolved riddle, till

some one came to Srirangam after a month and explained to them

that Kandala Andan established the idol of Ramanuja at Sri

perumbuthur on the day on which Ramanuja shed tears, when

" ceremony came off. His disciples adored him and

his enemies became his disciples. We see that our master has

fulfilled his first promise. His eldest disciple Kuresa, had two

sons. Ramanuja named them after Parasura and Vyasa and ini

tiated them and fulfilled his second promise. He adopted, so to

say, Kurukesa in honor of the prophet of Southern India and set

him to comment upon the Dravidian Vedas. Kurukesa is there

fore the author of " estPoooSS^S" the first commentary on the

Dravidian Vedas. Our sage has fulfilled his third promise. He

now directed his attention towards the amelioration of the con

dition of woman. He encouraged female education, and admitted

females into his clan on terms of social equality. Many women

of great spiritual and mental attainments joined the ranks of the

reforming party.

Andalamma Ponnachiar, Parittikolli Nachimar, and Kongu-

pirattiyar are the leading female souls of the Reforming party.

We should not omit to mention that the fate of the Hindu Widow

did not escape his notice. He very strongly objected to her head

being shaved and disfigured. He kindly allowed her a second meal.

This was all, what he could do, without convnlsing society. Under

his orders, many religious tracts and pamphlets were written for

the use of women. He next engaged himself in reforming the
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temple worship and reconstructing Tilla Govindaraja's temple and

its premises which had been demolished by Mahomedan invaders.

His first disciple, Kuresa, prayed to him for " ■S-tfao-S." Our

master would not let him have it so soon. He placed him under

strict restrictions. He made him fast for a month, and then

taught him the highest parts of Vedanta. His second disciple,

Dasaradhi, prayed to him that he might be similarly favoured,

but he refused to teach him. He referred him to his teacher at

Gostipur. Dasaradhi went thither and attended on Gostipurna for

six months time. But his probation was of no avail. He referred

him back to Ramanuja, who, ultimately, complied with his wishes.

Time rolled on. On a certain day Ramanuja was taking his bath

in the tank in Midhilasalagrampur. His disciples collectively prayed

to him " Lord, grant salvation to all the living creatures in the

tank." Our adept philosopher kept his feet steadily in the tank,

looked up into the skies, and declared that the living creatures in

the tank were saved. No sooner did our sage utter these words,

than all the creatures in the tank died and came up to the water

surface. Such is the magnitude of our sage's psychic development.

One day, a certain Sanscrit scholar came up to him and asked

him " Sire, How should a devotee conduct himself ?-"' He replied

that his teacher Srisilapurna would answer his question. The in

nocent inquirer went up to Thirupathi, met Srisilapurna, and asked

him what he (inquirer) wanted. The inquirer, was on the first

day of his arrival, treated equally with the bachelors, on the

second day with the more educated and on the third, with the best

theologians. He was equally pleased with the different sorts of

treatment, he received at the hands of his host, Srisilapurna, who,

in reply to the inquirer's queries, said that a devotee should be like a

fowl, like salt, and like a crane, and that he should be like the in

quirer himself. The inquirer, not understanding the meaning of this

enigma, requested to be explained. Srisilapurna referred the in

quirer to Ramanuja Charya. The inquirer accordingly came back to

Ramanuja, and relating to him all that had happened, asked him, the

meaning of the riddle which was interpreted by the A charya as

follows. The meaning that a devotee should be like salt is, that

he should be alike both inside as well as outside, i. e., that he

should think, speak and act alike. The meaning that he should be

like a fowl is that he should be able to pick out what is useful and

good in knowledge, from rubbish, as that bird does, in picking up

seeds, separating with its talons rubbish from the useful.

B
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The meaning that he should be like a crane is that he should

be meditating after the truth, as the bird does, in waiting for

its prey. The meaning that a devotee should be like the iuquirer

himself, is, that a devotee should ignore the difference between

the so-called respect and disrespect, treatment and ill-treat

ment, as the enquirer evinced, during his stay under the roof

of Srisilapurna. Our sage was always restless. The more men

he converted, the more he wanted to convert. One day he was

walking through Srirangam. Srirangamrutakavi, a sound Sans

krit scholar and musician, but a licentious youth attracted his at

tention. He instructed his first disciple to convert him. With

great difficulty, he was brought to the " fold." Srirangamrutakavi

composed his " fir° jSo-cr°a" in honor of our saint. The acquisi

tion of Yembar, that well-known ascetic of the Visishtadwitic sages,

is another important epoch in the sketch of our hero. The whole

Indian peninsula, reaped the fruits of Ramanuja's Reformation.

Men of all ranks and castes were admitted into the Visishtadwitic

Brotherhood. Symbolical worship enjoined in " ir>o ■cs-xP-^p'Kso"

(the secrets of which are known only to Dualist occultists) was reform

ed. Agamic doctrines were taught in abstract purity. Philoso

phical ideas were disseminated in the shape of various religious

tracts or rahasyas. Elaborate commentaries on " ^^5ve" were

written. Numerous Tamil lectures in prose were composed and

distributed among the cultured classes. Missionaries were station

ed in different centres. Many were sent round the Peninsula as

often as circumstances permitted. Many monasteries which have

since become the seats of Religion and Philosophy were built and

endowed. Different orders of priesthood were created and, in short,

as much, as could be done for the propagation of religious doctrines

in the Twelfth century, was done. But this state, of things was not

to continue long. The tide of reaction was fast coming up. The

Chola king, Krimikhanta, a Sivavite by faith was bent on the exter

mination of Visishtadwitism. He summoned all tri-marked Brah

mins before him and demanded them to sign an article wherein

Ramanuja's leading doctrines were contradicted. Ramanuja and

his disciples were directed to attend the Royal Court. Our saint

escaped under disguise. Even his flight was not unmolested. The

ferocious Chola despatched a band of troopers to chase our saint.

The band overtook him. He had to create his own defences. He

had to create his own fortifications. He took some sand in his

hand, recited certain occult passages from Dravidian Upanishads
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and threw it in the direction of the troopers. The grains of

sand transformed themselves into fearful appearances, and scared

away Chola's soldiers. Ramanuja, then entered the city of

Vishnuvardhana Roy, whose dominion is now identified as modern

Mysore. There he ordered a ferocious evil spirit to come out of

the Royal Princess and having fought hard philosophical battles,

with " logicians, converted the king, his household, and his

nobility to Dualism. The destruction of the Buddhist buildings of

Padmagiri and other localities next followed. Our sage was never

inactive. The desolate condition of Yadavahill (Tirunarayanapur),

where Rishis initiated their disciples into the mysteries of

occult Philosophy, and where Dattathreya and his followers dis

coursed on Yoora, Sankhya, and Vedant, where Balaram and his

brother Krishna were engaged in divine contemplation, towards

the close of the brazen age, next engaged our sage's attention.

The early Mahomedan conquerors of India plunderd the jewellery

of the Temple, demolished it and threw its surroundings into ruin.

Ramanuja meant to rebuild the temple and its surroundings and

get back the idol from the prisons of the Emperor of Delhi.

Vishnu Vardhana Roy, accomplished his guru's wishes and followed

him to the Court of the Royal House of Delhi. Ramanuja, with a

host of followers, proceeded to Delhi, had an interview with the

Emperor and his viziers and desired the king that the idol of

Ramapriya (presiding deity of Yadava hill) might be set at

liberty. The king had, of course, the condescension to grant our

sage's request. But his holy daughter, Princess Bibinanchimar,

would not part with the idol. A strange struggle ensued between

the Royal Papa and his beloved princess, the king persuading

the little girl to give the idol away to our Sanyasy, and she

refusing to comply with her father's demands. The Emperor

was therefore forced to break his promise. He told our Master

to take the idol with him, if it followed him. This was no hard

task for an occultist. He called away the idol to his side and

removed it to his camp. Bibinanchimar did not bear the

separation. The inmates of the seraglio began to despair of her

life. The news soon reached the royal ear. This was communi

cated to our saint, who suggested a remedy. He proposed a

match between the idol and the Royal Princess. The proposal

was accepted, and the wedding duly came off. Ramanuja's invasion

of Delhi (so it is called) and Ramapriya's marriage with the Royal

Princess are to this day commemorated in the temples of Southern
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India. Mahomedan beggar women sing songs to this day in

memory of this event. Its historical accuracy cannot, therefore,

be doubted. In recognition of the services rendered to him by

out-castes in his Delhi Expedition, Ramanuja allowed them and

their progeny to bathe in the " ^>s.ji_8&" (tank attached to the

temple) of Yadava hill and enter the temple of Ramapnvn once a

ye&r. Snch conduct on the part of onr orthodox Sanyasy needs no

comment. Ramanuja returned to Yadava hill with Ramapriyn and

his wife and restored it to its original occult significance. He built

a monastery on it, started a. philosophy class therein with forty

students and cultivated science and philosoph}' for twelve long

years. Ramanuja was happy to learn that he might go back to

Srirangam, Krimikanta having died. The age of persecutions and

religious intolerance was gone. Srirangam was, once more, to become

the centre of Ramanuja's philosophic labors. But his followers on

Yadava hill could not bear the idea of separation. He assured

that he would be with them always. This assurance gave no satis

faction to the band of chelas in his tuition. He had therefore to

display once more his psychic powers. He had a likeness of him

self made, infused life into it and made it discourse on science and

philosophy. The class was struck with wonder and admired its

master. Ramanuja returned to Srirangam. Blind Kuresa was a

very sorrowful spectacle to behold. Ramanuja meant to give him

sight. He had " sjjaS cpk^.x" written by Kuresa, who recited the

whole text in the Temple of Varadaraja in Conjeevaram. Kuresa.

providentially recovered his sight. Our god-like saint, thereon

returned to Srirangam with his disciples. There, they spent many

years in the propagation of religious doctrines, in the editing and

commenting of many standard works, and in the revelation that

the teachings of Sanskrit and Dravidian Vedas are identical. The

Visishtadwitic society soon received a shock. Kuresa died. He

bequeathed his " %o&3 s's" t° h's spiritual posterity. Ramanuja

initiated Kuresa's sons and made up the deficiency in the ranks.

The elder of the two wrote ^SoN-^k^s, ^XbraS^r8*, wg£?§

"£>8fr°^(T°:&>?"'ii.g and other works. He was moreover instructed by

Ramanuja to go toMelnadin Mysore, and make aeonvert of ~£ ot^oS^

who had the literary reputation of being sxSoS-^^roS^^ep-Sg for the

time being. Our sage then started ^T'S-g, «P-K*egS.cs6) sS|r°

p"i>.^o's. Yembar was the first of the former and 0«b§o>J_«-,J5-°

S^-crnS^ the first of the latter chain of the mystic adepts. Rama
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nuja now wrote his JC&o|dcsS. His life was now coming to a

close. He had already been a saint of one hundred and twenty

summers. He reformed Hinduism, purified Vedantism, expel

led black magicians, placed knowledge within the reach of ordi

nary Humanity, proved to the world that the symbolical wor

ship of the Aryans had n strong scientific foundation, reformed

society as far as it was practicable, theoretically abolished caste,

manfully stood for female emancipation and enlightenment, raised

the moral tone of the classes, both by precept and example, re

formed Temple worship, appointed missions, healed the sick and

restored the blind to sight. After a very useful career of one

hundred and twenty years, it pleased Providence to remove our

sage to a higher stage of existence in A. D. 1137. We have thus

closed the life of a very illustrious personage, who was an orna

ment to our mother-land, in the eleventh century, the rays of

whose immortal teaching shine forth to the end of time with

resplendent beauty. We have now to judge of his life and cha

racter, in the light of modern criticism, criticism directed against

great men to discover what is good and noble in their lives. With

great deference to the opinions of orthodox authors, who were

Ramanuja's contemporaries, that our saint is an incarnation of the

serpent Sesha, Vishvaksena (commander of celestial legions) and

the five weapons of the Deity, and that he is an incarnation of

Lakshmana, and that he re-inca.rna.ted himself in the person of Vara-

varamuni, we think it safe to reserve the solution of this question

(mysterious in its very nature) to high class occultists. Our duty

is simply to let our readers know of the great man of whom we are

writing, as much as an impartial outside observer can know of him

from an historical stand-point. It is said, under the highest autho

rity, that the incarnation of Ramanuja was one that had been

anxiously looked forward to, by the members of a secret brotherhood

and that Sriman-Namma-Alwar predicted his (Ramanuja's) birth

inverse -- ^o<S^S " "I have seen" of Tiruvoyimoli. It is also

asserted that Chapter XXXII. of Vruddha Padma Puran, Narada

Puran, Chapter XXIII of Skanda Puran and Canto No. 11 of Bhaga-

vata, referred to the advent of this great man into our midst long

before he was born. Whether his so-called mission and the conse

quent infallibility of his teaching can be upheld and made to stand

the test of reason and logic or not, it is our sincere and well-judged

opinion, that Ramanuja is a person of whom any people can be
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proud during any stage of the world's progressive existence, and

from whom, cultured and devoted minds must take lessons of unsel

fishness, philanthrophy, love of man and devotion to (rod. We feel

with great diffidence that we are not qualified to give our opinion

on the scope and usefulness of Ramanuja's works, but candidly

admit that there are innumerable beauties, ■from a literary and

philosophical point of view) that can be traced from his works.

His Bhashya on the Brahma Sntras is literally a gallant fight against

the abuses that exist in different systems of philosophy. It is

moreover a clear and forcible exposition of the mistaken views,

which students of philosophy, here and elsewhere, entertain as

to the place which Vedanta Darshana is deserving to occupy in

the ranks of contending systems of philosophy, and as to the true

nature of the teaching that runs from A to Z of this admirable

work. It is a noble effort directed in the right way, to establish

three important doctrines, (1) that the eternal essence (Para-

matna) is not the universe itself, as Panthiests are prone to mis

understand, (2) that the Engineer who wields the machinery of this

vast, nay, infinite and complicated universe, is a Being sufficient for

its creation, preservation, destruction, and salvation of its inmates,

and (3) that the highest duty of man is to fear the Lord and walk in

the way of righteousness, with an unceasing desire to reach the

highest stage of existence, from which there is no reversion to the

material plane. An author of such noble teaching, an author who

regulated his conduct by conforming to the theories of moral per

fection, he expounded, an author who always felt the presence of

the Lord with him, and thought that the fear of the Lord is the

beginning of all wisdom, is an author, by acknowledging whose

authority on questions affecting the best spiritual interests of man,

nobody can possibly be, ever, a loser. We will take up Rama

nnja's Vedanta DipTi and Sara and see what his motives were in

writing two commentaries on the same text of Vedanta Sutras.

We believe we are correct in the information we have received

from good Sanscrit students, that Dipa was intended for the use of

students, unfit to undertake the study of the Sri Bhashya, and

grasp the pros and cows employed throughout the work for the

vindication of Dualistic doctrines, and the refutation of the argu

ments advanced by Advita and Madhwa opponents. The preface

to this beautiful little work is so ably, clearly, and concisely written

that it greatly enhances the value of the comments that follow. It

contains within a wonderfully short compass what a student of
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Philosophy wishes to know. The numerous quotations from Upa'

nishads, Vedanta Sutras and Bhagavad Gita, with which it is

interspersed are enough to shew that it (the preface) is the essence

of Prastanatraya (Gita, Upanishad and Vedanta Sutras.) The

easy, natural flow of his style displayed in the Notes, shews

Ramanuja's real anxiety to make himself as useful as possible to

that class of readers whom Nature deprives of requisite braiu power

and renders incapable of mental exertion to comprehend and retain

the courses of arguments employed in Sri Bhashya. Moreover, Ra

manuja's avoidance of introduction of technical phraseology into this

little work, not only removes the obscurity by which Vedantic teach

ing is generally surrounded, but also makes the study of an abstract

subject as interesting as it can possibly be made. We are there

fore not far from correct when we say that the book is worth its

weight in precious stones. A word or two about Vendauta Sara.

This is a miraculously concise exposition of Vedant philosophy

The author, it is stated, imitated Dramida to bring within a very

small and limited range, the matter of the four Chapters of Vedanta

Shastra. The preface to this little work, is a lengthy and com

plete discourse on the subject with which the author deals later on

and is the most beautiful specimen of what a philosophical exhor

tation ought to be, in point of easiness and clearness of style,

vividness of expression.and compactness of matter. The notes are

short and to the point. The lucid arrangement of authorities

quoted throughout the work enables the reader to readily grasp

what the writer is talking about. We feel we are called upon to say

a few words concerning that philosophical dissertation of Ramanuja,

known as Vedardha-Sangraha, which, to our understanding, appears

to be a reconciliation between Vedantic and Puranic literature.

It is the outcome of Ramanuja's incessant toil and unceasing

labor of many years, and the various arguments set forth for the

elucidation of the subject, are sufficient to explain away the difficult

question whether Puranic teaching is identical with Vedantic one,

and whether Puranas are really explanatory of the various phases

of thought, which Upanishads contain. This work was commented

upon, by Veda Vyasa of the Bhutter family. The opening cou

plet of this book, (Mangala Sloka made up of 32 letters) is so

beautifully written that it is, at the same time, an exposition of

Dualist philosophy and refutation of the doctrines of Yadava,

Bhaskara and Sankara systems of Advita philosophy. The disser

tation that follows is so vigorously and elaborately written that it
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touches many points of philosophical obscurity and intricacy not

touched in Ramanuja's Bhashya and disciplines and imbues with

his (Ramanuja's) philosophic opinions the numerous youths that take

up the study of philosophy. The clearness with which Srutis, mis

interpreted by contending theologians, bent on reducing the moral

governor of a moral universe, to a non-entity were explained, the

earnestness which prompted the writer to adequately discuss the

philosophical topics within a small sphere and make them intelligible

to ordinary students and the reconciliatory spirit which he displayed

in bringing together scattered fragments of truth and wisdom and

moulding national philosophy into what it is, not only place the

writer in the foremost ranks of the world's religious leaders, but also

deeply implant in the minds of the present and future generations

his name, his memory, and his philosophy. It is Vedarda Sangrara

that revolutionised the religious thought of the 11th century and

exercised intense, deep and elevating influence on its readers.

Our author's Gadya Traya (fervent appeals to the Diety) calls for

a few remarks. It is the outpouring of Ramanuja's noble heart and

a powerful piece of his oratory which depicts an exact and faithful

picture of human wretchedness and misery, and contains a forcible

exhortation that man should go forward, repenting for the sins of

his present and past lives, to take shelter under the protective

wings of Providence, whom Pancharatragama describes as a Being

bent upon the redemption of man. The majestic style of the last

portion of Saranagati Gadya commencing from ,i■zpvK-K&ticssb and

ending with ^S^e displays the warmth of devotion, with which

a god-like saint like Ramanuja, addresses the Deity with a purely

philanthropic heart, to save Humanity from the impending ruin

of the Judgment Day. The portion that begins with the first

word of sloka eic?.:^^ to gir'£©;f^£(6acr*6i5|pjD£o5&»o5b&!i.£

lays down the standard of .moral perfection that Ramanuja wanted

to reach. A small treatise on "divine service" called ?>->£0

from the pen of our author was a boon to the occult section of the

Visistadwitic Brotherhood who practised scientific idolatry. The

voluminous writings of Ramanuja are, therefore, a clear proof, that

he was the greatest scholar of his times. The standard of righte

ousness which Ramanuja seems to have set forth for the itdoption

of man, is the lofty standard to try to reach which, must be

the sole aim and purpose of all cultured beings. His indiffer

ence to caste-system and introduction of non-Brahmin element

into Visistadwitic brotherhood, is a proof that he had broad
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catholic sympathies to benefit humanity in general. His indefati

gable exertions to put down Tantrikism (that bloody ritualism of

the 11th century) appear to have been warranted by very strong

impulses in our reformer to put down evil with a strong and iron

hand. The numerous means he employed for the diffusion of

knowledge are a guarantee that he was equal to any amount of

useful and philanthrophic work. His repeated tours through the

length and breadth of India, are indicative of the anxiety and

exertion that he brought to bear on the cause of Indian Reform.

His able advocacy for the emancipation of the fair sex is a clear

index to the depth of his moral sentiment and feeling. His intro

duction of Ritualism into Temple worship is the outcome of his

moral conviction that the majority of mankind do not possess the

capacity for study and comprehension of abstract sciences. His

regard for and reconciliation of the Dravidian Vedas with Sans

crit Upanishads is an attempt made in the right direction, to infuse

life and worth into the Vernacular Dialects. His plan of mixing

Tamil with Sanscrit, is a novel method of literary composition

designed for the attraction of readers. His display of psychic

powers is the result of his notion that Indians are prone to attach

greater value to psychic development than to scholarship and philo

sophic acumen. Viewed from all stand-points (apart from the

consideration that Ramanuja is an Avatar), Ramanuja appears to

have been a profound philosopher, a noble ornament of the Arya,n

race, a philanthropic leader of mankind, a wise reformer of extreme

moral excellence. This, we think, is the unanimous verdict of the

present generations of a noble life passed away from the midst of

our ancestors eight centuries ago.

FART II.

The object of Ramanuja's philosophical teaching, was the

eradication of Pantheistic belief from this vast Indian continent.

The period that intervened Buddha's death and Sankaracharya's

advent, was the period of Buddhist glory in India. Every thoughtful

student of the religious history of India knows that exoteric Bud

dhism is a meaningless mass of diverse mythologies repulsive to

the tastes of cultured men. Exotermjhiddhism is atheism in domino.

Of course, it sets up the highest moral standard for the adoption

of man. In spite of all its external beauties, it was the religious

system tha\ brought intellectual darkness to many theistic Indian

C
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- homes, and led to the extinction of all idea of a personal deity

and moral governor of the universe. The absurd, un-scientific and

un-philosophical doctrines of Natural Selection and Development

were propagated. The naked repulsive atheism, embodied in Bud

dhist philosophy, was veiled by a moral code, now admired by emi

nent religious thinkers of Europe and America, and this moral code

with Buddha's exemplary life and character shook the foundations of

Hinduism to their very bottom, and India, like a. helpless little insect,

got entangled in the cobweb of Buddha's Love-Religion. The whole

nation was entrapped, although there was heTe~and there, in this vast

wilderness of India's differentpopulations, an occasional cry of " God,

the First Cause" from some isolated Aryan philosopher. The leading

potentates of India became converts to the new religion, and spared

no pains to make it the universal religion of the then known world.

In fact, there was an intellectual revolution in India, similar to the

fx one brought about by Luther in Europe, the—attack here having

|__been directed against BrahminicHl ascendancy, while in Europe the

attack was made to pull down Papal ascendancy. Did Buddhism,

ushered into Aryavartha, under such favourable and auspicious cir

cumstances, remaiu to be the permanent religion of the Aryans, and

offer a resting ground to the emancipation-thirsty India? Did it

meet the spiritual wants of the nation ? Did it give India, consola

tion in times of affliction and offer remission of sins to the penitent ?

Djd it give that comfort and solace to the afflicted and bereaved,

which theism offers to believers in a conscious and intelligent

Creator ? History answers these questions in the negative, the ex

termination of Buddhism,and the revival of Brahminical ascendancy,

being indisputable evidence'to shew that Buddhism failed to minis

ter to India's spiritual wants. It having lost its hold on the national

mind of India, the people once more looked for a teacher who

would expound theistic doctrines. Nature, which hardly misses

an opportunity, brought Sankaracharya, the illustrious philosopher

of Southern India, into the midst of a nation, which had a com

plicated religious system, a strange commixture of Buddhism

and Hinduism. Saukaracharya is the man who was destined to

wage war against the Love-Religion of Buddha, shake its founda

tions to their inmost depths and demolish its superstructure. He

is the first of_ Bhashyakars who explained in clear and audible

tones, that the author of Vedantha Darshana criticised the atheistic

doctrines, many hundred years before they wei-e practically

presented to the public by Sakya Muni, and this plainly shews
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that atheism, like other contending systems of Philosophy and

Religion, had its origin and advocates long before the intro

duction of the six different schools of philosophy into India. If

it were not really the case, it cannot be clearly explained why

certain BraluaSL-Suteaa, should form a critical review of Arhat

philosophy, the birth of which is now attributed to our famous

Sakya Muni by the modern followers of Western Sanscritists.

But, unhappily, the ardent admirers of Western Sanscritists com

mit serious mistakes with reference to dates. For example, see

what they say of Rama. "Rama of the solar line of Hindu

chronology is, however, placed by Brahmins, 8,67,102 b. c. bet

ween the silver and brazen ages." But this was brought down

by Sir. W. Jones to 2029 b. c. and reconciled to the Rama of

scriptures. He has been variously supposed to have lived 2029

b. c, Jones ; 950 Hamilton ; and 1100 Todd ; and according to

Bently he was one year old in 960 ; born 6th April 961 ;-Eama

preceded Krishna, but as their Historians Valmiki and Vyasa, who

wrote the events they witnessed, were contemporaries, it could not

have been many years." (Balfour's Cyclopaedia of India, Volume

III.) They^say that Buddhism is anterior to Vedantha Darshana.

This is a deplorable error. Bhagavadgitha, the authority of

which as a discourse on divine matters was upheld by such an

eminent Sanskritist as Sir William Jones, alludes to the exemplary

teaching inherent in Vedantha Darshana. (Vide verse 7, chapter

XIII of Bhagavadgitha) and we have our own chronology to prove

that Krishna lived more than five thousand years ago, a fact

proved beyond doubt, by commentators on Bhagavatha (Telugu

Edition) by references to Srivishnu-Purana, Hari Vamsa, Bhagavatha

and Garga's astronomical Suthras. These facts naturally go to

shew that Varlnnfhn. Dg.rgWng is not the out-come of deliberations

of a few educationists, who lived some time after Buddha's death,

but that it is the brain-production and aggregate spiritual ex

perience of a host of better sort of men than ourselves. Nor could

it have been conceived and produced by men living in barbarous

times (as is now generally supposed to be) and it moreover cannot

be supposed that Vyasa was the only intellectual giant, amidst

barbarous and uncivilized surroundings. Nay, Sutra literature

reveals the fact to us that it was an era of great intellectual and

spiritual development; Vyasa cites many illustrious witnesses in

support and corroboration of his theories. He alludes to the

opinions of Kasakritchna, Badari, Badarayana, Oudulomi, and
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several other contemporary and by-gone philosophers. He

reviews, criticises and dissects different systems of philosophy

and religious thought, the exponents of which must surely have

preceded him ; and an era of such intellectual development as is

displayed in the Sutra literature, is now wantonly imagined

by our spectacled pandits, to be contemporaneous with the

teachings and crucifixion of Christ. So long as our educated

people labour under the delusion, that the world, as it now stands,

was brought into existence out of chaos only six thousand years

ago, and that the creative will and intellect of God were in suspense

through the long eternal periods, that should naturally have pre

ceded the world's coming into being, nothing short of grave

injustice will be done to the cause of our religion and philosophy.

What monstrous theory it must be that God, in his eternal provi

dence, should have brought his creative and designing powers into

play only six thousand years ago ? What is a period of six thousand

years when compared with eternity ? The former does not bear to

the latter even that relative magnitude which a water-drop bears

to the ocean. It is therefore quite unsafe to act on the above-said

assumption and go on fixing dates of conspicuous and important

literary and philosophical events at random and as we like. The

greatest difficulty that the student of Aryan Philosophy has

to contend with, is, as far as we are able to judge, the order of

literary and religious events, presented to his mind's eye by

western thinkers. In the absence of correct historical records, in

the absence of indisputable evidence contained in inscriptions and

in the absence of any reliable and conclusive proof to positively

affirm, that such and such a literary or philosophical character,

flourished at such and such a specific time, the random statements

made off-hand by our anglicised fellow-men, that Buddha lived

before Vyasa or that Kapila survived Jaimini are of no avail.

In our present transitory state, they cannot do us better service

than a will-o'-the-wisp does to wearied travellers in a marshy bog.

Thoughtful readers are, of course, aware of the injury unconsciously

inflicted by continental Philologists, on the noble cause of Aryan

regeneration. It is not out of place to mention that men like

Professor Max Miiller, Wilson and Monier Williams, in spite of

their sincere and heart-felt desire to do good to our countrymen

and create a strong desire in our minds for the study of our

noble literature, and in spite of the very strong impulse they

have given to the study of Sanskrit, both here and abroad, and

/
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the very appreciable results their unceasing labors have produced,

so far as the study of Sanskrit as a langnage and medium of com

munication of grand and sublime ideas is concerned, have failedi

to do unalloyed good to our country. They extol the orthogra-l

phical and etymological beauties of Panini, the perfectly logical

train of reasoning of Goutama, the sublime Yoga aphorisms of

Pathanjali, but to our regret and the perpetual disadvantage of

our beloved and sacred mother-land, tread under foot, the noble,

serene and sublime teachings of our Upanishads and declare to our

great_sorrow and astonishment, that the splendid Anuvakas of

Rig-Veda (which have a different interpretation from the one put

Upon them by our English Shastris) ^re_ the compositions or pas

toral songs of cow-boys of the valley of the Indus. We can

~neVeT~expect to come across such an error of judgment. Rig-Veda

cannot be the production of a cow-boy or a milk-maid. Its author

must needs be (if there ever were one) an intellect more gigantic

than a score of Newtons and Bacons taken together, its commenta

tor must needs be a person, whose intellectual and spiritual

development outweighs that of a hundred Max Mullers and

Williams taken together. For, it is an admitted fact that

Hindu sages have always been jealous of their spiritual lore as

Mahomedans are of their Zenana. They have always talked in a

language (so far as their spiritual interests are involved) capable

of double interpretation. They have purposely called '_^Kasyapa"

by the name " Pasyaka." They have their own technicalities and

symbols. They have their own way of hiding their spiritual senti

ments and truths nnder the thick canopy of mythological lore and

mejaphysical jargon. They have their own places of attack and re

treat. They are the absolute masters of their intellectual wealth,

which they occasionally bequeath to initiates in mystic sciences,

whom they regard as their immediate and rightful heirs. They

throw their intellectual pearls, before those worthy of being their

recipients, but seldom think of throwing them before swine. Such

being the miraculous disguise, within which our Rig-Veda is kept,

we cannot be supposed to be hard with our friends, in that we

have openly declared that, notwithstanding their untiring labour

and research of many years, Western Sanscritists were unable to lift

up the allegorical veil that enshrouds ancient Hindu mysticism.

Having said that much, about the antiquity and authenticity of

Vedantha Darshana and the insufficiency of Western Research, to

trace the progress of our Religious Literature to its origin, in
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its different stages, we feel we are called upon to answer the

question that our readers may naturally put to us, whether

we are capable and prepared to offer an esoteric interpretation

of our Vedic Literature, interpretations consistent with the teach

ing-s of modern science and the notions of our advanced free

thinkers with reference to Divinity. As Colonel Olcott so often

deplores, we have like Jews, Parsis and Buddhists, lost our

/keys, with which, our forefathers opened the treasure box of

esoteric wisdom. But certainly there are innumerable indications

in the voluminous writings of our sages that such interpretation is

possible. It was possible for Madam Blavatsky. (See her Secret

Doctrine). Then why not for us ? The worshipful Sankaracharya

in his immortal Sivanandalahari and Devianandalahari, revealed

to the outer world the combined esoteric wisdom, of the Tantiic

Vedantic and Yoga Literature. Lakshimidhara Pandit who com

mented on the above two works, threw a world of light on the mys

tic nomenclature adopted in the Vedas, and had the kindness to

reveal many secrets, whiqh, but for him, would never have seen the

light of day. His comments on the Srutis, " Iyamvavasaragha"

" Apuxyamana" " Sugyanam" and " Janakovideha" are valuable

as being the true esoteric interpretations of the Vedic Texts in

question, and the means whereby we can conjecture, that Vedic

Srutis explained away by Apastambha, as treating of Vedic

Ritualism, treat of God. Similarly, the one hundred and eight

Samhitas of Pancharatragama, the second chapter of Srpemaha

Bhagavatha, the Asthra-Bhushana-Adhyayum of Srivishnu Puran,

and the Sundarakanda of Sri-Ramayana are depots of esoteric

wisdom. Throughout Sanskrit Tantric works, we find, here and

there, scattered trains of Sanskrit nouns (names of things often

mentioned in Vedic and Puranic Literature) with their esoteric

meanings. In fact, there is a mystic lexicon in Pancharathragama

for the explanation of mystic names that occur in Hindu religious

works. But, thoughtful study and scrutinising enquiry are essen

tial to grasping esoteric doctrine. As the field of our enquiry

expands, the esoteric doctrine continues to manifest its long hidden

treasures. Our Puranic literature teems with allusions to reigns

of different monarchs and their dynasties, matter quite irrelevant

to that promised by the authors in the opening chapters. It is

our firm opinion that this irrelevant matter was purposely in

troduced into the midst of esoteric doctrine containing lofty

spiritual teaching with a view to test the discerning powers of

/
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the student, who, like a cock, must get into the intelligent way

of separating husk from grain. It is this strange commixture

of what is really useful and practically useless, often met in our

Puranic literature that has attracted the attention of our western

thinkers. Professor Monier Williams and others of his clan, wonder

at this peculiar arrangement of matter. Portions of our Puranas

are highly philosophical while others are deplorably nonsensical.

This, we must admit, to be the outcome of the art of spiritual

diplomacy commonly called " priest-craft." The authors of our

Puranas aim at a full and adequate mental development of their

readers. Sometimes the irrelevant stories of the Puranas carry

with them good and weighty morals and produce deep and indelible

impressions of right and wrong, virtue and vice, on the minds of

readers. Such a complicated system of Religion and Philosophy,

the brain work of men that lived during thousands of years, every

now and then, undergoing modifications to suit the then existing

stages of public intellectual and spiritual development cannot be

intelligible to ordinary minds without a particular course of training

and instruction. But this is the absolute truth. The same abstract

truths concerning Divine Wisdom, lie buried in the bowels of Srutis,

Smrutis, Agamas, Ithihasas and Puranas alike. But a reconcilia

tion betweem apparently contending systems of religious thought is

only possible for master-minds who, fortunately happen to be

initiates. Now as to the question, whether the comments of Sayana

and Madhava, on Rig and Yajurvedas respectively are exoteric

or esoteric in their nature, we are prepai-ed to answer that they

are exoteric and throw as much light on Aryan mysticism as

Clarke's comments on the Christian Scriptures throw on Trinitarian

Doctrines. They reveal as much of the doctrine as is con

sistent with the long-established and time-honored rules of their

Fraternity, but are very careful in expressing themselves in

guarded terms, always retaining the technicalities of the original

in their comments. The Sagamhita portions of the two Vedas

in question, convey double meaning. Outwardly they speak of cer

tain sacrifices, their modus operandi, and numerous other minute

details that bear upon the apparatus used during Vedic sacrifices

and the construction of sheds and altars wherein sacrifices are

offered to celestial gods. Moreover they contain invocations to the

five elements and numerous celestial gods and prescribe different

sacrifices togodsby men who desire differentthings, such as, the birth

of a son, the death of an enemy, the falling of rain, &c. Esoterically
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interpreted they are no more than a continued discourse on divine

matters, such as theories of Cosmogony, Universal Evolution and

Dissolution, the origin of man, his future destiny, nature of God

head, &c. Having thus far surveyed the question, we have to deal

with, and impressed the existence of esoteric doctrine in our Sanskrit

Literature, on the minds of our readers and having plainly put

before our fellow-men the results of Western Research, we com

mence to give hereunder an abridgment of Vedantha, Darsana,

as expounded by Ramanuja with a short outline of the circumstances

that lead to its exposition.

It is erroneously supposed by Westerns that Vedantha declares

" God" to be absolute consciousness devoid of moral attributes and

" absorption" to be eternal beatitude. Sankaracharya, the first

commentator on the Sutras, during the period of Brahminical

ascendancy,- that followed the extinction of Buddhism, was the philo

sopher and commentator, who propagated Advitic doctrines. It was

he who first impressed upon Aryans that the Universal soul (God)

is an absolute consciousness devoid of all moral attributes of per

fection. There were many dualist philosophers before Sankara,

who wrote voluminous commentaries on Vedantha ; Dramidacharya,

the disciple of Jaitnini, the expounder of Purvamimamsa (the philo

sophy of Vedic Ritualism) wrote a concise commentary on Brahma

Sutras. He was Vyasa's grand disciple and a dualist in his doc

trines. Rishi Bodhayara, the author of Suthra Vrutti, (a very

voluminous work) was a sage of great erudition and a dualist. Tan-

ka, Guhadeva, Bharuchi and Brahmananda Misra are alluded to in

Visishtadwitic literature as having been the exponents of Dualist

Philosophy : Sriman Nadamuni andJTanumachariyar who preced

ed Ramanuja, wrote " Vedanta Karikas" and " Sidhi Traya" res

pectively upholding the dualistic interpretation of the Upanishads.

Ramanuja is not therefore a founder of a new religion or teacher

of new doctrines. He is. the mouth-piece of Saguna Brahma

Vadies and so his philosophical teachings deserve our careful study

and meditation. The illustrious Vyasa in his first aphorism

" Adhatho Brahma Jigyasa " lays down that it is absolutely neces

sary for man to acquire knowledge respecting the Supreme Being.

Ramanuja in his gloss says " Take to and practice divine contem

plation to obtain eternal beatitude after having performed religious

sacrifices and grown tired of them, seeing that the practice of such

rites produces only temporary and trifling fruition," and defines

r
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Brahma as being theJ^ll-pervading Being, who is the embodiment

of infinite moral attributes of perfection) as the Vedas declare

" Brahma, is an embodiment of the moral attributes of reality,

knowledge, and infinitude," " The omnipotence of God is mani

fested in different ways in different things " " God is naturally a

conglomeration, of knowledge, might and creative intelligence "

and " He who is omniscient and who knows all." Contemplation

is the " Thruva Smruthi " of Chandoga Upanishad. To be suc

cessful it must be continuous and unbroken Hke_oiLstrea,m, the in

herent particles of which, keep themselves together and must

be a constant reminder of the universal soul, on which one's

will-power is concentrated ; in short, divine contemplation is

the unceasing thought of God as Vedas declare " Practice divine

contemplation pronouncing Om" " Contemplate the First Cause" and

"Death is the limit when one must give up his meditation."

Eternal beatitude is that state of spiritual exaltation, wherein

sentient soul rescued from the effects of karma (good and bad,

enjoys eternal bliss. Religious sacrifices are the rites enjoined in

the Sagamhita portions of Vedas and produce fruition. They are

therefore denounced. Katha Upanishad says "Wise men are

sensible that a knowledge of God, which procures eternal exaltation

and the performance of rites that produces fruition, are entirely

opposite to each other and yield different consequences." Rama-

nuja's main contention is that the idea of an unconscious and

unintelligent Deity, stripped of all moral attributes due to an

Eternal and living Providence and devoid of will-power, glory

and intellect is quite inconsistent with the teaching of the Upani-

shads, which openly declare that the first cause of the universe is

-the Great Designing Mind. Ramanuja considers that the inner

teachings of Sankara's and Buddha's philosophy are identical, since

both of them endeavoured to disprove the existence of a living

personal creator, who is the moral Governor of the universe. The

idea of an impersonal Deity, devoid of attributes is repulsive to

most English thinkers. One of our modern Christian Theologians,

the Principal of Westminster Training College says " If we elimi

nate from our idea of the Divinity of the universe, all consciousness,

1 sympathy, all will, what sort of a divinity remains, what

mse of a present and real Divine Power is left to the man that

irinks from atheism."

J The second aphorism of Vedanta defines Brahma of the first

e'xt as " He, by whom, the birth, existence and the annihilation

1
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of the world, is regulated." Raman uja considers that the Supreme

Beingjs beyond our comprehension. It is not a possibility to com

prehend, his essence and know him in his entirety. We must~ex-

plain him from his effects or works. From the wonderful arrange~

ment and harmony that exist in the universe, we must infer that

the maker of this grand universe must be a Being full of wisdom,^

designing and constructive faculty.- Tithireya Upanishad declares

the Supreme Being thus " He from whom, these animate and inan

imate existences emanate, and in whom they live and have their

being and to whom they finally return, is the Lord of the Uni

verse." The Suthra under comment says that, he who is the creator

of the universe is^the Supreme Being and Ramanuja in his gloss

"-adds that God^j^sf both the efficient and the material cause of tha.

Universe as the Veda declares that " God creates "and destroys this

Universe as a Geometrical spider creates and absorbs its web." TSs

to the nature of the material from which the Universe is created

Ramanuja says that matter (Prakrithi) and Purush (soul) are ca-

eternal and co-existent, as the Bhagavatgitha declares "understand

that matterand soul (both ^ are. .eternal." "flatter,js indestructible.

"Density of matter" and "Tenuity of Essence" are the two states

which matter assumes during the periods of universal activity and

passivity, respectively. During the period of universal repose,

matter and sentient souls, according to Ramanuja, assume such a

form that cannot be named, seen, or felt and lie latent in the

'universal soul. As the Veda declares, the Universal and animal

souls are alike unborn. The universal soul is the Lord and the

sentient soul his dependant and God is the Lord of souls who are

as eternal as Himself and are infinite in number. With RamannjaX

the cause of the Universe and the Universe (effect) are identical. j|

Chit (sentient soul) and matter (in whatever form it may exist) are

inseparable from the Supreme Being. On the eve of the bloomim

oTCosmos, the Vedas declare that the1 Supreme Being wills "I v<

expand myself into the form of the Universe." The latent unf "* .

matter that sleeps in God doing the period of Universal Rest, rf I

ing the impulse from the universal soul developes itself into - /

forms and this development is the creation. Veda declar J

to whom the sentient soul and the universe are body." Thf 3ff

dent existence of the animal soul (jivatma) is thus spoken ot^

Katha Upanishad. " God and the soul, enter into the hear

cellent divine abode ; the latter while residing in the body, i

the necessary consequences of its action; and the former -
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all those events." Ramanuja therefore lays downihat the Universal

soul in whom matter and animal souls are inherent is the cause and

the Universe (a development of matter) is the_aff£ct~ In explana

tion of Suthra 3 of Vedanta, Ramanuja says " we need not infer the

existence of God from his works alone. We have the revealed autho

rity of the Vedas that the Creator of the universe must needs be

a Being, full of wisdom and intelligence." He, of course, like

Vyasa attaches more value to Revelation than natural theologyTf

The fifth aphorism is an attack against atheism. The question

whether (aryaktam-matter) of Sankhya Philosophy can be the

efficient cause of the universe coming up, for consideration, Rama

nuja, according toVyasa, decides that matter, insensible and unintelli

gent and consequently devoid of sight or intention is incapable

of creating the regular universe, as Veda expressly declares

that " God by his sight created the Universe." Different Upanishads

adopt different names, when they speak of the First Cause of the

universe, such as, ' Atma/ 'Brahma,' ' Akasa,' ' Vayu,' ' Sath,'

'Jyoti,' Apa and Agni. As these names are misleading and

as the Upanishads are liable to be misconstrued as containing poly

theistic teaching, Vyasa in the 1 1th aphorism of Vedant says that

the Vedic nouns such, as above stated, have a common interpreta

tion. They all mean God. Ramanuja in his gloss says that as

Mundakopanishad declares that " By Him who knows all things

collectively and distinctly, whose knowledge and will are the only

means of all his actions, Brahma, name and form and all that vege

tates are produced " no finite being who is not omniscient can be

the Creator of the Universe. Veda declares " the Supreme soul

produced akas or (the void space) and breath, th j intellectual power,

all the external and internal senses, the void space, air, light and

water, and the extensive earth proceeded from the Supreme Beiug."

" The sun and all others imitate God and borrow their light from

Him." " The soul (Atma) being joined to the Resplendent Being

enjoys by itself" and " God and the soul enter the small void

space of the heart" and these declarations satisfactorily show that

God is the Creator of all the elements. He is omnipresent and *

omniscient. He is therefore capable of constructing this wonderful

Univgrie. - Air, light and others which do not possess the necessary

attributes of perfection, cannot be the independent cause of the

Universe. No being that can be perceived by us in any way, can

be the cause of the universe, since "finitu.de" is not one of theattri- I

bu.ligs.ol God. On the other hand, if we assume, that The Divinity
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has more than one Being, we will assume a scientific impossibility,

the existence of two omnipresent Beings. Moreover, such texts of

the Vedas as " The universal spirit alone existed before all." " There

was only one Naryana before the evolution of the Universe, not a

second." "God is indeed one and has no second" will become false

and absurd. Ramanuja therefore considers that the Supreme Being,

who pervades thejwhole universe is the cause of onuses. He has^

neither~equals nor ^superiors. He is one without a second. All

the different names adopted in VeHuTTEeoIogy (although they may

refer to perceptible objects created by God) so long as they are

intended to stand for the " Creative Principle" must have a

eecondary interpretation, consistent with the spirit of Vedas and

[Vedantas. As to the nature of Prathyagathma, Vyasa in aphorism

No 234, declares that animal souls are eternal, as the Veda

says " The animal soul has no birth and death. It is eternal." As

to its magnitude, it is stated to be as minute as an atom, that can

not be analysed (anu in Sanscrit,). Prathyagathma is, according

to Vedas and Sutras, an embodiment of happiness (Anauda) and

knowledge (Gyana), as the Vedas and Sutras respectively declare

as follows " Prathyagathma which is as minute as atom, is an embo

diment of happiness and knowledge." " Prathygathma possesses

knowledge and happiness as its attributes." To these two attri

butes of Prathyagathma, Ramanuja adds with emphasis a third

" subordination to divine will or reliance upon the supreme soul

(Seshatva in Sanskrit) as the Bhagavat-Sastradeclares "sentient souls

are dependant upon God whatever the state of existence in which

they may be." In commenting on aphorism No 242 (Gunadwalo-

kavath), Ramanuja says " just as the sun, a gem or other luminary

object sends forth its light to all the surrounding objects, Prathya

gathma, though it occupies a particular place in the human body,

imparts its intelligence to all the senses (external and internal)

of the body. A doubt having arisen whether Prathyagathma

is endowed with the capability of acting as a responsible moral

agent, Vyasa in his aphorism No. 249 says " Prathygathma is

endowed with the power of acting independently. If not Shastra

^ill be false and absurd." Ramanuja in his gloss hereon says

" Shastra gives instructions to men to perform rites and practise

devotion as means for securing fruition and eternal happiness

respectively. It says " worship" and " contemplate." These

directions could not have been addressed to inanimate existences.

They must have been addressed to men who have been endowed

/
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with the power of independent action. Man (Prathyagathma) is \

therefore held morally responsible for what he does." The diffi.^,

cult problem why Prathyagathmas who are naturally embodi

ments of happiness and knowledge must be .forced to assume dif

ferent forms, such as, celestial gods and men, comiag. up. . for.

sol u tidpil -Vyasa in his aphorism No. 172 declares that one's karma

^(good and bad. wjjrks) determines the form ha has to assume in a

future birth. Ramanuja in his gloss says (|* The universal soul

(who is simply witness) has nothing to do with the destiny of

mankind ; God who is devoid of partiality or enmity (favour or

disfavour) does not mould the individual destinies of men. He does

not allot affliction and happiness to his creatures individually. He

is an all-Merciful Father, who loves his creatures equally. It is

the karma of man that decides his station in life, happiness, 1

affliction or joy whatever it may be.) Veda declares " He who is aj

lover of righteousness and walks in wisdom's way becomes a

righteous man in his next birth, and he who is addicted to vice

will be born a vicious man." _Karma has of course a beginning

wjiichjt iguJiot-possibk»-tQ~trace. It is declared to have a percep

tible end. The doctrine of karma is one of the recognised beau

ties of oriental Philosophy. That man should be rewarded or

punished according to his efforts or deserts, is one of the immu

table laws of Providence. Nojy^._as. to the .doubt, whether the

Supreme Being has any purpose in creating and destroying the

universal system, Ramanuja in explaining Suthras Nos. 170 and

171 " Naprayojanavathvath" and " Lokavathulilakyvalyam," says

that although the Supremo Being is full in every way and has no

ungratified desires, he creates and destroys the Universe for amuse

ments' sake, just as a Sovereign who is iu every way happyaBo!~Can"="

tented by being the absolute monarch of the world and its ^ev&n

islands, plays at ball and takes delight in its movements. Certainly

he does not bring this system into existence for his sake, because ^

he wants nothing to complete his happiness and glory. If on the

other hand it is asserted that he creates for his creatures, the world

must needs possess unalloyed good and happiness. This is not

so. Misery and evil-are seen in this world." The question whether

the Vedic Texts " Sath alone, existed before all" " God is absolute

reality, knowledge" means that there existed nothing except the

Supreme Spirit before the evolution of the Universe, and that the

universal principle is absolute consciousness itself, (abstract idea),

respectively, Ramanuja declares that Sath means the Universal
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Reality in whom Chi±h..(sentient souls) and Achith__ (indiscrete

malterX are inherent in an imperceptible state, and that there

is no harm by Sruthi saying " Sadevasomyedamagraasit" in

asmuch as it is only meant to teach the world, that, during

the period of Universal Passivity, Chit and Achit have only

theoretical existence. The Vedic Text " Sathyam Gnana-

mananthain Brahma," Ramanuja contends, means " The Supreme

Being, who possesses the moral attributes of Sathyam, Gnanam,

&c." He cousiders that absolute consciousness (devoid of the

qualities of designing power and constructive faculty) can .

"Taevgr be the cause of the Universe. The Supreme Being must,

therefore,~~be~necessarily, an Intelligent Being, with powers of

designing and executing. Whether the so-called intelligent

Being, has a personality of his own coming up for solution,

Ramanuja considers from the authority of Vedic Texts " a golden

figure is seen" and " a being as resplendent as the sun" that

God has a form, which is as incomprehensible to us, as his

essence. The Srutis which declare " He who is without figure and

- beyond the limit of description, is the Supreme Being." " The

Supreme Being has no feet but extends everywhere; has no hands,

yet holds everything ; has no eyes, yet sees all that is ; has no

>ears, yet hears everything that passes," mean by their declarations

that God possesses a transcendental immaterial form (Aprakrutha-

divya-mangala-vigragha) and that he has not, under any circum

stances, a material" figure, with which, we, common mortals, are

acquainted and that he is a being capable of acting independently

of his person. To attach a personality to the eternal essence is not

a fruitless task. The contemplation of an impersonal deity was

long ago held to be an impossibility by the highest occultists of

the Visishtadwitic clan. The Universal Father, although devoid

of a real form is said to assume one to facilitate the contemplation

of his Yogis. This, being purely and highly transcendental cannot

be, of course, comprehended by us. In the 3rd chapter of Brahma

Sutras " The Upayaswarupa" or the means of obtaining eternal

beatitude is considered. A devotee bent on spiritual emanci

pation is supposed to acquire seven qualifications. (1) Viveka, (2)

Vimoka, (3) Abhyasa, (4) Kriya, (5) Kalyana, (6) Anavasada, (7)

Anidharsa. The definitions of these terms are copied from Bhas-

hyacharya's Visishtadwitic catechism.

(1) " Viveka, purification of mind for concentration, by taking

only pure food, that is only such kind of food as will
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facilitate concentration as described in Bhagavadgitha

and other Yoga Shastras.

(2) Vim6ka, the leaving of all desires.

(3) Abhyasa, uninterruption in contemplation of one object.

(4) Kriya, doing one's own duties as described in the Vedas,

to the best of one's ability.

(5) Kalyana, truth speaking, mercy, charity, &c.

(6) Anavasada, not caring for miseries under any condition .

(7) Anidharsha, satisfaction with one's own condition.

The aforesaid seven qualifications are stepping stones to the

proper contemplation of the moral attributes of the Universal Being.

The word contemplation is interpreted by different philosophers

in different ways. Jlamanuja considers that contemplation, to be

effective, must be unbroken and unceasing like a stream of oil.

This contemplation is of two kinds. (1) Prathikopasana. (2) Apra-

thik6pasana. Prathikopasana is productive of fruition other than

Moksha. But it ultimately leads to eternal emancipation. Aprathi-

k6pasana is directly productive of Moksha. _jtamanjija ,.holds that-^

Bhakthi (contemplative devotion) combined with karma (acts) and

Gyana (knowledge) is the real means to Salvation. He considers

that Bhakthiyoga, to be really effective, must be Ashtangayoga-

sahitha, that is, that the contemplation described in the Yogashastras

with eight Angas (i e., Yama, Niyama, Asana, Pranayama, Prathya

hara, Dhyana, Dharana, Samadhi) must form part of Bhakthiyoga.

The practice of Bhakthi is called Upasana in Visishtadwitic

literature. Upasana is enjoined in the Upanishads. There

are thirty-two Vidyas, minutely described in the Upanishads,

which are different modes of divine contemplation. The constant

practice of the Upasana laid down in the thirty-two Vidyas

in question leads to Moksha which Ramanuja considers to be

of three kinds ; viz., (1) Salokya (leading an endless life in the

immaterial, blissful and transcendental regions of the next

world ; (2) Sarupya (acquiring godlike image in form, purity

and matter) ; (3) Sayujya (union with God as it is understood by

dualists, that is, to have separate godlike existences in the trans

cendental regions, where Narayana, the creator of the Universe,

is said to assume a form to facilitate the contemplation and salva

tion of his creatures). Moksha is defined to be the devotees'

unceasing enjoyment of godhead through eternal and endless agerr

and that is considered to be the highest aim of man in life.
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Ramannja considers that Karma is of three kinds, i. e., (1) Sanchitha

(past Karma, (2) Agami (future Karma), (3) Prarabdha (present

Karma) and that Upasana whenever effective, makes away with

Sanchitha and Agami, and that man, however elevated he might

be in spirituality, cannot avoid the effects of Prarabdha. A de

votee's Prarabdha is destroyed at his death. The annihilation of

Karma (that strong bond which unites human egos to the material

plane) constitutes Moksha. According to the fourth Chapter of

Vedantha Suthras, there are two ways from this world to the

transcendental regions above spoken of, namely, Archiradigathy

and Devayanamu. When the death of a devotee takes place, the

soul escapes with Sukshmasarira through Sushumnanadi to Brah-

marandhra from whence it is said to go to the region of the sun

through the solar rays and thence to the seat of destination

through a dark spot in the sun, its chief propelling force being the

occult knowledge acquired in the previous birth. It is said that

there are twelve bearers in transit called Archis by the names of

Archi, Ahas, Purvapaksha, Utharayana, Samvatsara, Adithya,

Chandra, Vydyatha, Varuna, Indra, Prajapathi and Amanava.

The Archis are pure angels of the celestial dominion. Upanishad

(the devotee who aspires to obtain eternal bliss must live a life of

purity and contemplation till his earthly existence terminates.

Then on the separation of the soul from the physical body he

realises his aspiration, that is, he woes to Paramapada from which

there is no return through endless ages) is supplemented by

Brahmasuthra No. 545 -> &?r°X) ^^s^J^^tr." Now re

turn from blissful regions is understood by ' w s> _S> ' of the

Sutra. The same truth Krishna taught Arjuna. 11 Efr"5^

jo-a" ii JJe who fixes his thoughts upon me and takes me

as his refuge avoids the cycle of births and rebirths but obtains

everlasting bliss. Those who aspire for Devachanic existences

appertaining to the material universe are subject to transmigration.

But he who takes me as his shelter an-1 refuge, obtains everlasting

bliss. Those who constantly practice contemplation and fix their

thoughts on myself will not be born during the next evolution ;

nor does the coming dissolution of the universe destroy their spi
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ritual existences. They enjoy eternal, incomparable, incomprehen

sible and everlasting peace and bliss through eternity.

It now remains for us to show how far Ramanuja's Dualism is —

one with occultism. As explained already, Vyasa's first aphorism

inculcates the contemplation of the Eternal Principle and calls it

by the name of Brahma which means the ALL pervading and expand

ing spirit. Different Upanishads adopt different names such as

(Sath, Akasa, Prana, Bramha, A'tma, Siva, Sambhu, and Rudra,

&c., when speaking of the same Eternal Principle, Parabramham.

Chandoga, Vajasaneya, Iteraya, Swetaswatara and Adharva,

Sikhopanishads). Parabramham (who is unknowable in his essence,

cannot be positively defined. He has therefore no proper name,

i.e, he is not Bcr'^S-asr'-S-^. All the names with which human

ingenuity have, from time to time decorated Parabramham possess

derivative meanings and have reference to one or other of the

numerous attributes of Paramatma. They are therefore <Jfr°>£

&>"°#c>s. Man in his ignorance creates an attachment between him

self and some particular name of Parabramham and commences

to fight for words. The Christian Jehova, the Moslem Alia, the

Aryan Narayana, the Grecian Verbum, are all synonyms of the

one Great Power, commonly called God. Vyasa in his aphorism

No. XI " ^a^^sr'gS"" rules that i^-!!r-^0 (undifferentiated matter)

cannot be the cause of the universe, since Parabramham who is styled

by different names in different Upanishads and who is identified

as one by the coincident meaning of the different terms, is held to

be the cause of all causes. The aphorism, therefore, indicates by

implication that the different terms used in different places refer

only to one Being, from whom, the Cosmos springs into existence-

Following this train of reasoning, Ramanuja carefully analyses

the meanings of the different Vedic words, used in Vedas to denote

the first principle, and concludes that the word Narayana is the

best one inasjnuch as it conveys loftier and fuller ideas of Divinity

than all the other words of the Sanscrit vocabulary taken together.

He, therefore, under the authority of Mahopanishad, Narayano-

panishad, Subalopanishad, Purushasukta, Narayananuvaka and

Antaryami Bramhana, which clearly establish that Narayana is

the Parabramham who is "i^y (Redeemer of man and the

cause of all that exists,) lays down that Narayana is Para-Tatwa. He

contends that Siva and others to whom Vedas ascribe birth and death

are beings on the material plane of the universe. (Subalopanishad).

Narayana is talked of as being the First Cause of the whole mani
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fested Cosmos and nobody is ever allnded to as being the cause of

Narayana himself. (Mahopanishad). Narayana created Brahma from

the lotus in his bosom and taught him Vedas. (Swetaswataropa-

nishad). Narayana is the only source where-from Prakriti, in its

diverse forms, emanates and manifests itself. He is the only eter

nal Reality. He is an embodiment of wisdom and infinitude. (Bruha-

daranyakopanishad). Narayana brought Brahma into existence. The

three-eyed Rudra wearing a trident in his hand, came out of Brahma.

The blue colonred eternal Reality that exists in t££*TF--r"g is Nara

yana. Tittirey6panishad). Narayana (Vishnu) pervades the whole

space. Devas (celestial gods) take him for their prop and shelter and

have their desires fulfilled. (Rugveda 1st Ashtaka 1st Chap. 7th

Varga). The eternal Narayana who is the Saviour of men, who is

second to none in excellence and glory and who establishes Dharma

pervades the whole universe. (Ruk III). " Priests, look at the

wonderful way in which Narayana takes care of Humanity. It is

through His grace that Yajamana (Brahmin that keeps fires and

performs sacrifices,) performs his sacrifices with success. (Rugveda

Ruk IV). Adepts unceasingly look into Narayana's abode (so often

alluded to in Shastras), just as we look into the starry heavens

with delight. (Ruk V.) and Narayana's abode is reached by men

who are intelligent, wise and careful. (Rng Veda, Varga 7, Ruk

VI). The word Vishnu is synonymous with Narayana and is used

to denote Parabramham in the Vedas. Rishi yaska in his Veda

Nirukta, says » »^o^y"Sxr°^sg-rsg"i-cr'^c!5ba«olo-a-^a^^-&"^." Vishnu

is one who has «>o^2|S-S«- and who pervades all animate and inani

mate existences. The all-pervading spirit is Parabramham. Nara

yana at the time of the blooming of the Cosmos, enters into indi

vidualised material and spiritual existences and gives them names

and forms. (Chand6gy6panishad.) The formation of Sat and

Tyet is due to the all-pervading spirit of Narayana. Na

rayana is outside and inside of all space. (Purusha-sukta).

Narayana (Vishnu) is called csbjs (Yajurveda-ashtaka III.)

since all ^c«b^j|-'s performed in sacrifices of dead and full moon

days are conducted according to Vishnu Suktas. This is conclusive

proof to shew that all Karma of the Purvamimamsa school is direct

ed towards Narayana, who is the rewarder of all merit, according

to Karmic laws. (Bramha Sutra No. 351.) Narayana, according

to Pratardana Vidya, is the object of adoration in Vedic Ritualism

sanctioned by the Purvamimasa school of philosophers, although

in different ceremonies, different sacrifices are offered to different
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celestial devas. It is even asserted that the terms Indra and Agni,

used in Vedic sacrifices indicate Parabramham, and this view is

supported by Vyasa in his aphorism ^sx&-SgJi&^o Yaska

in his Nirukta says that Indra means Parabramham, inas

much as the word from its different derivations means, the

Creator, the all-wise Being. Sayanacharya in his comments on Rug-

veda says that as the Ruk in which Indra is used speaks of

the all-pervading power of the Deity, and as such all pervad

ing power belongs naturally to Parabramham, Indra stands

for and means Parabramham but not the head of celestial

gods of devachanic existence. His contention therefore, is that

Indra, Agni, &c., must be made to apply to celestial devas or Para

bramham according as the attributes recorded in vedic passages

relate to the former and latter respectively. All Vedic terms, such

as Agni, Indra, Varuua, Narayana, Vasudeva, Vishnu are grouped

into -£"sr°£tf& (direct appellation) and wzycjSS (indirect appellation;

classes. It is said in Antaryami-Bramhana that all animate and in

animate existences are the body of Parabramham, who, in his turn,

is their soul or life energy. All important upanishads declare in

one voice that Narayana is the Parabramham of the Cosmos while

a few unimportant and unauthoritative ones attribute ^5^^ and

Parabramhaic attributes to devas of the material plane. The coin

cidence of attributes, recorded with reference to Deity under diffe

rent appellations (commonly applied to celestial devas and uncom

monly to Parabramham), places the fact, that all vedic tertns>

denote and refer to the same absolute Reality, beyond doubt.

Siva, Bramha refer to Jivas on the material plane when the

context and the text attribute non-Parabramhaic attributes to

them. It is from this discovered method of using vedic terms,

that Ramanuja contends that Rudra or Brahma is not the origi

nator of the universal system. Rama and Narasimha Tapaniya

upanishads are unanimous in their declarations, that Narayana of

the upanishad literature, is the only Abstract Reality that under

lies all Nature. The contention on the other hand, that iSambhu

(«o^^^3sk$^g$£cs£>s), who is in the midst of Daharakas, is the

object of our contemplation, is of no avail, since the word

is used with Parabramhaic attributes and evidently means Nara

yana. If it were not so, the causation of the Universe would have

to be attributed to different divine personalities and the upani-

shadaic theory would be reduced to something nonsensical. Vyasa

is therefore on the safe side, when he contends that ordinary
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vedic terms, such as Siva, Sambhu, akas must be made to

mean Narayana which is the extraordinary appellation of Para-

bramham. (Vide verse 16. Sundara Bahustava). Bramha Bindu

and Katavalli upanishads come to the fore- front of the upanishad

literature with a distinct declaration that Narayana is the only

Self-Existent Being. Sahasra Namastotra (commented upon

by representatives of different philosophies) applies the terms

Sambhu, Siva, Stanu and Maheswar to the eternal Narayana.

Purushasukta (the very name of which signifies that it is a de

scription of the First Cause) applies extraordinary attributes to

Narayana saoa^^j^sK o ^9g6c^s&nSa^>o. (The God of Gods,

the life energy of the whole Cosmos, the Lord of all human

monads, the source of the world's joy and happiness, the one

indestructible Being.) . The contention that Adharvasikhopani-

shad attributes ^SSa^ to Rudra is futile. The uncorroborated as

sertions contained in the upanishad under dispute, cannot go

against and defeat the arguments and assertions of Tittireya,

Chandogya, Soubala, Bramha-Bindu and Mahopanishads and

Purushasukta. Moreover the Code of Manu and the discourse of

Kistna become unauthoritative. The Karma and Bramha portions

of the Vedas authoritatively assert that Narayana is the object of

Vedic Ritualism and Upanishadaic contemplation and the great

Power that brings universe into existence with its infinite beauties

and details. The Code of Manu, the authority of which on Vedan-

tism, Veda itself admits and the excellence of the doctrines of

whieh, Veda Vyasa upholds when he refutes the materialistic

doctrines of s^bv^^Q (Vide Bramha Sutra No. 139 and Ramanuja's

Vedanta Dipa), commences his theory of evolution with a definition of

the term Narayana and ends it with <&&;*o»So. Padina Puran says

>- wsrraTT'jr'^&i*'" Q&z_'zi-vZ^" Nirukti, " ^)*sx"(Jo^^ S/ij^js"

ag>&stfs*'Os '- Nighant -- \$Z&Wtot& &&% " Bhagavadgita »

;&&>8&_3soS ' and Purushasukta-1 ^^^"a^Sois?."' Trikanda Sesha

gives 3j)&>3- as a synonym for Narayana. It is therefore evident

that the term " Purush " of the Upanishad and Puranic literature

always refers to Narayana. It is stated in the first Anuvaka of

Purushasukta that " The thousand-headed, the thousand-eyed,

and the thousand-footed Purush pervaded the whole universe and

was 10 inches long. He was the life of the whole Cosmos. He

caused the universe to come into existence. 1 know Him who is the

centre of light. He is the only medium, through which, man can
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aspire to obtain eternal beatitude. Bramha is in his bosom.

and are his wives. He is Narayana. He is second to none.

He is sometimes called and pervades the whole space. The

whole Cosmos hangs on him. He is the Lord of all human monads.

He is moreover seated in the centre of the lotus of the heart, where

in there is light which resembles a blue cloud encircled by lightning.

He is Siva, Indra, Akshara and Paramaswarat. He is Narayana

and Vasudeva. His dham (abode J above is the source of all bliss "

Like " Purusha," " Bramha," wherever used in its broad sense, evi

dently refers to Narayana. Niruktam says |»°SjS9s^<£o fStfgSg "

Smruti -- ^^^S^M^^^^I^S?^"^' Garuda Puran

csso^^|jjij^^^sag ii As Vedas use the word to denote Nara

yana and as Narayana possesses the requisite attributes to be call

ed Bramha, the primary and literal meaning of the word Bramha

is Narayana. It has, of course, its secondary significations. Titti-

reya Upanishad declares that Bramha is an embodiment of the

divine attributes of reality, -knowledge and iufinitude. He by

whom, the creation, preservation and destruction of the Cosmos is re

gulated is Bramha, whose contemplation Vyasa enjoins in the first of

his vedant aphorisms. -- (^grj of " tsipe^^iSj^^0-^ " is, there

fore Narayana of the upanishads. (Vide Bramha Sutra) " stfo^&jp

^a^^^S55^"-" Hence Ramanuja's contention that

Narayana is the Parabramham of the Vedantic philosophy.

Now a word as to the way in which occult science is reconcila

ble to the Vistadwitic philosophy. The main object of the

philosophy, under discussion, is to directing the mind of man to

grasp what truths it can concerning the nature and essence of

Parabramham or the logos its manifestation. As admitted by the

late lamented Subba Row in his discourses on the Bhagavadgita,

" the avatars were the manifestations of one and the same Power,

the logos, which the great Hindu writers of old called Maha-

Vishnu. It will be sufficient for me to say that this Alalia Vishnu

seems to be the Dhyan Cohan that first appeared on this planet

when human evolution commenced during this Kalpa, who set the

evolutionary progress in motion and whose duty it is to watch over

the interests of mankind, until the seven manwartaras through

which we are passing are over." Ramanuja's philosophy does not

touch on any material points of difference between Parabramham and
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the logos, its manifestation. The manifestation, from its sameness

with Parabramham in essence and nature, is taken to be Parabram-

ham itself, the object of the philosophy being to bring home to the

hearts of mankind as much enlightenment as can possibly be

brought to suit the highest possible spiritual development of man.

The philosophy, emphasises with due force that Narayaua, the logos,

is the only and main object of man's mental study and contem

plation and denounces the worship of all celestial gods on the

Karana and therefore material plane of the universe. Subba Row

says " It was for this reason, that all great religions have inculcated

the great truth that man should not for the sake of gain or profit,

or for the acquisition of any object, however, tempting for the time

being, worship any such powers, but should only devote his atten

tion and worship the one true logos, accepted by every true and

great Religion in the world, as that alone can lead a man safely

along the true moral path and enable him to rise higher and higher

until he lives in it as an immortal being, as the manifested Iswara

of the Cosmos and as the source, if necessary, of spiritual enlighten

ment to generations to come. Jitanta of the obsolete Rig Veda

says " men who get entangled in the fearful cobweb of Samsar and

in whom the craving for animal pleasures, which is the source of

grief and misery is inordinate, cross the ocean of material environ

ments, by directing their minds to you, (meaning the logos), through

the sheer force of wisdom. " Vishnu is the logos and the ferry boat

wherein we have to rest and cross the sea of material desires. Posi

tively there is not any other way, whereby the human monad, is en

abled in its evolutionary progress to reach Parama Parush." These

are the sayings of our occult science. Following the quaternary

classification of the eternal principle, we have the highest authority

to affirm that Narayana in the abstract is the Parabrainham, Nara-

yana in the concrete is the logos, the light of the logos which

emanates from the bosom of the logos is " eJL" of Yajurveda-

Purushasukta and Mulaprakriti is the if>£)9 of " sb&'&.o

2|s" of the Gita philosophy. Lakshmi plays an important part in

Vedantic occult philosophy. That divine light of the logos called

by Sankara in his ^r°o&8£e,s^3 Samaya and addressed as forming

the body of Sambhu and identified by Subba Row as " the light

of the logos," the second sub-principle of the one great Eternal

Principle (page 55 of Subba Row's Bhagavadgita) is the great <y<i^

of the Dualist philosophy, and this statement is borne out by the

esoteric interpretation of •'Wg^pfjjo «$s&>-zpr"go»r-
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£>o " of Srisukta, Ramayana, that depot of esoteric truths says

through the mouth of Sitha " I am not different from Rama.

I am so related to him as the light is to the sun." Rama

similarly explains "1 am not different from Sitha. I am so

related to her as the sun is to the light." Here Rama, a manifes

tation of the logos, is the sun (without light) and Sitha is the light.

Pancharatragama in general and aj^^o^J in particular declare that

Lakshmi is the light and Narayana, the flame or the real centre of

the light. One of our Visistadwitic initiates, in one of his Rahasyas

explains that <4j is the body of Narayana, just as watery atoms

form the body of fish. Visistadwitic initiates affirm that Narayana

the centre of the light, is unattainable except through Lakshmi

(the light of the logos). Rule XII of " Light on the Path " says,

" It is beyond you, because when you reach it, you have lost your

self. It is unattainable, becanse it for ever recedes. You will

enter the light but you will never touch the flame." The figure of

personification is so profusely used in our religious literature, that

it, instead of giving a concrete shape to an abstract essence,

and presenting a vivid image to the eyes of the uninitiated,

creates an infinite number of distinct personalities or individualised

divine existences about the person or form, or anything thatcreally

exists, of the one unattainable Principle with reference to the in

finite spiritual forces, of which the Eternal Reality is a conglomera

tion. The study of the infinite forces, that spring up from this

common centre with their essence and nature was the great special

study of Visistadwitic occultists, who took great pains in analysing

the nature of the forces and appropriately personifying and naming

them. This is a subject very difficult in its nature and very little

understood by people who have not probed to the bottom of our

ancient arcane science. An adequate discussion of the personality

of SSgsfcoKf a^Ca- attributed to Parabramham in our philosophy, a

clear explanation of the three wives and that adorn the

divine personality, an attempt to let our readers know, what arcane

science claims to know of divine weapons ¥o#). tS\$, Xtf, and

»i& and divine ornaments §6^ «>oKg5. smx^ So8t° an<J 0f Nitya

suris (angels that move about and have their being in Para

bramham J will not only take us to the root of all occult science,

but also launch us on the still unexplored shore of that mystic

region of thought contained in " eso^^^^^^s I s^"Kar°s^S

otfcS I er^g j5)&o&S I So^OEfcTpp^dc^SNSS^sS." And " ^$efcr«s
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«r»o ^Jfsfco^S I S^fecsfeo£iT«a^oS»o feasors--^cy^So | &>6oBoo

»g&oK*-C(X-jJ'j ii The logos (Srinivas or the abode of celestial

light who possesses a transcendental form of which even the

highest initiates cannot form an adequate conception and which

is composed of panchopanishads) is encircled by five outer lines.

This forms the first circumference that encircles the logos.

Lalcshmi and others form the 2nd circumferential line or bound

ary. The three lokas form the third and the five weapons

of the Deity, the fourth outer line by which the logos is en

circled. It is the essence that exists within these four circum

ferential lines that is called None other." The Upani-

shad and the sloka under comment are a clue to the mystic doctrine

of Visistadwities. Srinivas is none other than the logos and plays

an important part in our mystic literature. It refers to the logos

as much as Narayana refers to Parabramham or the All Pervading

Essence. Sutra Bhashya is the philosophy of the logos. Placing

the word, Narayana, so much admired by Vedantists as being an

embodiment of a world of conception in the back-ground, Rama-

nivja in the opening sloka of ^T'ss.g uses the phrase " (fcis^s3^S>

*r°"(5." Another initiate famed for his vast erudition, speaking of

Ramanuja as being the great teacher that expounds the real truths of

the sublime philosophy of the logos, says " It is as it were that

Ramanuja wears Wo^o in his eyes, to discover that matchless trea

sure trove, concealed in the thick and impassable forest of Vedic

lore during an infinite period of time, trove not easily acquired and

detected even by yogies, trove which is an embodiment of infinite

moral attributes of perfection and goes by the name of Srinivas."

Alwan in the second sloka of his SSlSxr'&^ss says that is the

source of all divine love and mercy. Veda Vyasa Bhutter

considers to be &o£h>;09. Ramanuja in his gita philosophy

defines the logos " ^«6?S89jtsp«ir'«6^gjb^ &er'§J5 $*T$-f>^ti fjsfc

_gss;&ae>& wf>o3 g^ss-so^S "£§vfr*S8 11 " "The logos is the husband

of or the celestial light. He is opposition personified to what is

bad and evil in nature and an embodiment of infinite attributes of

moral perfection. He is different from and superior to what exists

or seems to exist in this phenomenal world. Wisdom and eternal

joy are his form." ^^"^(j^^^i;3", apartof "^-Jl?^ considers

the different relations that exist between the logos and its divine light
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»|(FSeSr-pc^yf* lS°&3rli\8S3^-lVSS (4»^ss3j4^3r>«j3g |4&>

^cx68 ijsSr.g-erfg^ctfr. ^a&g 11 65 H Names Nos. 179 and 663 of

Sahasra Namastotra are one, i. e., «f pTSe-Sgsc&sxs The logos

has a transcendental form, which does not admit of a positive defi

nition. Jithantha says " ^Sr-sSo^"-^^." The logos has no

form in particular, but assumes one to become a fit object for the

contemplation of the spiritually minded. Alwan in his sstf&^ajss

says " 39^38»^^!iWJ*'Sc<fc»T?»(&." The logos assumes aperso-

nality, adorns itself with weapons and ornaments with the motive

of pleasing his Bhaktas. Man's incapability to elevate himself to

the level of the logos and comprehend its nature and essence in its

entirety, rouses such a love for mankind in logos, that it assumes

such forms, as cannot be brought within the range of our spiritual

experiences, to protect the good, to destroy evil doers and to

re-establish Dharma. (Verse VIII, Chap. IV of Bhagavadgita).

Pancharatragama explains that the person of the logos is made up

of Panchopanishads or five different kinds of spiritual energy.

Without acquiring a true conception of the five different kinds of

spiritual energy, which constitute the person of the logos, it is

useless to try to understand the constitution of the transcendental

person of the logos and the solution of this mystery, takes us to

the root of all occult science, which is not vouchsafed to men not

duly initiated into the truths of arcane science.

FAST III.

RAMANUJA'S POPULAR TEACHING.

We have in a foregoing Chapter given an essence of Ramanuja's

philosophical teaching. We now purpose to explain his popular

teaching as found contained in his " Last words" commonly called

"Eighty-two aphorisms." These instructions are reported to

have been uttered by our sage four days before his demise. To

our understanding, they were meant to be moral aids to his

disciples in their relations to God, men and devotees. To a careful

and analysing student, they appear to be a wonderfully abridged

Synopsis of Bhagavathgitha and as such, they certainly deserve

our careful study and thought. The teaching contained in part II,

of this work relates to higher philosophical problems of Divinity

and Nature and very often form a subject for abstract study

f
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and contemplation. The doctrines of the six schools of Aryan

Philosophy would never have gone home to the hearts of our

masses if they had been unsupplemented by our Puranic literature

and other religious works of a more recent origin. Similarly

Ramanuja's exposition of Vedantha Darshana would not have

been very useful to ordinary men, if it were not backed up by

the teaching contained in the instructions in question. Hence

the necessity for their insertion herein. A faithfnl translation

of these instructions was given in Volume VIII, No. XI of the

Madras Christian College Magazine by Mr. G. Mackenzie Cobban,

and they are reproduced here with our comments thereon.

Aphorism No. I. One should he equally devoted to the service

of one's own Guru and any Bhagavatha (devotee) , i. e., all devotees

are equal.—Bamanuja speaks of w^-vg&s_g<* here. Of course,

he has authorities in Srutis and Githa to lay " w^fT^S-^ _§ '

down as one of the moral obligations of a devotee. Srutis, such as

$£s*r°s^e3£ " " "SssStfo^sSj «bti>"6siiTr°K© " enjoins man's de

votion to his spiritual teacher. This is not optional but compul

sory. The same truth Krishna taught Arjuna (vide Bhagavadgitha.

Chap. XIII, verse 8) " w^^KoSS^, 5fci"0-?-°;f?oS-^«,a£ I «^

^^r-f)(Jo^-^o^«gsSr.i<sp^-s3- z " wherein es^e^^^c or de

votion to Guru was enjoined. Krishna speaks of ^KsScS under the

definition of " s>^£^" (m-de Bhagavathgitha, Chap.- II, verse 16,

?6~?°). There is no real, that is, eternal existence to material

body, which is liable to destruction. There is no destruction to

soul. Those who have a correct understanding of matter and

spirit have observed the difference between what is unreal and

real. In Chapter XII. from verse 13 to 20, he lays down the spi

ritual qualifying standard of Bhagavatha. " <tt"%|p' i>^^ir°

T3^o I Tfe^sStkreys-tfjOSXisr -^"ptfs^c-s-'S-j^&efc^ tfn^S&SX) (13) i>o

^-(SjoS-ig (14) o^-^^r^i^K^e^r6 ^-^J^S?a-§i?-o83§ I^^S&SJfTrScrtT^

^xSoof^csSi •^-B-&>^«&S I (15) t9(^~»51^ ^-^^^ro X&Sg^g I

i>c-^tioV £6«T'^"a 3Kr,5S.-.^_|^-i>D(jjOt& (16) <%^^^^B^^^f^
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(18) 5oe)^poTff' Jo3!^rJ) I -jSoSj^^ r^^tT tS|0"l 3|«5&8f^_§ ssing^

~Sxi\i>3xr°£g6 (19) c5o"i$-c^SDj^S)j&-o, cSbf°J[o £&>gjr--£~§ ^eSTp-" afo

d^ejsscn>i{f "^^1)5 s"&)(J)ctsbgii " He who does not hate animate creation

but loves it, who is kind to his fellow-men, who has no attachment

to material things, who is devoid of a spirit of self-elevation,

to whom joy and sorrow are equal, who is patient. (13) Who

is always joyful, absorbed in the thought of God, who has kept

his mind under restraint, who has no doubt as to his future

bliss, he whose will is concentrated in me and he who is devot

ed to me he is my beloved devotee. (14) He of whom the

world is not in fear, and who is not afraid of the world, who is free

from favouritism, dislike, fear and envy, is my beloved devotee.

(15) He, who has given up all desires, who is righteous, intelligent,

who is kindly disposed towards his fellow-men, who is fearless,

whose mind generates no desires for undertakings and who is devot

ed to men, is my beloved devotee. (16) He, whom success cannot

make joyful, who does not hate others, whom sorrow cannot afflict,

he who has given up all desire for material comforts, who ceases

to generate fresh Karma, by doing good and bad, who is devoted

to me, is my beloved devotee. (17) He, who loves friends and

enemies equally, to whom honor and dishonor are the same, to

whom joy and grief, heat and cold are equal, who has renoun

ced all connection with his family, is my beloved devotee. (18) He

to whom flattery and defamation are equal, who restrains his

speech, he who is easily satisfied with what he chances to get,

who has no fixed place for habitation, who has serenity and

calmness of mind, who is devoted to me, is my beloved devotee.

(19) 1 love them, who having regard to the Dharma, I have taught

in the foregoing lines, believe in it and literally act up to it and

do not in the least, deviate from it. (20) Devotees who are so far

spiritually elevated as to possess the spiritual qualities which

- Krishna enumerates are spoken of by Rainanuja as Bhagavathas and

Sri Vaishnavas throughout the remainder of his preseut discourse.

The term " Srivaishnava " is not therefore to be misunderstood

and misapplied to those sectarians who wear external marks (vide

Ramanuja's Direction No. 51.) It is therefore clear that associa

tion with and service to such devotees is highly desirable for the

protection of one's spirituul interests.

Aphorism No. II. Believe the maxims given by the ancient

Gurus.—Reference is here made to Vedic Bards and ancient Rishis
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in general and the adepts of the Visishtadwitic apostolic chain, that

preceded Ramanuja in particular. The oldest maxims are found in

the Sikshavalli of the Tithireya Upanishad. " ^otftf " -jS^oss

c5,-5 " " ^(uosso^r^o&jd" " -- £1*»tr>og,^c!r," &c. " Do what is right.

Speak the truth. Honor thy mother. Honor thy father. Honor

thy spiritual guide. Honor thy guest. Never neglect the study

of Vedas and the performance of rites due to your forefathers

and gods. Never say what is not true. Do not commit adultery.

Do not eat meat. Do not taste intoxicating liquors, &c." It

must be understood that our Rishi sages and the Gurus of

the Visishtadwitic clan, inculcated the same truths and maxims,

in a more impressive way, by writing numerous anecdotes, that

go to shew, that virtue, wherever practised, according to the fore

going maxims, was rewarded and their non-observance, had its own

attendant consequences. It is therefore quite right on the part

of Ramanuja to ask his disciples to shape their moral conduct ac

cording to the established teaching of their spiritual progenitors.

Aphorism No. III. Be not always the slave of the Jive senses.—

Ramanuja here inculcates mastery and command over auimal nature

of man, on his disciples : "^°^0(eictsoSo-a^S " is meant by "the

five senses. They are the senses of touch, taste, smell, hearing

and sight. Srikrishna teaches Arjuna (vide Bhagavadgitha, Chap

ter II, verses 58 to 63) that it is indispensable for man to have

control over his senses to obtain eternal beatitude, moral principle

being a part of the adoration of God. a&>t^ £osr°S e5T3"°ct&o Sr°

(59) cs6#<5"stf°£&"r'o «lc6i ^)&5k-£g&3^8s I ^o^OcSr-in^S^p gr°S0Q\Z

-£$-o&>£s H (60; TF°£a£>S^ Ssx«*r>o j&c-jj-^otf i> £>r'SS£~',oSstl | -£o-T°

a^og^eCi"^"roJiDS I -rr-^S^/J_^$"*$2r°a&1i (62)

when a devotee acquires a mastery over his senses, by cutting off

their communication with the objects of the outer world, just as a

tortoise draws its external organs together, then his mind, is said

to have acquired steadiness. (58) A chela who has not acquired

spirituality to the required and the fullest extent obtains an

imperfect control over his seuses, i. e., his «#$er°°i. or desire for
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Gyan, the desire itself is uprooted.

"Oh, Arjuna, hear. Senses are so powerful that they, with

irresistible force, attract the minds of students, who strive for will-

concentration and the consequent absorption into the deity. (60) He,

who subdues his senses and fixes his mind on Me, possesses steadi

ness of mind or will-concentration. (61) The more one thinks of

the pleasures of senses, the more he becomes addicted to them.

Love of pleasures of senses, produces desire ; desire produces

anger; anger produces loss of judgment; loss of judgment leads

to extinction of knowledge, imparted by Guru ; and this in its

turn, destroys all spiritual intellectuality, which unavoidably brings

soul-ruin. (62)

Aphorism No. IV. Be devoted to God and Veishnava Shastras.—

Devotion to God is the grandest and sublimest lesson that Upani-

shads teach with unapproached and unapproachable excellence.

[Vide the English version of the Mundakopanishad of the Adharva

Veda by Ram Mohun Roy.) " A knowledge of God, the prime

object, is not acquirable from study of Vedas nor through reten

tive memory ; nor yet by continued teaching of spiritual instruc

tion. But he who seeks to obtain a knowledge of God, is gifted

with it, God rendering himself conspicuous to him. All the votaries

who repose on God alone, their firm belief, originating from a know

ledge of the Vedant and who by forsaking religious rites obtain

purification of mind, being continually occupied in divine reflec

tions during life, are at the time of death entirely freed from

ignorance and absorbed into God" (also vide 13th para, of Roy's

English version of the Kena Upanishad of the Sama Veda). " What

ever person has, according to the above stated doctrine, known God,

is really happy and whoever has not known him is subject to great

misery. Learned men, having reflected on the spirit of God, ex

tending overall moveable as wellas immoveable creatures, after their

departure from this world, are absorbed into the Supreme Being."

The same truth is more vividly expressed in the 3rd Section of

the Ilnd Chap, of Roy's English version of Katha Upanishad of

Ajurveda. " God is eternal amidst the perishable Universe and is

the source of sensation, among all animate existences and he alone

assigns to so many objects, their respective purposes. To those

wise men, who know him, the ruler of the Intellectual Power, ever

lasting beatitude is allotted ; but not to those who are void of
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that knowledge. If man can acquire a knowledge of God in this

world, before the fall of his body, he becomes happy for ever.

Otherwise he assumes new forms in different mansions." Isopa-

uishad of the same Veda, prescribes direful consequences to those

that neglect devotion to God. " Those that neglect the contem

plation of the Supreme Spirit, either by devoting themselves solely

to the performance of the ceremonies of religion or by living desti

tute of religious ideas, shall after death, assume the state of

demons, such as that of celestial god and of other created beings,

which are surrounded with the darkness of ignorance." Roy's

English version. Vyasa's celebrated texts (I and II.) --

\^&f£iT,-t> &"-«(2^>£-f>§«*8' ii " (Take up and practise divine contem

plation, after having performed religious sacrifices and grown tired

of them, seeing that the practice of such rites produces only tem

porary aud trifling fruition (I). (He by whom the birth, existence

and annihilation of the world is regulated, is the Supreme Being

and the object of your devotion) lay down " devotion to God " as

the highest aim of man in life. Srikrishua taught Arjuna (vide

Bhagavadgitha, Chap. VIII, verse 15) -- #i *j:^

DoBbsSj-^^eJo I cr>%)£S>od svD^6^°(i-^o^ao *S£r>oKWi (15) es^wsqsrs

(16) Those who are devoted to me take me for their shelter and

prop and obtain consummate bliss, but shall never revert to the

material plane, wherein births and deaths afflict the ignorant (15)

All the states of existence, includiug that of Brahma are liable to

change, as they belong to the phenomenal Universe. But existence

with me has no change." " Veishnava Shastras " will be explain

ed under Aphorism No. 5.

Aphoeism No. V. Believe not Nun-Veishnava Shastras.—

Knowledge is of two kinds. Superior and inferior. The author

of the aphorisms refers to the former under the authority of Mun-

dakopanishad. " He (Angiras) then replied. Those who have a

thorough knowledge of the Vedas, say that it should be understood,

that there are two sorts of knowledge, oue superior and the other

inferior. Now the superior kind is conveyed by the Upanishads

and is that through which absorption into the Eternal Supreme

Being may be obtained." In the Bhagavathgitha, Krishna says

" Among Shastras, 1 am those which treat of God" (vide Githa,

Chap. X, verse 32). Veda Vyasa, in his Suthras Nos. 139, 141, and

149 classed the knowledge of speculative philosophy by Kapila,
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Yoga philosophy of Hiranyagarbha and Gouthama's Philosophy of

Logic under " Inferior knowledge " and denounced the practice

of Tantric Occultism in his celebrated aphorism " S^gtf f^&os

f^§^~ " Sankaracharya, apart from his sharp protests against

the foregoing departments of knowledge, in his celebrated Gloss on

Brahma Suthras, strove hard to put down Trantric rites by denounc

ing the study of the 64 Tantras and the Koula form of worship,

(vide verse No. 31 of ^r°r^e)5^- by Sankaracharya and its Gloss

by Lakshimi Dhara Pandit), they taught ; Ramanuja here boldly

sets his face against such kinds of knowledge, as do not directly

lead to a correct understanding of the Eternal Essence and its

spiritual worship. The adjective " Veishnava" should not be under

stood in its restricted sense, but in its broad sense as meaning

" appertaining to the all-pervading Being."

Aphorism No. VI. When by the grace of Guru, you have become

a gyany yield not to your senses.—Ramanuja here alludes to the

conflict between the spiritual and material elements of man, during

his spiritual probation and advises his hearers, not to sink into

moral degeneration and revert to evil path, after they once grasp

the truth and see the light of God, thereby meaning that man's

moral behaviour to be really appreciated by God, must continue

to be good to the end of his life. ( Vide Bhagavat Githa, Chap. IV,

verse 35) oso£"|p e^£^;fe;SfiJ^-sS=so ^nofiss i &>$$t°w°$^

^Sk^^I^^^^^u " Having acquired from your spiritual teachers

knowledge, and having taken a firm ground, in what you were

taught, not gliding into the evil path, you can see the whole uni

verse and subsequently its cause, in your inner-self." Sruthi re

cognises death as the end of man's spiritual probation.

Aphorism No. VII. Consider all the pleasures of sense equal.—It

is not sufficient if a chela controls his sense of taste, for example, and

makes illegitimate use of his other senses, as such illegitimate use

does not fail to produce its own dreadful consequences. Suppose

one controls his four senses and makes an improper use of the fifth.

He is equally ruined as one who fails to control "any" of his

senses. It, therefore follows that, if, eternal beatitude is aimed at,

perfect morality is an absolute necessity and indispensable qualifi

cation.

Aphokism No. VIII. Relinquish the desire for rubbing sandal

paste on the body, for wearing flowers, and chewing betel leaves.—The

three practices, the abstinence of which Ramanuja insists on his
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disciples are considered luxuries among Hindus and are pleasures

in which worldly-minded men take delight. As the spiritually-

minded have higher aspirations, he teaches them the rudiments of

ascetism.

Aphori8mNo.IX. Asyou must constantly repeat the thousandnames

of God, so repeat the names ofdevotees or hymns concerning them.—The

first injunction as to the repetition of the thousand names of Vishnu,

is met in a verse of Auusasanika Parwa of Mahabharat, wherein

Bhishma directs Udhistdar to practise the repetition of "e>^'\^ F°

&c'$. The practice seems to have received the approbation of

Sankarchaya as, one of his twelve leading disciples laid " -$&,\j>if*!&>

SS^S down as one of devotees duties (Vide Dwadasa-Manja-

rika stotra of Sankaracharya and his twelve disciples). Ramanuja

exhorts his disciples to repeat the names of devotees and sing

songs in honor of them, his motive being to produce emotion

and sentimentality in the minds of his followers. This is, of course,

effected by calling to memory, the different acts of ascetism, piety,

and devotion of by-gone devotees.

Aphorism No X. Believe that keeping company with and serving

devotees are the chief means of gaining heaven, obey their commands.

—Even Vedas, attach much value to the sayings of ^^j«r°6's. Veda

says 'i^fSjsyft-^j-os&-c®' wnere ^ wants to strengthen its own argu

ments. Ramanuja, similarly, directs the attention of his hearers to

the importance of associating themselves with devotees who possess

" (^S^ip £ " or divine knowledge. Sankaracharya, in his sp^R"6

So&^fijS, lays down " good company " as the cause of extinction

of desire "^^oXeSgp-^oK^S -' Among Visistadwities the Sloka

-jjS^oT^^sJ^ ^"Sjtuo ' is very frequently cited as conveying an

authority for association with men, endowed with a knowledge

of the Supreme Being. That the teaching of such pious men,

demands and deserves our prompt obedience, needs no comment.

Aphorism No. XI. However learned a man may be, he must not

neglect the service of God and the devotees. Iffrom anger, disgust, or

other causes he fail in this, he will be ruined.—Ramanuja impresses

upon his men the great truth that " Learning " unsupplemented by

devotion does not lead to very beneficial results. He thinks that

' knowledge ' and ' devotion ' must go hand-in-hand. The very same

lesson was taught by the great Sankaracharya , when he addressed a

Sanskritist of vast grammatical lore " sSxr°(£;fc"S " and persuaded hina
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to give up his strife for vaiu knowledge and serve God. Christ taught

the same religious truth in "What if a man gaineth the whole world

(by his learning and talents) and loseth his own soul (by neglect

ing the service of God)." Portions between parentheses are ours.

Aphorism No. XII. Do not think the Veishnava ceremonies to

be mere trifles. And Aphorism No. XIII. Consider such ceremonies as

to be performed.—Veishnava ceremonies take their origin in

" ^oiS-o^er'KsS: " the authorship of which Mahabharat attributes

to " Narayana" " knots- a'^"f>§'£)tfj<3jf>§ ^^Tf Trafcn-^cSSS " ^ 's

popularly supposed that Pancharathragama has one-hundred-and-

eight Samhitas and Tantras, only a few of which are now extant.

Its doctrines are so pure and sublime, that they without a single

contradiction among themselves, teach the unity of God and the

occult mode of worshipping Him. There are Sivagamas and Sakta-

gamas, which teachjioentioiisness and debauchery and the practice

of horrible rites and midnight revelry under the cloak of religion.

Pancharathragama should not be reckoned with these debasing

Tantras. Allusion has already been made under Aphorism No. 5 to

Sankaracharya's aversion to Tantric worship. On the other band,

Yamunncharya, who was Ramanuja's contemporary and Vedantha-

charya, who was one of Ramanuja's remote successors wrote

" wXsfc^scr^ra^S ' and " ir>CTSvi'\&ti,tK " respectively in support

of the doctrines of i^c X~&°\ir°Ks&) in question. Par&sara Bhattar

in his (StfoKo'zsjgs " declares that ■Sr'Q-ES-T^^r'KsSj is the best

authority. It is uot out of place to mention that the object of Tantras

is the realisation of man's physical desires and the same result is

obtained either by the " sSo-jS -' practice of horrible rites enjoined

in the black Tantras or the " i^B^S- practice of holy ceremonies

taught in the white ones, the main difference between the two

practices being that the former destroys all spirituality of its vota

ries and the latter, makes its students more divine and spiritual.

It might be asked why Ramanuja, who is the propagator of

Jj)^ jgy, should encourage the practice of rites against the

injunctions of Bhagavadgitha and Vedantha. This question cannot

be solved in a word or two. Shastra is of two kinds " &

$%lfJ2s " and " 3$£i\*>*X$ " i- e-, Shastra, which teaches

man to abstain from certain mental aud physical actions and

shastra that tells him to perform certain sacri6ccs and rites. Although

all the higher authorities are for the former and Srikrishna de-

G
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clared in loud andaudible tones throughout his discourse with Arjuna

that " J^Jjjjij^JI " would obtain man, consummation of bliss,

yet man, as far as our knowledge goes, wishes to be always

active and do something rather than be passive with no desires.

Moreover it is easier to follow the latter, which has more to do

with our physical body and external senses than the former,

which deals with the mental and spiritual planes of man.

Thus the performance of " e55^t^s&> " is not as difficult as total

abstinence from female company and other things of a kindred

nature. With this weakness of man at heart, Ramanuja allows

his disciples to practise Sathwika rites, if they choose, since

they are not detrimental to spiritual advancement. Confirma

tion of belief and strengthening of faith in God appear to be

Ramanuja's other objects in laying down the two Aphorisms under

comment. Veda allows men of Thamoguna to perform " tf^^n-tfs-jl"

if they mean to destroy their enemies. The object of the Veda is

not to arm sinful creatures with occult powers to destroy their

fellow-creatures without detection. Its object is to teach them

that its teachings are reliable and do not fail to produce prescribed

fruition. Similarly Ramanuja permits his men to perform ir>otf

"W|jr'KsSb rites, if they choose, and enjoy the fruits of such perform

ances, in the hope that they will be incentive to their further

spiritual exertion. But it shall clearly be understood that, with

Ramanuja, performance of rites, is more optional than compulsory.

Aphorism No. XIV. Do not speak disrespectfully to Sriveishnavas.

—This is a question of social etiquette.

Aphorism No. XV. When you see a Srivei.shnava, salute him,

raising your hands and placing the palms together, i. e., do Namas-

Icara.—The immemorial Aryan custom of shewing respect and

veneration for holy men is alluded to and its strict observance

demanded.

. Aphorism No. XVI. When sitting or lying do not stretch out

your feet towards Guru or devotee. And Aphorism No. XVII. When

you retire to rest, do not stretch out your feet in the direction of their

homes.—These two Aphorisms shew the intensity of veneration, a

student of Vedantha, must have for his spiritual teacher.

Aphohism No. XVIII. When you awaken in the morning, repeat

in order, the names of the Gurus.—The Gurus of the Visishtadvitic

chain of adopts is talked of here. Ramanuja borrows the idea
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from the Vedic text " -$-V*r,8£)Sc$*-$g3£,i vxr>-cr>$j?5°i$>ir°S-fr fcr°^

jCs^s " which directs an initiate in religion to repeat the names of

spiritual teachers, in order, from God to his own teacher. As the

chain of adepts is the stream of esoteric knowledge through which

" ^il^?!5 ' flows to the hearts of initiates, such reverence, as a

matter of gratitude, is demanded.

Aphobism No. XIX. When Sriveishnavas, or devotees are seated

iti the presence of the Idol, repeat the Dwayam and prostrate yourselves

before them, i. e., perform " Namaslcara " touching the ground with

the eight members.—Dwayam is a mystic formula of twenty-five

syllables taught in the Kathavalli Upanishad. It is divided into

two parts, the former consisting of fifteen and the latter of ten

monosyllables. It treats of the Unity of Universal Material and

Spiritual principles or the passive and active sides of the Universal

energy. A further aud more elaborate explanation of the formula

will be given under Aphorism No. 34, where a clear explanation of

" Rahasyathraya " will be offered. Dwaya, with its manifold

meanings and interpretations, was commented on in the Uthara-

kanda of Padmapuranam, wherein it is asserted that whoever con

stantly practises the repetition of this sacred formula and acts up

to the moral standard it sets up, attains eternal beatitude. The ques

tion of idol-worship is certainly repulsive to modern tastes and ideas.

The mind of every philosophical student and scientist, uninitiated in

tlie mystic Tantric science, which is an embodiment of Manthra

Shastra, revolts against idolatry. If we judge of idol-worship from

the nature of divine service held in our temples, we cannot but

form very foolish, absurd and extravagant ideas of divinity. Instead

of elevating ourselves to the level of Him, who sees what is not

seen and ministers to our spiritual and bodily wants, we degrade

Him to the level of us, poor mortals and attempt to clothe and feed

Him ; and these attempts of ours are not conformable to our con

ceptions of the Deity, conceptions which Philosophy and Science

have implanted in our minds. But to the advanced understanding

of an initiate in the mystic sciences, there is a higher philosophy and

science in the apparently inconsistent form of our Divine Worship,

than is vouchsafed to ordinary humanity. So far as spiritual intel

lectuality is concerned, men come under three classes. Men of the

first class are those who study philosophy and science along with

mystic and Tantric Sciences, and have a knowledge of both physi

cal and occult sides of nature with an inborn-love to maintain the

traditions of our ancient sages by resolutely withholding all esote
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ric knowledge from the grasp and comprehension of those, whom

they think unworthy of beiug recipients of our sacred knowledge.

Parasara, Vyasa, Sankaracharya, Ramanujacharya, &c., belong

to the first class. Tlie second group comprises such enlightened

minds as Ram Mohun Roy, Keshub Chandra Sen, Swamy Daya-

nand and Mahamah opadhyaya Paravastu Raugachariyar, who

were born in India, at a time when intellectual darkness and moral

degeneration were reigning supreme and when any knowledge

of mystic sciences was unobtainable. These sincere and earnest

men, with their vast and comprehensive knowledge of meta

physics, waged war against what seemed to them to have had

no scientific origin, because mere knowledge of philosophy, un-

snpplemented by that of mystic science is insufficient to throw

light, on our mysterious religion (vide my Appeal to Veishnava

public.) The products of English Universities come under this

class. The third class consists of our Sanscrit Pandits (who with

their profound knowledge of Grammar and Logic) do not even give

an hour of their life-time to the reflection of religious problems

but follow our ancient institutions as blindly as their uneducated

and illiterate countrymen ; unhappily for India, the first class

became extinct in India long before the advent of English into this

country. Scarcely had the flag of England been hoisted on Indian

forts, when an attempt for the diffusion of general knowledge was

made by our benign Government, with the result that towards the

end of the 19th century, are met hordes of intelligent and well-

read Aryans, with minds well-manured and prepared for the recep

tion of truth. But alas, a teacher of our first class is sadly

wanting. Every oue of us (anglicised Hindus) is capable of

destroying the inexplicable system of our symbolical worship,

but not one of us can pretend to explain the symbolism to

the satisfaction of the savants of the modern world. They have

therefore given their verdict that what is indefensible must

be given up. To those that take the matter in this view,

the Aphorism under comment and the Idol-worship it enjoins,

appear to be the injunctions of one -who had no correct con

ceptions of the Deity, and who was not an advocate of mono-

thiestu. Surely not. Ramanuja was an initiate like Sankaracharya,

and was well versed in " the science of symbolical worship"

taught in Panclmrathragama, and was a staunch believer in

the oneness of God. He knew why the highest religious autho

rities of the laud, our Rishis, upheld the system of symbolical
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Worship long before Vyasa wrote his Vedantha—Suthras and long

before Parasara made an attempt in the ^^^7i.JF-t^^af> of

Srivishnu Puran to throw light on the mystic form of the Deity,

its ornaments and weapons. (Vide " ^^-3^|S-o^-3^?.- seS^os 9

~9X%' " Oh God, wise men declare that your disc indicates mind,

sword, knowledge, scabbard, ignorance, your garland ^3 easb:?^ the

five elements, your conch egotism (-Zr>^S>~sT-&°c-lrrtii&» ) your bow

egotism (T7°K-£p>sS-'o~5~'tfi&>J). Your arrows the ten senses, your

diamond F'^j^r, the sentient soul, your mark of identification, i. e.,

" " indicates indiscrete matter and your club, the developed

matter." Occultists think that an Idol into which divinity is

infused by occult process by initiates is an abode of divine

attributes. The Symbolism is explained away as follows :—

The crown of the Idol represents that God is the king of kings

and cause of causes.

The four hands of the Deity shew his omnipotence. The

three eyes of the Deity indicate his omniscience.

The weapons of the Deity shew God's readiness in the protec

tion of his creatures.

The ornaments of the same tell us that he is above all wants.

Its fixed position in a fixed place, shews God's determination

not to leave us till the last one of us was saved. The tstfesbs^ jS

or the assuring hand of the Idol, assures us, poor sinners, that we

need not care for temporal mishaps aud that we would be saved.

The features of the Idol indicate God's solicitude for the welfare

of his devotees. Moreover Parasara reveals to us, that the weapons

and ornaments with which " Pancharathragama" decorates its

Parama-Purusha indicate the twenty-four tathwas. (Fide verses (>7

to 77 as5*co"s^S>o&'# of Sri Vishnu Puran). According to Chap. 22;

amsa 1. Pancharathragama, God has two forms, Manthra Sarira and

Panchopanishanmaya Sharira. Even Sankaracharyar admits the

existence of the former in his sloka "Ss^i^" of " -Zrc&tS^v&b^ In

the New Testament of the English Bible (Vide verses 1 and 14

St. John's gospel.) " In the beginning was the word, the word was

with God and the word was God" and " The word was made flesh"

support our doctrine and theory. As has already been explain
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ed, God is an embodiment of infinite moral attributes and the

one-hundred-and-eight Vedic Idols we see fixed in India, are in

themselves embodiments of a few of divine attributes individually.

Esoteric doctrine teaches that the number of Idols (set up by

_ Rishis) was regulated by the number of Upanishads and Pancha-

rathra Sambithas which are recognised to be one-hundred-and-

eight. These one-hundred-and-eight centres of occult divine energy,

stand for one-hundred-and-eight Bramha Vidyas taught in the

Upanishads. Chapters II I. and I V.of Acharya Hridayaby tsfS^cssb&w

w{f"3,&sSx°'f rctfSjj-'& treat some of these centres of occult energy.

It must therefore be understood that Pancharathragama form of

Idol-worship, encouraged by the Visishtadwitic adepts, had a

scientific basis to stand upon, although its exponents are scarcely to

be found now-a-days. So much for the authority of worship of Vedic

Idols. Now, as to the antiquity, of this form of worship, we must

admit that it. is as old as our Upanishad literature. In the 10th

Chapter of Bhagavatha, it is stated that Bala Ram went around

the Indian Peninsula to visit the different centres of divine

occult energy. Sri-man-Nammalwar the author of " Nalayiram"

(four celebrated Dravidian Veishnawitic Prabandhams) allud

ed to the existence of these centres in his immortal " Q&ey°ax>

" and we have our own chronology to prove that this author

was born in Alwar Tirunagari on the Tambra Parnl, a few days

after the ascent of Krishna to heaven, and this event takes us back

to nearly 5,000 years. As to the objection whether worship of differ

ent forms of idols does not constitute what is called Polytheism, we

must say it does not. Under the explanations already offered, it

is evident, that a follower of Pancharathragama form of worship

eutertains no poly theistical notions, his will, in such worship, being

directed to the one living God. A scientific image of God bears

the same relation to God as the word " God" itself bears to God.

Words are the vehicles for the conveyance of ideas, so also images.

As to the objection, why we cannot adore God in spirit and why

we should worship " God's image" with flowers, wo must frankly

state that our sages never meant that we should rest satisfied with

our external worship. There is an anecdote in Visishtadwitic

annals that goes to establish the authenticity of this statement.

In an important place of Veishnava worship in the south of India,

there lived two men of unequal social position, the one a monarch

and the other a potter by profession. The monarch worshipped

the idol of the place daily with thousand flowers made of gold and
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the potter who was too poor to keep soul and body together, used

to make flowers of clay and worship an idol of clay (of his own

creation) in his own house as the Brahmin did not welcome him

into the public place of worship. But the idol of the temple, daily

exchanged golden flowers with those made of clay. The flowers of

gold that were thrown on the feet of the Idol were found scattered

inside the Temple and the clay flowers that the potter used in his

worship in his private shed, were daily fouud heaped up on the

feet of the Idol. God, who is an impartial Judge always rewards

men according to their efforts and deserts. The inner, sincere out

pourings of the potter's heart received a more ready response than

the monarch's pharisaical piety and devotion. Now, as to the

objection that our worship is simply become mechanical, we must

affirm that it was not the purpose of our sages that our form of

worship should become mechanical. Hear what our sages said.

Flowers of Nature are not acceptable to the all-pervading Being.

A devotee must possess eight flowers to worship his Eternal Father

with. The flowers are (1) Tolerance, (2) Control over Senses,

(3) Philanthropy, (4) Forbearance, (5) Knowledge, (6) Devotion, (7)

Contemplation and (8) Truthfulness. (Vide " e5£r°o-£^£s& sxo^ss^

Aphorism: No. XX. When devotees sing hymns in praise of God

or any devotee, reverence them as may be practicable, not rising

abruptly to depart.—Ramanuja seems to have borrowed the idea

from Bhagavathgitha, Chapter X, verso 9, wherein Sri Krishna says

Ss&oS-rT. "They whose thoughts are centered in me, acquire

forgetfulness of selves, teach one another about me, sing songs in

my praise, glorify me ; they are finally lost in spiritual ecstacies."

This is the way how devotees while away their time. Our sage

instructs his hearers to ponder their happy mood and take lessons

from their acts.

Aphoeism No. XXI. When Veishnava devotees visit your house

go to meet them : and convey them when they depart. It is wrong

not to do so.—This is more a social than a religious question and

needs no explanation, the object of the Aphorist being to introduce

social discipline and uniformity of manners into Visishtadwitic

brotherhood.
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Aphorism No. XXII. If you follow another, it must be in order

to gain spiritual benefit. You must not cease to perform religious

ceremonies ; if you do, you will lose even the name of Veishnava.—The

Aphorism though taken as one, Las two different maxims, uncon

nected with each other. The first is a restriction on the society in

which devotees are allowed to mix and move. They are warned

against associating with those whose knowledge of physical sciences,

bring worldly benefits. The second is a reiteration of what Krishna

taught Arjuna in verses 8, 9 and 19 of Chap. Ill of his Githa.

" Oh, Arjuna, never qease to perform your daily rites (such as wor

shipping God by means of Gayathri, the most sacred text of the

Vedas, &c.) It is better to perform rites without desire or hope of

reward, than to abstain from their performance. So long as you do

not hope for reward, you cannot be declared to be worldly in your

aspirations, (8) ; " So long as one performs rites connected with

Divine worship, i. e., (Sacrifices, &c.) he will not be Karma-bound.

Perform, therefore, yagna aud other rites without hope of fruition,

in the firm belief that such rites constitute the worship of the one

Living God," (9); Arjuna, you must perform your religious rites,

without hoping for gratification either in this world or the next, as

the rites performed with such motives, bring eternal joy, (19.)

ArHOBisM No. XXIII. When you see the Gopura and Vimana

of Jagannadhan (Vishnu) raise and clasp your hands palm to

palm.—Ramanuja here inculcates reverential fear of God and His

belongings on his disciples.

Aphorism No. XXIV. Be not surprised at seeing the Gopuras

and Vimanas of other gods.—Temples dedicated to the worship of

elementals and gods of Devacharic existence are alluded to here.

Aphorism No. XXV. Rejoice not on hearing concerning other

gods.—'Concerning other gods' means concerning elementals and

gods of Devacharic existence, who are looked upon as gods by

men of poor understanding.

Aphorism No. XXVI. Rejoice when Sriveishnavas sing hymns

concerning God or the devotees and do not hinder them.— ( Vide under

Aphorism No. XX.)

Aphorism No. XXVII. Do not tread on the shadow of Vieash-

nava Idol.—Reverential fear of God is taught here.

Abhogism No. XXVIII. Do not allow your shadow to fall on

any Sriveishnava when you walk.—Reverential fear of devotees, is

considered indispensable for the cultivation of spiritual faculties.
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Aphorism No. XXIX. After touching a samsari do not touch

a Sriveishnava.—This is a question of animal magnetism. The

magnetic aura of adepts is considered to be very pure and that of

samsaris, i. e., those who are void of divine illumination to be the

reverse. The touch of a samsari is kuown by sages to be capable

of tainting the pure magnetism of an adept, and hence the intro

duction of this maxim into the present treatise.

Aphorism No. XXX. When a poor Sriveishnava prostrates

himself before you, it is wrong not to give heed to him. And Apho

rism No. XXXI. When Sriveishnavas bow saying "Dasoham" flam

the servant of God and his devotees) it is wrong to disregard them.—

There is an old Sanskrit saying to the effect "Js^so^r^sso&j-^j

|Sc3^ogo£s&ip3" ' when one devotee sees another each must pros

trate himself before the other and the idea of Dasoham is obtain

ed from Bhagavat-Sastra wherein it is laid down " "tytf$&'«r';3^«£;o>)

^&*£iJ%-$%Z1Ssij'&i$l\ ■&°$£-vvgKno~&ix?o\ ^30^$"^ST'^$K&^£&tf.', "AH

souls are God's creatures, and it is therefore incumbent on them

that they should serve Him. Both in this world and the next it ia

their bounden duty to serve Him, since they are His servants."

Dasoham or the Visishtadwitic mode of prostration is meant to be

the way, in which a devotee has to introduce himself to others of

his own brotherhood.

Aphokisim No. XXXII. When you discover any defects in a ^

Sriveishnava, any defect in birth or behaviour, (h^nrr1 pnfflalto^it '

Make known only his good qualities.—Verse 30, Chapter 9, of Bhaga- *

vathgitha says " W&^^a»^^6^<f83-ia£r°«Sji5tfgy°ri>>i^a-6ssSbo^^g

SaSbgX-£gs£r°S"s?o-°-foii "He whose thoughts are centered in me and *^°rit'eS

and who serves me with unflinching devotion, must be looked upon

as a " Sadhu" in spite of his bad behaviour ; because he is

to be engrafted to a superior sphere of existence. Sri Bhagavatha

says),"^iS>-tr^2^KiS{J!s"aj'-S»-Ss S)6«£r°^«r,^s^^SSS)-0-^bra ^^^)

■sr'g-ej'jS-e^^^Sgii" " God, by his incarnations condescended to make

himself equal in form to celestial beings and mortals. So also devo

tees. Their behaviour and birth are not to be taken into account. On

the other hand, what does it avail if one of good birth and beha

viour is devoid of spiritual enlightenment. His secular qualifications

are as disgusting and loathsome as a widow's jewels." Many other
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Puranas are unanimous in their verdict that euquiry into a devo

tee's birth is one of the most sinful of actions.

Aphorism No. XX^III. Do not drink Sripathathirtham in

the presence of men void of divine wisdom.—The practice of drinking

the water in which the feet of devotees are washed, descended from

Srimannammalwar and his disciples, to the adepts of Visishtad-

witic brotherhood. Many elaborate works were written in support

of this practice by Visishtadwitic Pandits. Haritha Smrithi, Chap

ter VI., says: " a^^^^iT'^TT'O-^OSb^^OS^^^Sfe, »6^o^rKi^_g

^r>Ty°sS^«S S"ix;sr3§>." " Oh prince ! the drinking of the magnetised

foot water of an adept is sufficient to cleanse men from all sins." Sri-

vishnuDharma says: "7r-3zi&!S3tSo&8o ^

Szj? w^oXo-Tr^S^-sr'Sk-0-" No water is purer than the magnetised

foot water of an adept, whose foot-dust purifies even the Ganges."

Bharadwaja Samhitha, Chapter III., declares "£*B*lS£oipK£8~evvr,g

ifXs&tS^-iS i S^tS^^^^ &"^-ii>_)6-S^srsixr'ii." "One must get

the magnetised foot water of God (Idol) or his devotees and drink

it either standing or sitting. There is not any other way whereby

man can clean himself." Iswara Samhitha says " oSs

cs6-«eJS^SSS^o8ciGt So^fcoo-a^g "irTT'oixi ~&<j£>o'Sxr°£%y-°at:$§." "He

who strives for eternal beatitude must wash the feet of an adept,

who is well-versed in the Dravidian Vedas, in water and drink it."

This is another question of animal magnetism. The devotee whose

foot water is drunk, must, necessarily, be a man of remarkable

psychic development, and such specimens are now-a-days very rare.

aa-°«SffijxcsS«9«r°£K£)S>|x.s or a devotee who, renouncing his family con

nections, is always absorbed in the thought of God, like (ss&?(rSi$)

Jadabharatha, and other saints alluded to in Sri Bhagavatha is the

man required, if one is to bring this aphorism into practice. As

already explained, the magnetic aura of an adept is very pure.

The occult process of washing the feet, infuses the adepts pure

magnetism into water, and this magnetised water is believed to do

good to chelas both physically and psychically. Hence the conti

nuance of the practice among Ramanuja's followers. As written

in the English Bible, " The knowledge of God is foolishness to the

world," and people who do not possess good knowledge of mystic

sciences (unacquaiuted with the properties of animal mngnetism)
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look upon such occult practices as inventions of ordinary men.

Hence the injunction to observe the practice privately in a circle

of divines.

Aphokism No. XXXIV. Do not drink the Sripathathirtham

of men, who are ignorant of Tathwa Thraya and Rahasya Traya.—

Chit (sentient soul), Achit (matter), Iswara (universal soul) con

stitute Tathwathraya. " es-^JiSsSjo^i " or the mystic formula of

eight monosyllables, the Dwaya Manthra of twenty-five mono

syllables and the Charama-Sloka or verse 66 of Moksha Sanyasa

Yoga or Chap. XVIII of Bhagavathgitha form the Rahasyathraya.

Knowledge of Thathwathraya is the knowledge of the Supreme

Being and his eternal adjuncts, while the knowledge of Ss^-^^osS

(apart from the ideas it imparts about Divinity) forms a moral code

for the guidance of s5ms5m^>'s or those who strive for eternal

happiness, fp^56"!^ or knowledge and saintly conduct are

metaphorically described as being the two wings of a devotee,

wings that help him on in his onward flight to the region

where darkness never prevails. Both knowledge and moral con

duct or asceticism are essential for man to obtain eternal bliss.

Pillalokachariyar compares a man with knowledge of God and

without the required moral conduct to one who is lame ; and one

who possesses righteousness, without knowledge of God to a blind

man thereby hinting that righteousness is of greater moment than

mere knowledge. The 3rd Chapter of Mundakopanishad establishes

the co-existence of chit and achit with the universal soul. " Two

birds co-habitant and co-essential reside unitedly in one tree which

is the body. One of them (the soul or chit) consumes the variously

tasted fruits of its actions ; but the other (God) without partaking

of them witnesses all events." " The body" used in this text

stands for " Achit or matter." Explanation of these terms here

will be a reiteration of what was written in Part II, so, we will

come to tifrr$^\<$c&- The " w^?&&fco(j*r' or the formula of eight

monosyllables is found in the Narayana Anuvaka of the Tittireya

Upanishad. " l>3o«j£^-3r°gsJ*"3'5", tfsSostas^cT, js^trosfiT^^.^jg sS

Qi&5~, LSo^-S^^So, tfofcSiS-3£ef><£,"3. fr'TT'oiSTr^a ifioTy&TT^ -

$&^^Tr>a&es>is?&.tSoZ&o. ' " The monosyllable om must be put

at the commencement of the formula. Nama in the centre and

Narayanaya in the end. Om is a monosyllable. Nama is a dissylla

ble and Narayanaya consists of five syllables and secures everlast
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ing peace to those who constantly pronounce it." The mantra under

comment tabes precedence in the vedic text called " (4Bg>TT>cs6(S.

Sri Vishnu Gayathry '■fr>~wa£>TFa&S) ^&T5^a6$«&8r°i<0P,^O«srt

\Z-JilJltSa£r>zi- " and hence its importance. It has another recommen

dation in the fact of the mystic monosyllable " 6m" being embo

died in the eight letters that constitute the Manthra ; for which

Vedas, Eishis, Alwars, and Acharyas of Visisbtadwitic clan have '

great veneration. Narayana Anuvaka, Mahopanishad and Subalo-

pauishad speak of this Manthra in eulogistic terms. Veda Vyasa

says " KQti-tp&S* ^fps&i^^-^'o^js'o." The Manthra of

Ashtakashari is the only means, whereby men, avoid the cycle of

births and deaths, i. e., transmigration. Udhishtar says, in Maha-

bharath, " God has given us the Mantra of Ashtakshari and

vocal organs to pronounce it with. Still men (in spite of the

means thus held out) fall into hell." Tirumangayalwar says

" I saw Narayana, I saw light." So much for the excellence

of the Manthra. Now as to its meaning, we must commence

with an assertion that Dualist Pandits consider that " tsgsotf^ "

or the five fundamental principles of Religion constitute divine

knowledge. " ^^§«»§ (Wtfjtr*e£r°£o i (*'^)^ ^^7^3^ i

^^X<&#\&>&t "SaS^73^ocS^r>»Ks." "Knowledge of Deity

and of self (sentient soul), knowledge of means whereby eternal

bliss can be acquired, and knowledge of ' fruition' coupled with

the knowledge of what stand in the way of spiritual progress,

constitute the sum-total of what Vedantha teaches. Vedas, Itihasas,

Puranas and Rishis, who have a perfect knowledge of Veda and

Vedantha, uphold this view. The Manthra in question teaches

these five cardinal points. The first letter e> of mystic, 'om' and

'Narayana' give us an idea of what the Eternal Principle must

scientifically may be. The last letter ' sfc' of the mystic sylla

ble shows what sentient soul is. ' Nama ' is the means of salva

tion. The elliptic dative ' WcbS ' over Narayana conveys an idea

of fruition. Dissyllable, f'Nama" coupled with 'ma' the last

letter of the mystic syllable tells us what the basis of spiritual

knowledge is. (Such coupling is authorised by "^"S'j^Tr'gcsS). It is

not superfluous in connection with this explanation to give a complete

int( rpretation of the mystic ' om.' Parasara Bhattar in sloka 1 of his
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Ashta-Sloki explained 'om' as follows. 'Om' is an embodiment of

w, & and sSj, which are the essence of the three Vedas. The all-

Pervading Being, who is the Creator, Preserver and Destroyer of

the Universe is meant by the first letter The last ' sfc ' means

jiva or sentient soul, as being primitively, an embodiment of know

ledge and joy ; & is the copula, indicative of the reciprocal relation

of man to God, 'esctfc » the sign of the dative is uuderstood over w

and & stands for restrictive Ss. 'Om' can therefore be para

phrased into " all sentient souls either in this or the next world are

bound to the all-Pervading Being, who is the Creator, Preserver

and Destroyer of the Uuiverse as his servants. They must serve

and glorify him. He is their saviour and liberator." 'Nama'

implies spiritual worship and adoration. Narayana " 73-*tfofc5cs6(So

<3&$*iS%-&°~ar'c&e*z" He, who exists in animate and inanimate

universe or in whom all animate and inanimate existences

exist is called Narayana. The self-existent, omnipresent

Being that pervades all space, whom Vedantha declares to be the

Invisible First cause, must be understood by the term ' Narayana.'

The elliptic dative Bafi over ^-u^a&n conveys the idea that God's

creatures must live for God, to do His service both in this transi

tory world and in the next superior stage of existence. The inde

scribable joy of Muktha Purusha (liberated soul) mentioned in the

Anandavalli of the Tittireya Upanishad results from the service which

liberated souls render to God. " Nama coupled with s£> " shews that

nothing must be done for the gratification of our senses and that we,

killing the desire of sensual pleasures, must serve God, with unselfish

and pure motives, as such desire of worldly and illusive happiness

is destructive of all spirituality. The whole Manthra para

phrased into English will be " I, who was primitively an embodi

ment of knowledge and joy, being environed by a mortal body,

through the effects of Karma, do adore Him, who is the Creator,

Preserver and Destroyer of the universe as well as the saviour of

mankind, to free me from this corporal encasement and save my

soul. I am bound to his service both here and hereafter. The

gratification of my sensual pleasures, destroys spirituality and

stands in the way of my obtaining eternal beatitude. I do there

fore worship in spirit that all-Pervading Being in whom all animate

and inanimate existences live and have their being, with a view

to obtain eternal bliss." ii^;fc7T^8-css5f3-ES-8R'-?8-rjoi^S"^si |$&>"i$
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■r^ rr<jS;it"y&f,f,;\.\ ' is the Dwaya Mantbra of Kathavalli^Upanishad

arid m considered more important than the mala Mantbra of Nara-

yana Annvaka. A very satisfactory explanation of Dwaya is found

in the <*^tf*> £ of Padma Pnran, as haying been given by Vasishtu

to the Ktnperor Dilipa of the Solar family. Visishtadwitic initiates

call Dwayam " tbo^tsi^p" 'a gem among mystic formulae.' There

is indisputable evidence to shew that ' Dwayam* is a mine of esoteric

knowledge. The monosyllable ^ at the commencement of the Man-

thra is more mystic than " 6m." Pancharathragama says " Sofcab

f)ctlk-#±t)V'~e #e> |66fc^r*3r"S3S)er*iS-7T»S^^SI S{S"O|K$)oi»»| 4)$«T,8-5&'

toti>^&tS^V'1>iSa&&>lS\t&>*>'i, i " " The formula that contains the

monosyllable which occupies the fourth place preceding ' SassS"'

or ' sky,' that which is adorned by fire, that which has left

eye, that which is adorned by the moon, is capable of satis

fying all the desires of its adherents." Unexplained, the above

passage will be French or Italian to our readers. The garb

in which this fragment of esoteric wisdom is dressed goes

to show how our anoients guarded esoteric wisdom. We will

now make the first attempt to put it into English. I Sct&<5"

roprosonts of the Sanskrit alphabet. The fourth letter that

prooedos it, is evidently f. wtfu denotes 6". " oT's&ser^c^ " or

loft oyo stands for the symbol over «" and tfo^ss^ois or moon

denotes 4)o«s, o. All these make up |4o; Sankaracharya, who

advooated the adoption of the principles of Subhagamapanchaka,

calls this mystic syllable by the tantric technicalities of rSafoosj

and tfe^S*-*-. With all his earnestness to do good to his country

men, he kept the explanation of this mystio syllable out of the

ruaoh of ordinary humanity, although such explanation he had to

offer to make the osoterio doctrine he taught in "'S*-^" of

t. i*°o{s-o*^t>«r°s" intelligible. Lakshmidhar Pandit, the worshipful

commentator, after numerous self-assurances gave out the mystic

syllable to the outer world for the first time in writing, of course,

in a very round-about-way "«--roo*-6?-e^-ro6'^o^S£o#*sS)o^^s.', We

will now turn to its meaning. means " The prim-ordeal

onorgy, which devotees adore for the ablation of their sins."

Tho universal material Principle (the incomprehensible half)

of God-head is meant by the mystic syllable in question. Verse 4,

Chap. XXVII. of Lakshini Thanthra 6ays " I am the Primor
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dial energy, I have no beginning. Still I am so related to

the Universal spirit as the brightness of the sun is to the

sun." Valmiki represents Rama to have declared " I am insepa

rable from Sitha as sun's splendour is from the sun." Sitha is

similarly represented to have uttered " I am inseparable from

Kama, as sun's splendour is from the sun." And these texts indis

putably shew that ' Lakshmi' "the universal material Principle"

is not independent of God. A dangerous analysis of the spiritual

attributes of God, leads to conceptions inconsistent with the nature

of the Deity, and the analysis of onr ancients was so minute that

we, with our one-sided knowledge, are unable to follow them.

Lakshmithanthra further says that wj^, is the personification of

God's mercy, and that God's mercy alone availeth. "4s&><5~"

must therefore mean " who is one with The all-mercifulness

of the Divine Being which the first letter of Dwayam indicates, is

in itself, an assurance to devotees that they can take refuge in

God. Narayana here means an " embodiment of spiritual attributes,

which effect the salvation of mankind. " tfSS" " means feet

(objective case). " ■S-tfrac " Refuge. (^^^ I do take. "I do take

refuge at the feet of that all-Pervading Being, who is an embodi

ment of spiritual attributes, which effect the salvation of mankind

with the firm belief that He, out of boundless mercy (which is in

separable from himself) blesses me with eternal beatitude. The

second half of Dwayam = I do adore that merciful all-Pervading

Being, in whom all animate and inanimate existences live and have

their Being. tftf£#-a'g~ssi$£Bg *Sr°-&o%oZXrio^n i &ssJ»o

"£^£"3*r°&a»-^£a3sSr°ifc-:5y' is the -CS-skf^S- in the Bhagavathgitha ;

wherein Srikrishna, finding, that his disciple Arjuna was incapa

ble of attaining eternal beatitude by the performance of rites, by

the knowledge of Deity and by the constant practice of devotion,

that was taught to him in the first seventeen Chapters of his

discourse, now gives him his final assurance and soothes his

sorrow. The doctrine of soul-surrender is taught in ■CSakf^S-,

as the easiest of all means, whereby salvation can be had. Upani-

shad calls this "?r'§-£S" "&^73^&^^o«£3Sb^&S9jfa^s^ws." The

easiness of " T3~°£t> " or "giving up (soul-surrender)," as a means

of salvation was spoken of, at great length in Chap. XVII,

verses 58 to 106 of Lakhmithanthra' wherein it is said »« &-ir-c&*

"He who gives up all effort and surrenders his soul
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to me relying upon me alone for bis highest good, ultimate

ly reaches me." The English paraphrase of Charma-sloka

is " sincerely give up all your moral efforts for the attainment

of liberation and then look up to me and take Me as thy

only Shelter and Refuge, I will certainly free you from your

past karma (both good and bad) ; and this deliverance from

your sins, brings you eternal Happiness and joy. Do not give

way to despondency." This emphatic and final assurance of

Srikrishna, which is supposed by sages to be the essence of

Bhagavathgitha, brings peace and happiness to the hearts of

numberless devotees, who relying upon the Divine Promise, look

upon self-resignation and reliance upon God as the easiest and

surest means of salvation.

Aphobism No. XXXV. Drink daily the Sripatha thirtham of

divinely wise and good men.—The magnetic excellence of |^-ir°JS§tf

was explained under Aphorism No. XXXIII.

Aphorism No. XXXVI. Do not consider yourself a Bhaga-

vatha.—Verse 27 Chap. Ill of Bhagavathgitha says "« |S^"<§g^icSo

" A man who possesses a deplorable egotism of character looks

upon himself as the real author, of works, which Nature destines

him to do in this life. A devotee of sterling merit must attribute

his success to God. He must be as humble and meek as humble

and meek cau be."

Aphorism No. XXXVII. When you touch men devoid of

jnana [wisdom), perform " Sachelasndna," i. e., bathe wearing the

cloth worn when you touch them and drink the (^>^p,&5tf of any

Bhagavatha.—This is intended for the guidance of the highest

initiates, whose duty it is to preserve the purity of their magnetism,

from the impure atmosphere of their surroundings.

Aphorism No. XXXVIII. When you see Veishnavas possessing

(/nana, bhakthi, Viragya) wisdom, piety, zeal and other qualities

think of them as men free from malam, and give to them special

homage, and Aphorism No. XXXIX, when you behold such men, do

not enquire into their caste or guna, or quality but esteem them as

worthy.—The term Veishnava is used in a very general sense.

It includes all men (irrespective of color, caste or creed) who

believe in the omnipresence of the deity. Ramanuja here makes

an attempt (however feeble it may be) for the abolition of caste,
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among his followers, and impresses upon them the grand and

noble truth that caste, which fosters egotism is not a sine

qua non to spiritual success. In this attempt, he did not instil

a new idea into the minds of his men. He Was, as in most other

respects, a mouth-piece of our still ancient sages. Srikrishna in

his immortal Discourse (Vide Bhagavathgitha, Chap. IX, Verse 32)

says "Oh Arjuna, by placing their reliance upon me, women and

those of the lower classes of Vaisya and Sudra may obtaiu the

"highest exaltation." In a preceding verse hesays " Sib^^c IS

t*> " "I am equally disposed towards all of my creatures." Jn another

Purana, God is represented to have declared " where men of Moslem

faith and other heathens show signs of devotion and spiritual

development, freely mix with them. If they are superior to you in

divine knowledge, serve them to learn spiritual truths. If inferior

render yourself useful to them by imparting to them your knowledge.

You must hold them equal to me." The word ^tf^ in the Sans

krit Text is intended to represent all the so-called out-castes. With

this moral conviction deeply implanted in his mind, he exhorts his

disciples to appreciate merit wherever it is found, either in the

black or in the white. The spiritual qualifying standard of the

devotee has already been explained.

Aphorism No. XL. Do not drink even Bhagavatha Thirtha in

the house of any one void of illumination.-—" Bhagavatha Thirtha " a

cup of water magnetised by initiates in Temples and offered to visi

tors. The mystic process of magnetising the water in temple cups

is laid down and explained in Iswara Samhitha of Pancharathra-

gama. When we had initiates in our temples, we were, of course,

served with water into which pure magnetism was infused. Now-

a-days, the process is simply become mechanical, both in

temples and houses of our religious leaders. Ramanuja considers

that the water in the cup (used in divine worship) of a house

holder, who is not an initiate, i. e., who is not psychically capable

of imparting pure magnetic properties to his water is not worth

drinking inasmuch as it does us more spiritual harm than good.

But we ignorantly look upon these spiritual truths as mere matters

of routine and drink "the Bhagavat Thirtha" in the house of every

householder, on the assumption that every one who has the honor

of having a tri-marked forehead over his shoulders is a Visishtad-

witic initiate.

Aphorism No. XLI. Do not worship idols in the houses of such

men.—This aphorism goes against our experience and deep-rooted

I
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notions of Idolatry. The opinion of most of our Sanskritists, is that

idolatry is prescribed for those who are intellectually incapable

of worshipping God, as the moral Governor of the universe in

spirit. But Ramanuja's view of the matter is quite the reverse.

He holds that we should not worship idols, where such worship

cannot be literally understood and appreciated and this indis

putably and conclusively shews, that, if we could put our faith in

the sayings and doings of such a saint as Ramanuja, there is a

higher philosophy in the Idol-worship of our Veishnava temples

for which he manfully stood as an advocate, than is known to us,

men of poor and limited understanding.

Aphorism No. XLII. In holy places, sacred to Vishnu, you

may eat and drink in the presence of irreligious men, things offered

to the Idol.—Of course, it is the practice now obtaining in all

Veishnavitic places of worship in India. Ramanuja considers

that there should be no distinction of caste, especially in the

houses of God, where men of all castes and colors, animated by

feelings of piety and devotion, join together to worship Him ;

moreover he means to say that any amount of impure magnetism

that emanates from the bodies of irreligious men that are

assembled in temples, is incapable of tainting " Bhagavat Prasad "

which undergoes a powerful process of magnetism.

Aphorism No. XLIII. Though it be afast day, you may eat in

the presence of Idols, the prasada (rice or cake) given to you by

Bhagavathas.—Ramanuja bases this aphorism of his on the autho

rity of Agama. As to the practice of offering flowers, water and

eatables to God, it has its origin in Chap. IX, Verse 26, of Bhaga-

vathgitha, wherein Srikrishna says " Oh Arjuna, he, who lovingly

offers me leaves, flowers, fruits and water is welcome. I eat them

to my heart's content."

Aphokism No. XLIV. Do not consider the " Bhagavath

Prasad which is supreme, as Uchishta (mere remains, literally

spittle) when given to you "—The sauctity of " Divine Food " and

its superiority over ' common food' are here spoken of.

Aphorism No. XLV. Do not praise yourself in the presence

of Sri Vishnavas.—Ramanuja here teaches meekness and humility

of heart to his men. He does not mean that they should praise

themselves elsewhere. As they are expected to move among

Veishnavas, they are forbidden to indulge in self-praise before

them.
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Aphorism No. XLVI. Do not put another to shame in the

presence of Sri Veishnavas.—This aphorism rightly directs Rama-

nuja's followers not to wound the feelings of their fellow-men.

Aphorism No. XLVII. Neglect not even for a moment, the

service of Bhagavathas, and Mahathmas, for other business.—The

reiteration of the commands given in Aphorism Nos. 1 and 10, is

intended to produce a deep and lasting impression in his disciples.

Aphorism No. XLVIII. Think of your guru or acharifor at

least one hour daily.—It is already explained that Bhagavathgitha

enjoins the contemplation of spiritual Teacher.

Aphokism No. XLIX. Bead and repeat the ®&sr> V of

Nammalwar and the lives of other Acharyhs for at least one hour

daily.—Sriman-Nammalwar, the first adept of the mystic chain

of Visishtadwitic adepts, was born a few days after the demise of

Krishna in Tiru-Nagari of the present Tinnevelly District. He was

born of Sudra parents. He opened neither his eyes to see the

external world nor his mouth to suckle his mother's breast. He

was absorbed in the thought of God, till he came to 16 years of age,

when he gave out to the world his immortal " 8#>3-*ox>-a»9" of 1,000

Tamil verses, which are considered, on high authority, to be the

essence of Samaveda. His advent into this world was prophesied

long before he was born. Chap. XI of Sri Bhagavath says " In

Kaliyuga, Narayana's devotees, will be born on the banks of the

Cauvery, Tambrapurni, Kritamala and Payaswini. They will

preach the gospel of God's mercy to mankind." Several other

Pnranas contain biographical notices of this mvstic. His life, cha

racter and spirituality were very beautifully and exactly portray

ed by the author of BS<;"pVr>>9 ^Ssr'ss&fiS- in his renowned coup

let, " Stfs S^sfTKiS |3$sfc3S tfTj^gScEgnxr'S" ^J]^ |S8$cs6

a?"*£-£r° s-s6y# e>,&°~£t3'® KsSoSg n." He is God incarnate, the

first of the adepts, representative of all the Alwars, a correct

expounder of the doctrines of ' Devotism ' and ' soul-surrender,'

personification of righteousness, and saintliness, one of God's

angels, one devoid of all defilement and ungodliness, the spiritual

gruide to Humanity and one whose mind, unlike Vedas, can pene

trate into the depths of mysticism, that enshrines " God-head."

He taught two important lessons, viz., (I) unflinching devotion to

and love of God and disregard of self. Elaborate commentaries,

popnlarly called " ^K»acs3.o*s5» " were written by Visishtad
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witio Pandits on " *&Kr°a»"B>M f " and they are greatly studied

in Central India and Madras. The singular excellence of the

teaching contained in " 8&sp>coo-gx»i> " was explained very satisfac

torily in the last two chapters of Acharyahridaya, where a

comparison was made between ThiruvdymoZt and Ramayana,

Vedas and Thiruvoyimoli, Thiruvoymoli and Chandyogya Upani-

shad, Bhagavathgitha and ThiruvoymoZi aud a conclusion arrived

at, that the teaching of " && ^ox>^s>x>$ " is more clear and sublime

than any of the other works in question, (space does not allow us

to prove these facts), " ©ft^oM-scoC1 " like most other Upanishads,

is a grand depot of esoteric truths. We will offer one hint to our

readers. Chandogya is the essence of Samaveda, Antharadithya-

vidya is the essence of Chandogya and the mystic syllable " &«S "

is tlie essence of Antharadifhyavidya. Summarised " " \s the

essence of Samaveda. (Vide Chandogya-Upanishad" a&3v>is?o$ tf'

"fwsss I ^S^cSi-qr'S-isrgSo j&q^Ss- sSosSskj^fltfifr^ea tt>sSs " " A person

of resplendent golden hues, is seen in the midst of the solar orb. His

cheeks and hair are of golden color. Nay ; He is one blaze of

gold from head to toe. He has very beautiful and attractive

eyes like the petals of a full blown deep water lotus. " His

mystic name is &<T,'f Like Om and other mystic syllables " Uth"

hap its own occult significance. Nammalwar, whose mercy

prompted him to give out to the world the essence of Sama

veda with which Srikrishna identifies himself, (Vide Bhaga-

vathgitha, Chap. X, Verse 22) began his 38o ^on^so? with &

and ended it with (5", which conclusively shews that his

" Prabhandam" is explanatory of Udgitha Pranavam. A second

hint will not be considered superfluous. The three distinct letters

(£>, sfc, that make up the mystic syllable "Om" are reproduced

in the first line of the first verse of Q^sr>ox>Ssx,P in a different order.

Thus it is plain that the occult importance of "Om," explained in

such Vedic texts " ^fs£^$sog $8*&e^wf ^gj^e>^ s»o-i5g"i, <e>^-&

jjtf-ig5£c«-?fSj|g(!(Sj-° sp^ef." "Om"is the bow. Sentient soul

is the arrow. God is the aim. Student of Vedautha is the bowman

He must very carefully and diligently aim at the Supreme Being

and discharge his sentient soul (arrow) into the universal Being,

that the arrow may get itself fixed in Him (the Supreme Being)

and such declaration of Srikrishna as is found in verse 13 of

Chap. VIII. of Rhagavathgitha, which says " Lie who pronounces
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the mystic syllable " Ora" and thinks of Me, who is meant by it,

obtains eternal beatitude" is contained in Alwar's " SSosj^axj-axxi? "

the study of which Ramanuja considers indispensable for Veishnava

devotees.

Aphorism No. L. Do not associate with men, who love their

bodies —Srikrishnasays (Bhagavathgitha, Chap. II. Verse28) " Why

should men love their bodies, which are purely material and liable

to destruction sometime or other ) ?" Aryan philosophers look

upon the material body of man as a "prison cell" wherein his higher

self is confined and do not look upon " death" as a mishap. They

know that love of body and love of God are different things.

Aphorism LI. Do not associate withmen wearing theNamaand

other Veishnava symbols for purposes of deceit.—Hypocrisy is a

great vice and destroys spirituality. Ramanuja therefore warns

his men against simulation. Verse 6, Chap. III. of Bhaga

vathgitha calls men, who controlling their external senses, allow

their minds to roam in the wilderness of material desires SXjTjr°gTr°S

or hypocrites. Assumption of false character is most hateful to

the moral sense of man, and more so to that of Ramanuja. Hence

the direction for the expulsion of Aryan Pharisees from among reli

gions organizations.

Aphorism No. LIT. Do not associate with men, who speak ill of

others.—This is, of course, one of the acknowledged principles of

morality. The rule seems to be very simple but acting up to it,

is a tiling difficult of achievement. The weakness of human nature

prompts men to spend their lives in " evil speaking " which does

not after all conduce even to their temporal happiness. Hence

Ramanuja's exclusion of such men from the circle of devotees.

This is a very strong moral restraint.

Aphorism No. LTII. Associate with Sriveishnavas, to obtain

deliverance, from sin, acquired by contact with the worshippers ofother

gods.—"The worshippers of other gods" so often used by Ramanuja

is intended to meati Tantrikists, who invoke the aid and blessing

of elementals, for the fulfilment of physical desires. A real devo

tee whose notions of God must necessarily be unitarian is expected

not to move in the society of men, who are advocates of poly

theism, which is not. sanctioned by the highest of our Shastras. If

chance places good men amidst Tantrikists and if they happen to

adopt their method of polytheistic worship, Sriveishnava initiates

must try to save such fallen men,
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Aphorism No. LIV. Do not look upon men who speak evil of

Bhagavathas or Aeharyas.—This is a general rule and as such, must

apply to all the religious teachers of the world, who from the ful

ness of their hearts, have from time to time, attempted to stir up

man to a sense of his moral and spiritnal duties. He who talks

lightly of such pious men, is not only devoid of all sense of grati

tude but morally culpable of misrepresentation of the grossest

kind.

Aphorism No. LV. Always associate with men, who repeat the

Dwayam.—The qualifying clause "who repeat the Dwayam" means

who surrendered their souls to God and placed their reliance on

Him.

Aphorism No. LVI. Do not associate ivith manthra-mongers.

Associate always with devout men.—Manthra-mongers are black

magicians who study certain mystic tantric formulaa for the attrac

tion of certain elementals of a very low order, such as, ^Stf, ~$W%,

Sec. The revered and worshipful saint Sankaracharya, put down

"Black magic" with an iron hand and openly declared that all

mantras, found in Mahamaya Sambara, Yoginijala Sambara,

Tatwa Sambaraka, Sidha Bhirava, Vatuka Bhirava, Badabanala

Bhirava, Shakti Bhirava, Kalabhirava, Kalagribhirava, Yogini

Bhirava, Maha Bhirava, Bramhi, Maheswari, Koumari, Vishnavi,

Varahi, Mahendri, Chamundi, Sivaduti, Tantras, the group of

Amalastaka Tantras, Chandrajnana, Malini, Mahasummohana,

Vamajusta, Mahadeva, Vathula, Vathulotarn, Hridbheda , Tanthra-

bedha, G-uhya, Kalavada, Kalasaram, the groups of five Rupa-

bheda Tanthras and of five Sarwajnana Tantras, Kulasaa,

Kulodhisa, Kulachudamani, Mahakali, Arunesa, Modinesa, Vikun-

teswara, Vimalootham and Devimata and other Tantras and the hor

rible Tantric rites which are their inseparable accompaniments, are

capable of producing, very fatal results, inasmuch as they,

holding out hopes of rewards to their adherents permit them,

under the cloak of religion, to commit incest., fornication, murder,

infanticide, and other heinous crimes which decency forbids

ns to enumerate. ( Vide pages 64, 65 of Soundaryalahari, Banga

lore Edition of 1886). Ramanuja lays down that association with

black magicians leads to woeful consequences.

Aphorism No. LVII. Associate with Maha Bhaga,vathas who

know Rahasya Traya and Tatwa Traya.— Vide Aphorism No. XXXIV

for explanation,
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Aphorism No. LVIII. Do not converse with men who love

money or lust. Converse always with Bhayavathas.—In aforegoing

aphorism, association with men, who long for money and illegal

sexual happiness was prohibited. The aphorism under comment

forbids conversation with dissolute men as it does not fail to

bring its own evil consequences.

Aphorism No. LIX. If Srivishnavas put you to shame, do

them no harm in return but be silent.—This aphorism shews that

meekness is the supreme moral quality.

Aphokism No. LX. If you find Veishnavas heavenly-minded, do

good to them.—The conditional clause is intended to put down ' mis

direction of charity.' Those who are really devout must be sup

ported by their fellow-laymen, as it is not just that devotees should

waste their time and energy in maintaining themselves. Hypo

crites, who pretend to be religious, with a view to impose upon

people and extract money from them, must be discountenanced.

Aphorism No. LXI. A Prapanna must not practise what is

unsanctioned, though temporarily profitable.—Srikrishna in Chap.

XVI, Verses 23 and 24 of Bliagavathgiiha, says " He who violates

Shastraic injunctions and behaves, as he chooses, fails to acquire

spiritual enlightenment, foregoes temporal happiness and never ob

tains spiritual exaltation. Oh Arjuna ! Rely upon Shastra as an

infallible authority, both as regards what is to be done and what

is not to be done and do what it sanctions." This aphorism is

given to suggest the infallibility of Shastra.

Aphokism No. LX1I. Do not eat food which has not been offer

ed to God nor wear sandal paste, or flowers, nor chew betel leaf.—Sri

Krishna in Verse 27, Chap. IX. of Bhagavathgitha says " Arjuna,

whatever meritorious act you may be engaged in, do in my name ;

offer to me tirst whatever you choose to eat; think as directed to

me, whatever you offer to fire as sacrifice and offer your contem

plations to me." We must always out of gratitude, think of our

Eternal Father, for the bounties of Nature with which we daily are

surrounded.

Aphorism No. LXIII. Receive no money from men who are de

voted to money and lust; and only receive money ivhen it is volun

tarily offered to you.—There is a Sanskrit saying to the effect that

" ossasfc-'-tf J^cSo^sSo ^-s^sSr-^^Sa.© " wealth acquired by illegal

means becomes tainted with sin. Our sage therefore considers
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thafc devotees should not receive ill-gotten money offered to them

by worldly men.

Aphorism No. LXIV. A prapunna must not eat evil-producing

foods, forbidden by the respective castes.—I think that " for " must

be used for "by " Chandogya Upanishad declares " «^€5*>3^ SJiSg

" Clean diet generates the quality of (one of the three gunas or

the properties of man and nature, the quality of excellence or

goodness ; that which enlightens, constitutes knowledge and is the

cause of truth and the predominance of which renders the person

in whom it resides, virtuous, gentle, devout, charitable, chaste,

honest, &c.) Wilson's Sanscrit Dictionary. Sathwa produces know

ledge which is the stepping-stone to salvation." Verses 8, 9 and

10 of Chap. XVII. of Bhagavathgitha divide articles of food into

three classes. Refreshing and tasteful articles of food, which

conduce to man's prolongation of life and the acquisition of the

quality of i>&£ , physical strength, health and happiness constitute

Satwikafood. (Verse 8). Things which are too bitter, sour, salt,

pungent and astringent and mustard, &c., produce misery and ill

ness and form the food of Raja^as (Verse 9). Tasteless food,

kept three hours after preparation and allowed to get cold, food

that has offensive smell, food kept unserved for a night and food

which is uchista (mere remains, literally spittles) form food for

Thamasas." Several Smritikartas have given clear directions as

to the nature of food which Chelas have to take. Shastras forbid

the taking of animal food and the drinking of intoxicating liquors

by men striving for spiritual knowledge. It will be interesting to

quote a few lines from one of the Latin poets :—

" Forbear, 0 mortals, to taint your bodies with forbidden food ;

Corn have we ; the boughs, bend under a load of fruit ;

Our wines abound in swelling grapes, our fields with wholesome herbs,

Whereof those of a cruder kind may be softened and mellowed by fire

Nor is milk denied us nor honey smelling of the fragrant thyme

Earth is lavish of her riches and teems with kindly stores

Providing without slaughter or bloodshed for all manner of delights."

But unfortunately for Visishtadvitsm, two systems of debauch

ery and licentiousness under the cloak of religion were set on

foot by Kuche and Mache. These systems allow Visishtadwitic

Brahmins to eat and drink with Sudra and out-caste Vishnavites ;

many Srivishnava Brahmins to the north of Madras, with preten

sions to noble birth and sound learning, identify themselves with
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these debasing movements, deplorably mix with out-castes nrivate-

ly and impart drinking habits to vnlgar, innocent people. These

demons in human form call themselves Ramanuja's followers,

although they preach in word and deed against his doctrines in

general and this Aphorism in particular.

Aphorism No. LXV. Do not offer to God any food simply

because you like it.—Tantric occultism permits its votaries to

offer meat and wine to elementals and goddesses. To put a stop

to such non-vedic practices in temple-worship Ramanuja impresses

on his disciples the desirability and necessity of adhering to

Pancharathragama form of worship, which is purely vedic in its

nature, and strictly prohibits the introduction of evil-producing

foods into Temple-worship.

Aphorism No. LXVII. Accept as holy, drink, food, sandal,

flowers and betel leaves which have been offered to God. Do not ac

cept these merely for personal enjoyment.—Vide Aphorism No. LXII.

Aphorism No. LXVIII. Consider as holy all duties enjoined

by the Shastras and do them.—This Aphorism is the vehicle of

Ramanuja's ideas as to man's social and moral duties apart from

his spiritual obligations. The Sikshavalli of Tithireya Upanishad

enumerates man's social and moral obligations.

Aphorism No. LXIX. There is no greater ruin to the soul, than

to offend Bhagavathas, who know the three sacred manthras and no

greater heaven than to gain their love, and Aphorism No. LXX.

Nothing is more profitable than the worship of the great Bhagavathas.

Know that there is no greater soul ruin than by despising them.—

These two Aphorisms are a reiteration of what has already been

told. But the importance of these two precepts, compelled Rama

nuja to speak over and over the same matter. His firm conviction

is that a real Sadhu can redeem his fallen fellow-creatures by exam

ple and precept.

Aphorism No. LXXI. The following will obtain eternal hell:

(1) Those who consider the idols of Vishnu and devotees only as

stone, (2) Those who consider Acharyas and Gurus as only men,

(3) Those Veishnavas who think ofcaste among Veishnavas (distinguish

ing Sudra from Brahmin), (4) Those who regard the Sripathathirtha

as only water, (5) Those who regard the manthras as but sounds,

(6) Those who regard Sarveswara like other gods.—To our understand

ing the Aphorism is an " &5g3r>s&>." It requires a vast and deep

knowledge of mystic sciences to understand the spirit of Vedic

J
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Idolatry, the conception of " W'tS^^" is not a. very easy thing.

The renunciation of caste (though theoretic) is an idea not conge

nial to Aryan minds. A good deal of Occult study is essential to

understanding the importance of |4-Sr>&&5 and the Occult signifi

cance of mantras. Monotheistic conception of God is the outcome

of a long course of study and spiritual culture and ability to appre

ciate the importance contained in the six truths, which the Apho

rism under comment, embodies, demands preparatory culture,

in sciences, which now exist in name and whose exponents are now

scarcely to be found on the Indian Peninsula. Such being the un

disputed facts of the case, it is nothing but exaggeration to say

that the all-merciful Father of the Universe reserves eternal

Hell to unintelligent people. The object of the penal provision

"will obtain eternal Hell" was to instil fear into the minds of un

reflecting men, who are apt to runningto conclusionswithoutproper

study of questions. We cannot blame the author of the Apho

risms for having used the fiarure of exaggeration because he is not

the originator of these ideas.

Aphoei8m No. LXII. The worship of the devotees is more

excellent than the worship of God. A wrong done to them is. more

sinful than, if done, to God. The water in which the devotees feet

are washed (Sripa.thathirtha) is more holy than the Ganges, which

is God's Sripathathirtha. Know this and feed the Bhagavathas.—

This is the essence of some of the foregoing Aphorisms :—

When he had taught the seventy-two maxims, his disciples

wondered why he had been teaching such things. Bamanuja think

ing that he could no longer keep it secret said to them " On the fourth

day from now, I go to join the feet of Veriya Perumal." Hearing

this, they were filled with grief and he comforted them. Then they

prostrated themselves before him, beseeching to continue to teach

them until he should die. Accordingly he spoke the following :—It

is no wonder that Ramanuja, a divine and clairvoyant could

have foretold his death four days before it happened. " Periya

Perumal" (god of gods,) is the name of Sriranga Sayi of the Sri-

rangam Temple.

TEN WORDS.

(1) A Prapanna must consider his fortune, to be the will

of God ; therefore he should not grieve for any mishap. If he does,

then his Athma Samarpana (soul surrender to God) becomes a false

hood.—One who forsakes all worldly connections and places his

reliance on the Supreme soul is called a Prapanna in Visishtad
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witic literature. It is essential that he should possess equanimity

of mind to the end, that he may maintain his own spiritual dignity.

(Vide verses 11 and 14 of Chap. III. and verse 66 of Chap. XVIII.

of Bhagavatgitha) .

(2) Since the bodily sustenance of a Prapanna is according to

his Karma, he must not grieve. Ifhe does, he becomes an Atheist.—

It is a known fact that we are rewarded and punished in this

life according to our efforts and deserts in our former births.

We now reap the harvest of what we sowed. A devotee must

therefore live in the fulness of contentment.

If he does not, he loses his spirituality. Karma, has no per

ceptible beginning according to Aryan notions. Certainly it must

have an end or the promise of eternal reward held out by the

Vedas, will never be fulfilled. Srikrishna says in verse 22 of

Chap. IV of Bhagavathgitha. " He who is content with what he

happens to get, is indifferent to heat and cold and preserves equani

mity in times of prosperity and adversity alike, is not bound by his

Karma."

C3) Do not make your Karma an artifice to gain a livelihood.—

Karma in this Aphorism implies congenital deformities, such as

blindness, lameness, poverty and bereavements. Those, who are

real devotees, must bear their temporary afflictions with remarkable

calmness of mind and fortitude, as they have a happy eternal

future. They should not make a show of their afflictions and

derive money therefrom.

(4) Regard all the actions done by you as holy.—The English

version of the Aphorism is liable to be misconstrued. It must

mean that devotees must never do what is unholy in the sight of

God and man.

(5) Study Sri Bhashya and make it known to men.—Rama-

nuja's commentaries on Brahma Suthras are called " ^sp-SS.g " in

contradistinction to " sSdsH^sx^ " of Pathanjali on Panini's Sanskrit

Grammar. He allows his disciples to propagate his monotheistic

and dualistic doctrines, among all men irrespective of caste or

colour. We can never forget our sage's liberalism. It must be

understood that he never intended that his works on Vedantha

should lie buried in the worm-eaten palmyra leaf boxes of our

orthodox leaders.

(6) If unable to do this, read the holy books and teach disciples

what they contain.—" The holy books here alluded to are the
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Dravida Brahma Sainhithas of Sriman Namtnalwar and other

Alwars. They are declared to be holy, because they are the essence

of the Sanskrit Vedas and as such, contain holy divine knowledge.

The study of these works is much easier than that of \% T^gj

for the comprehension of the doctrines, of which, a preparatory

training in Sanskrit Grammar, logic, Purva-tnimamsa and specula

tive Philosophy is indispensable. The study of the Prabandhams

is therefore suggested as an alternative for the less intelligent.

(7 j If unable to do this do holy services in temples, such as cook

ing, preparing sandal paste, lighting the Temple lamps, making of

garlands offlowers, sweeping and washing the temple floor with cow-

dung and ornamenting it with rice flour and other services.—The dif

ferent actions of devotees, enumerated in the Aphorism under

explanation constitute " divine service" or " " according to

Pancharathragama. Ramanuja's object is to keep his disciples

away from worldly pursuits as much as possible. He wants to

utilise the physical strength of such of his disciples, as are not

intellectually capable of qualifying themselves for literary work,

in the performance of temple service as such " unselfish labour "

keeps them from the paths of vice.

(8) If unable to do this, at any rate live in a hut at Yadavadri

which is very pleasing to me.—" Yadavadri " is the temple of Tiru-

uarayana, situated in the Province of Mysore near the Bangalore

Cantonment. Ramanuja rebuilt this temple and introduced Pan

charathragama form of worship into it. He was very strongly

attached to the shrine in question. Hence he advises such of his

disciples as are desirous of leading a life of retirement, to settle in

Yadavadri aud engage themselves in divine contemplation.

(9) If unable to do this study Dwaya with its meanings.—(Vide

Aphorism No. 34.)

(10) Be filed with wisdom, piety and zeal and associate with

Sriveishnava Mahatmas, be free from pride and walk according to

their commands. Excepting these, there are no other means of ob

taining heaven.—This is the last utterance of our worshipful saint

and as such is an abridgement of what he taught in the above

Aphorisms. Wisdom is divine knowledge ; piety is righteousness ;

zeal is put for ascetism. These are the three noble acquisitions

for which chelas must strive. Casting their egotism aside, chelas

must associate with and serve adepts for the above acquisition.

This is the essence of Ramanuja's noble teaching.

" God's mercy alone availeth."



AN APPEAL

TO THE

YISISHTADWITIC PUBLIC.

The venerable Archdeacon Parrar in his " Review of the

Churches " says " An old writer says Omnia Exeunt in Mysterimn.

There is not a single subject which we can long pursue in thought,

without coming into sharp collision with that adamantine wall of

mystery, which reminds how limited are our faculties, how narrow

is the little space of life and time in which we are enclosed. The

least thoughtful and the worst informed may exult in the range of

man's supposed attainments, but the Newtons and the Faradays

would be the first to exclaim "What we know is little and what

we »re ignorant of is immense."

Unfortunately for our mother-land we have not many Newtons

and Faradays in our midst. Our religious leaders exult in the

range of their knowledge of Vedas and their kindred Shastras,

although it is a bare fact that 99 per cent, of our orthodox Sans

critists possess no knowledge of the esoteric doctrine that lies

deep-buried in the Sanskrit literature. Of course, men of esoteric

training there were, anterior to the occupation of our Peninsula

by Mahomedan Depredators. The period of Mahomedan suzerainty

over India was the period of India's moral and intellectual dark

ness. Sanskrit which was a common medium of communication

between Aryan communities inhabiting different parts of the Penin

sula, ceased to be a living language and the Brahmins, whose

avocation it was to cultivate literature and science, took to other

pursuits and rapidly sank into degeneration. During this crisis,

our forefathers lost their keys of the mystic doctrine or (so to say)

of theVedic Kabala. Second-hand commentators came to the front

and in their attempts to throw more light on our ancient mystic

Religion, made it more mystic and obscure. Thus a meaningless

mass of unreadable nonsense, a strange commixture of truth and

untruth, a heap of esoteric truths covered up by the rubbish

of exoteric mythology, has been handed down to us for

analysis. Whether we succeed or fail in our attempts at analy

sis, depends upon our individual exertions. But before we pretend

to make such an attempt, we must spare no pains to create a popu

lar, strong, religious opinion and try to convert as many education
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ists as possible to our Reflecting party. To our great sorrow

and astonishment the generality of our community do. not think of

the existence of esoteric Doctrine, in our Sanscrit and Dravidian Lite

rature although our Purvacharyas threw out numerous hints in their

words that such a doctrine exists and wrote elaborate commentaries

called "Swapadesa Vyakhyanams " on many Sanskrit and Dravidian

works. Pillalokachariyar who lived the life of an ascetic and who

(as the saying goes) whs wedded to his Church, exclaimed in dis

tinct and loud tones in the third Chapter of Tathwatraya that we

know absolutely nothing of incarnations of the Deity of which Sri

Vishnu and other Puranas speak. I shallquotehis words frbm his book

and translate them into English that they may be better understood

*S;6<5fcS WtfoK&S, WS SsbficSi ?So2T7'o3coaS Stf§\^ es^-pr'S a5XoX&
v —o rat) i ij

" The incarnations of Upendra, Thrivikrama, Dadhibhakta, Haya-

griva,Nara, Narayana, Hari, Krishna, Mathsya, Kurma, Varaha,and

others are mysterious and beyond comprehension. Their arms,

weapons, bodily colors, actions and places of abode are equally myste

rious and above comprehension. We do not therefore reveal our

knowledge concerning them." Oh ! my countrymen, hearken ! ! This

is a serious and important passage for reflection. Hear what one of

our old sages says. He denounces the exoteric interpretation of our

Puranas, which treat of Divine Incarnations. He means that the

divine incarnations are above the apprehension of men of limited

faculties. He declares that when Chapter X. of Sri Bhagavatha

says that Krishna was born with four arms, we should not believe

the statement, and that we should not give credence to the saying

of Sri Vishnu Puran, that Krishna carried -S"^ and zsoV-^P

wherever he went. He dissuades us from believing that Krishna was

black in physical appearance and committed theft and adultery,

and lastly he assures us that how he was born, effected his union

with Gopis and played on his flute is not understood. He teaches

us that the other incarnations of Deity like that of Krishna, do not

possess either the physical appearancesor the moral attributes, which

our Puranas allegorically impute to them. He with a large heart and

noble philanthropy, feeling that our Puranas, written in mystical

language, did Humanity more harm than good, exploded the exoteric

theories and plainly informed us in unmistakable and unambiguous

terms, that there was a higher philosophy in the arms, weapons,

physical appearances, actions and places of abode which Puranas
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ascribe to divine incarnations, than is vouchsafed to us. He

happily tells us, that he has purposely withheld this " tss eT'S 8sfr'

tysT^ " or knowledge of the mystery of the Divine Incarnations

for the two reasons that men are generally wanting in intellectual

capacity to understand the mystery and moral aptitude to receive

the secret doctrine. He purposely wrote the passage under com

ment for the combined purpose of the vindication of the doctrine

of Divine Incarnations and the creation of an impression on the

popular mind as to the existence of knowledge worth striving for,

in our Puranic Literature. If Pillalokachariyar, the like of whom

never adorned the Southern India, were incorrect in his remarks

about incarnations and if our historical allegories have no

hidden meanings, our religious system is not worth having even for

a day. The sooner it is done away with, the better. It cannot

but be an admitted fact that our conception of Krishna is not con

sistent with our notions of Deity. Nor is Krishna's life fas it is

interpreted) consistent with his teaching, which enjoins purity of

thought and purity of deed on men and the admission of such sages

as Vyasa, Bhishma, TJdhistara and Vidura, who looked upon him

as an incarnation of God and surrendered their souls to him.

Such venerable personages as Vedanthachariyar, with unbounded

knowledge of Divine matters, would not have been foolish to look

up to Krishna for the salvation of their souls and offered their life

long homage to him in the firm conviction that Krishna's flute and

his crown of peacock feathers would present themselves to their

inner visions when their earthly lives were about to close. (Vide.

Rr6»r°e;aotf-8 by Vedantha Desika ti>$Tr%r°& rzr>&£o#-fT°V~° I s&Sbij-°

wrfi a:ct£sn>iS$aiS&r*er°% I sS^dfia^vti ^oXeJe^ |£8^-jS^o&> sx:S"rSs&

|SceSfcl ii Krishna is an historical personage. It remains to be

seen whether he is man or God in human form. Let us assume

that Krishna is man and try to explain the incidents connected

with his life, granting that they are facts. It is stated that

Krishna was present in the houses of sixteen thousand Gopies at

one and the same time. This accomplishment, so long as it is attri

buted to man is not a physical possibility. It is a clear absurdity,

which any amount of sophistry cannot satisfactorily explain away>

It therefore naturally follows that Krishna is not man. Now to

think of his being an incarnation, adultery and theft are not the

moral attributes of perfection which Vedas attribute to Divinity—

one who is possessed of qualities which are considered to be mean

and degrading even in an uncivilised community cannot be declar
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ed God or the embodiment of all moral attributes of perfection.

That Krishna must not therefore be a Divine Incarnation is a

natural conclusion. He is therefore neither man nor God. If

he is neither man nor God what else is he ? It is asserted by

the highest initiates that the potentiality of the preserving power

of the Deity was never exhibited in such plenitude as in the avatar

of Krishna, and we have got Krishna's own testimony to know what

he is. In Chapter IV., verses 8 and 9 of Bhasravathgitha he says

" To save the righteous and damn the unrighteous and to give a

moral law to Humanity I am born in every planetary period ■8i

and whoever can dive deep into the fathomless mystery of my

incarnation and my divine actions, does not, after death return to

the material plane. He obtains me, i. e., eternal bliss." And in

verse 11 of Chapter IX. he declares " Whenever I assume human

form for the salvation of mankind and incarnate myself, the

ignorance of man makes him disregard me, while, I, am no less

than the absolute Lord of the whole Universe." Now let us go

a step further and see what acts, Puranas attribute to Krishna.

The lifting up of the Govardhana Hill, the assumption of many

forms of shepherds and cows are attributed to the author of Githa.

Well ; if we take our Puranas as authorities and if we judge of the

Divine Nature or otherwise of the Deities that are presented to

us therein, by the adoption of a literal interpretation of the re

cords, handed down to us, we must come to the conclusion that

licentious Krishna lifted up the Govardhana Hill. Licentiousness

of whatever form, is not a quality, which even savages, ascribe to

God while our common sense tells us that lifting up of Govardhana

Hill is not possible for man. According to the literal interpreta

tions of our Puranas, Krishna is a strange commixture of the

highest form of Divinity and the lowest type of Humanity.

Our sincere conviction is that our Rishis whose knowledge of

things in general, was boundless, would not have stooped to the

meanness of paying spiritual homage to Krishna if he happened

to be as dissolute and licentious, as he is ignorantly supposed to be.

And further we are at a loss to know why our ancient sages could

not have pinched upon another, who is now represented to have

been more godly and saintly than Sri Krishna and deified him in

Krishna's place. Were our ancients, foolish to entrnst their souls

to an adulteror ? Dear countrymen ! Reflect. Did Suka, who

imparted Divine knowledge to Parikshath succeed in procuring

salvation for his disciple by the inculcation of theories which
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ascribed heinous crimes to Divinity ? We are prepared to give

in answer a decided " No." The immortal teaching contained

in the Githa, the upholding of Rishis of Krishna, as a divine

incarnation, the superhuman actions which Puranas ascribe to

Krishna, our knowledge of the fact that our ancients kept eso

teric knowledge under cover, the repeated assertions of many authors

that wscT0Stfs*';5sl|p'tf or " knowledge of the mystery of the theory of

Divine incarnation" leads to one's eternal beatitude and Krishna's

own testimony that his incarnation and actions are mysterious,

indisputably prove that Pillalokachariyar was justified in declaring

that our knowledge of our popular divine Avatars is positively nil.

Moreover, he lived at a time when there were many Visishtad-

witic initiates in South Indian Temples ; who would have re

futed his teachings if they were unconformable to the secret

doctrine, they received at different lodges. Manavala Mahamuni,

who is considered as an incarnation of Ramanuja, commented

upon Pillalokacharyar's Thatwa Traya and plainly declared that

■ 'e3SsF°<5 tfsr-v^S^tf " was purposely withheld from those who were

not initiates. We must therefore understand that the popular

conception of our Avatars, is far from correct and productive of

many evil consequences and that the spiritual leaders of our society

and the custodians of our Mutts, so long as they are incapable of

diffusing correct ideas of divinity, conformably to the theories of

Pillalokachariyar, must be looked upon as a band of impostors,

bent on the soul ruin of ignorant multitudes, whom custom has

entrusted to their cruel charge. Dear co-religionists of South India !

we appeal to you in the name of God, and Ramanuja who is our

spiritual teacher, to take up the subject of divine incarnations in

earnest and send in requisitions to the custodians of our Mutts to

let the world know once for ever, whether they are capable of offer

ing satisfactory explanations on the obscure and mystic passages

of our Puranas, which attribute diverse forms to the Deity and

inexplicable attributes to such diverse forms. Dear countrymen, we

must frankly admit that our heart aches, whenever we think that

our Puranas are destined to be productive of evil, while Vyasa

and other sages intended them to be the means of benefitting

humanity and it is not out of place to mention to you that we feel

ashamed that we are not able to check the evil producing tenden

cies of our Puranic dogmas, in spite of the innumerable advantages,

which we have reaped from Occidental and oriental systems of edu

cation jointly. So much for our knowledge of Puranic literature.

K
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Now a word about Vedantha Suthras. Eamanuja alludes to

SsS-'tfasSgin his comments on SuthraNo. 355, under Suthra

No. 360, and ^r>wS£§ under 364. SSsS-*tfa&g is said to have been

taught in Chandogya, in Chandogya and Vajasanya, and

Pranavidyain Chandogya, Vajasaneya andKoushithakiUpanishads.

In spite of our best exertions, we have been unable to force an

intelligent explanation of the word " " as it occurs in Vedantha

Technical Phraseology, from our orthodox Sanskritists. Through

out Vedantha Suthras we come across the names of the three above

Vidyas and many others. When the learned commentator of

the Suthras says that JS^ffse^ is taught in Chandogya and [*,t,a

in Koushithaki Upanishads, what are we to understand from the

terms of JSsfr'S- and ^w££§'s. Are we to think that the teaching of

the two SSS^'s is identical ? If so why two distinct names ? If not

in what material respects do the two ££%,'s differ? No attempt was

ever made in any of our existing works on Vedantha Philosophy to

throw light on these mystic Vidyas. Moreover Sri Vishnupuran

alludes to &sJ«OS§ and 'k^atfg and others. But neither

Parasara, the author of Sri Vishnupuran nor the learned commen

tator that undertook to explain Parasara's teachings were kind

enough to define the terms. Even Professor Wilson did not at

tempt to enlighten us on the subject in question. Fortunately, for

us, a liberal hearted swami, gave us a definition of which

I will give hereunder to create a desire for enquiry in our

co-religionists. The definition is embodied in a text of Atharva

Veda "e>jL^T£ctfr° s&^sr6^^^ XoiSir-^iSo !frc«p^o8 tr>ny°^S)TF'^ \

S-o^aso-3-£)?s~°i3 aer^tfa-nr^ gSis^? s&a^sSDo^s-o^s "ii. But I do not

blush to confess that the definition is as mystic and inexplicable as

the term, it is intended to define, and it has strengthened me in my

convictions that^^^ and other Vidyas, frequently referred to in

Suthraliterature,deserve the careful studyof our enlightened country

men. Enlightened Aryans of the southern Presidency. I need not

remind you that you belong to very ancient ecclesiastic families of

the land. Circumstances have compelled you (at present for the

better) to give up the study of the language, literature and

sciences cultivated by our ancestors. Mill, Spencer, Huxley and

other western savants have become your objects of adoration

and produced a spirit of enquiry in you. You are now become

men of general culture, ripe understanding, and sound judgment.

We therefore think that it is the right time for us to entreat you to
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gird up your loins and prepare for the fight of Religious Refor*

mation. I assure you once more that we cannot expect any good

from the orthodox section of the community. They are men who

exult in their knowledge and you are men taught to feel your

ignorance. Though Upanishads and Vedantha Suthras, contain

a philosophy, much better and higher than any that has been

bequeathed to you by Westerns, the government under the pretence

of religious neutrality, do not care to introduce this study of

studies into the University Curriculum. And we cannot therefore

expect any help and patronage from that quarter. Now, gentle

men, it is plain that you have to fight single-handed, unassisted.

Who will unravel the mysteries that enshroud our Upanishad

literature, if you, who are equal to the work, selfishly keep yourself

aloof. Happily we are born in the nineteenth century, when

every individual man enjoys freedom of speech and action. We

must therefore be equal to the occasion and try to do the needful

in right earnestness. We will now turn to another branch of our

Religious Studies which must necessarily engage our attention.

We allude to the mystic chain of Visishtadwitic adepts. We

presume, you know, we, as a religious body, have an apostolic

succession of our own. Nam-alwar is supposed to be the first and

Manavala Mahamuni the last of Visishtadwitic adepts ; every

one of whom, being looked upon as an incarnation of some weapon

ornament or attribute of the Deity. For example, Nam-alwar is

supposed to be an incarnation of all the moral attributes of

God taken together; Yamuna-Acharyar of the throne of God;

Ramanuja as an incarnation of Serpent of Sesha; Kurukesa as an

incarnation of Sri Rama and so on. These statements are made in

ffo&£Sos6"C|jS3ro££3 , ^si-pr^so^sS&i , ~& ScSjS^sSm Sosb<5^y and other bio

graphical works. The first question that suggests itself to us, is,

on what authority did the authors of the three biographical

sketches make these statements. We cannot exactly understand

wherefrom the authors borrowed these ideas but think that they

took tradition and the sanscrit slokas that were composed imme

diately after the death of different adepts by their immediate

disciples called " eJScsStf <f " in Tamil, as their authorities. On

what authority, these mementos were written we are not in a

position to say. In spite of the secrecy in which the knowledge of

Guruparampara was kept, our pnrvacharyas in general and

Vedantha Desika in particular revealed at times, as much of it,

as was necessary for the conviction and conversion of Brahmins
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to Visishtadwitsm. The numerous Sanskrit writings of Vedantha

Desika such as asbS-O^aiS & S, £icocr"S-e5§S, Xtfo&ficHT0? 6 , "SsSfr^cSb^

So^tfd , teem with, allusions to Esoteric Doctrine. They are more

over explanatory of the mystic chain of our apostles. The mystic

chain of our apostles will be separately published as an Appendix to

this Book with mystic names, mystic mementos and mystic colors. As

we are not prepared to give any information concerning the chain

to the public through the medium of these columns and as our ex

planations, even if offered, will not be satisfactory to those, who have

not receiveda preparatory training in ^otfTPiS doctrines, we drop

the subject for the present with an assurance that " Guruparam_

para " has a peculiar esoteric interpretation of its own ; and

that in its study, there is ample field for our mental exertion. All

the mementos of which we are writing, are true records of facts ;

only we must have the capacity to understand them. Now,

gentlemen, a word or two about Tiruvoymolli and its commentaries.

« cpowtf^iS or the first commentary on S&^coo-Sm1? was written

by Kurukesa during Eamanuja's time ^^.ComB^S, -giiBusSM^eT'

o-cxmSS^S and estfcaiSSs were written after the death of Ramanuja.

It is believed that one of the best commentaries ever written on

Q^^ox^ai was prepared by Bhattar of the Central Street of

Srirangam and presented to Nainbilla, his spiritual teacher,

who, without sympathy, directed that lime water should be

sprinkled over the palmyra leaf manuscripts. Is it not strange

that a divine of Nambilla's spiritual culture, apart from his afford

ing every encouragement for the propagation of knowledge, should

have destroyed the fruit of his disciple's many years' labors ? No,

Bhattar with remarkable large heartedness, gave an esoteric inter

pretation of Tiruvoymolli and acted against the dictates of his

spiritual teachers. He revealed what he ought not to have revealed

and his commentary was therefore fated to be eaten up by white

ants. This fact, plainly shews that our existing commentaries on

S&^oxi-gnD^ however elaborate they may be, do not attempt to ex

plain the esoteric wisdom contained iu our Dravidian Prabandhams.

If this is not the case, and if the exoteric interpretation of ®&>»r>a»

~s>»?, we have now in our midst, is the only interpretation that can

be put on it, why did Varadaraja Panditha f Nambilla) a man of

vast erudition, study S&oycwswC and its meanings a hundred times

with his teacher, Vedanthi of Melnad ? My answer is that S&^coo

"Soj? is as mystic as the Bramha Vidyas taught in the Upanishad
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literature and that, as an essence of Sama Veda, it cannot but be

an embodiment of all the Bramha Vidyas, (Prana, Udgitha and

Dahara) taught in the Chandogya Upanishad. Pillalokachariyar's

brother Alakiya, Manavalaperumal Nayanar in his celebrated

fcs^C'S^sr^&cSo ' proved that Q^sr-ox-so?® imparts a better teaching

than Chandogya Upanishad. Dear countrymen, is there one Sans-

kritist in our midst who could tell us what different portions of

&&>izr° 0*5-303? treat of different Bramha Vidyas ? Is there one ini

tiate in our temples and one mystic in our mutts, who could present

to our mind's eye, the essence of that splendid Prabandham, which

was studied for hundreds of years after Ramanuja's demise with

care and delight ?

The author of es^yS^sS-^JScSi who was as much devoted to

his church as his brother, wrote in the IVth Chap, of his work

that God's mercy, wisdom, condescension, readiness to save

his creatures, omnipotence, omniscience, aud other moral attri

butes are symbolically represented in the Veishnava Temples

of South India and gave out the names of different shrines that

represented different attributes. Suppose he says that we can find

" Divine Mercy " symbolised in Tirukannapuram. If we ask our

religious teachers why ©io^^_ n-^tss, shrine should not be symboli

cal of justice instead of mercy, we cannot expect a rational and

satisfactory solutiou. As Col. Olcott repeatedly deplored we have

books written by initiates but not initiates to interpret them cor

rectly. That an initiate must needs interpret another initiate's

writings, was admitted by Veda Vyasa Bhattar in his discourse on

Sri Bhashya. (Vide opening paras.)

Visishtadwities ! we have to offer a few remarks on the way

in which Visishtadwitic Psalms (^|^^SS's) are now interpreted.

Kurattalwar in fk>o£S« sTSjw^ssS says " aSys&T^Tfotfss ^-xyg^o

sZsbin>o\SS KoSo^eT's " " our ancient gurus are seated on Vanadri."

The same author says in |* J.SooS^e "if>o&c& -SpokSSsSoSo if

J\s^j " I enjoy (literally eat; you (addressing Sriranga of the

Srirangam Temple,) without closing my eyelids, i. e., with wide

open eyes. Vedantha Desika in his &cSt° Says "3S)Z»?.9 s£§

&s^g5Sg_g sS^er^cSaoS" " whoever carefully studies ScoS"?^S-S, wiH

perceive Deity, as it exists, on his going to the top of Vrishagiri."

The same author speaking of in Ke-zr>>i?B calls her " £

s5>o " an incarnation of forbearance" and in K*>oSo?3 calls

Krishna " »'«iSr6e3&-0"6 stf;<boiS5~l aTS'Stfs " "He who is firmly
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seated on the lotus composed of three mystic syllables." In

if 7>£T7°£?S;fr{ir'tf Vedanthacharya describes the chest of ' (j§SoK-Kr'$

«>^SdSicr-g5$^o" as having received lustre and glory by coming

in contact with the feet of " ^ " and in another place of the

same book, he speaks of swan's dancing on the shoal of the

Kauvery (^>s ^sr>o-jiK>"tij). Alwar in "^oJStf srs-vs^a , like Vedantha

Desika in ^rKaiJ'^tf #*^r>;5, affirms that the chest of Sundarabahu

(presiding deity of Vanamalirungoli Temple) had a decoration on

it—the impressions of the i-eet of " (4 " (Vide oSxN^ saSoT*^^

Soss^-.^o-S-) . Parasarabhatta in his \h Koratf^r*^ (address to the

female deity of the Srirangam Temple) tells her that his harsh-

versification affects her delicate constitution (vide ir°i3'lio&>lSi!x>£

&c.,) and in another verse of the same book declares that the gem

»» fjSaijr " and the garland ^.zscssboS which are supposed to be

exceptional ornaments of the Deity are the common . objects of

enjoyment of both \$ and fr> o"°osora (vide " ■Zr°sSr°rSgp<)<<i> sb^I^-oa^r^

zscs&ofe.") In Padukasahasra Vedantha Desika considers the two

sandals of the Deity to have assisted Viswamithra in the per

formance of his sacrifices. (Vide " & &>~^ito-£Xi§ij-(u^7s-° rr-£~s~°8o%

"s^^pssc "s^ £Sj "j In sr'sSjvp itf^^o^sgg-, the same

author states that -s-°s£r°-(ii;S^5 lines to the north of Vedas

and the south of Vegavathi lliver. Vide /$^&7r&»&xltio^'Ko ~£

7fs«r,g«jeS^rao and is an essence of eT'akcSb S^S^ (Narasimha

Thapaniya Upanishad) and many other authors speak of many

things not understood by us. Gentlemen, what are we to

think of the above statements contained in our Psalms. If these

utterances were imputed to devout but illiterate men, we could

have taken them for hallucinations of disordered brains. But

we know for a fact that they were written by intellectual

giants, who could not have possibly erred. We know they were

written by men who had the best and purest of intentions and we

know that these men, like our Rishi sages wanted to keep esoteric

wisdom from the reach of swine. Our deep and sincere conviction is

that, the Psalms like other departments of our Religious Literature,

have an esoteric interpretation of their own. Gentlemen, let us

now give our attention to another subject, which involves import

ant issues. We belive we have proved from a negative stand point

of view, that our Vedas, Upanishads, Pancharathragama, Ithihasas,

Puranas, Dravidian Prabandhams and other works are to a great ex
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tent allegorical representations of sacred religious truths. Where we

can get a satisfactory solution of these religious problems is a

question that forces itself upon the attention of every rational man.

We know it is the duty of our consecrated Matadhipathis, to keep

religious knowledge in their custody and impart it to men in gene

ral and their disciples in particular. We know they have deplor

ably failed in their self-imposed duty, and instead of doing credit

to themselves and the church to which they are wedded, they have

accomplished one feat—that of degrading Divinity to the level of

Humanity. There is hardly one 'religious lodge' in the whole of

Southern India which has made religious instruction its primary

business. There is not a single magazine or religions periodical

that is published in Southern India for the defence and dissemi

nation of Dualistic doctrines. There is not a single missionary in the

whole of South India employed for itinerant preaching. There

is not a single Sanskrit institution where lectures on Religion are

given or where attempts for the diffusion of knowledge are made.

No Ma.tadhipathi has ever undertaken, as far as our informa

tion goes, any lecturing tour, and no Acharya Purushal or

Jear, condescends himself to preach in public streets. I shud

der with horror, to pronounce for the first time, that many of

our mutts instead of being centres of learning, enlightenment,

civilisation and righteousness are dens of iniquity and intrigue.

Our religious leaders, like some of the old licentious Roman Catho

lic Popes (see Ranke's History of the Popes) are men who are

brought up in the lap of luxury and affluence and are as devoid of

all idea of unselfish philanthrophy, self-denial and ascetism as the

Esquimaux are to the existence of the theory of the strains. In a

majority of cases they have no sense of their duties. They con

sider they are born for enjoyment and demanding homage from

ignorant multitudes. They travel in state palanquins, accompanied

by richly caparisoned horses and an innumerable host of retinue

in rich liveries, white umbrellas and chamarams (emblems of

royalty) going in their front. Dear Countrymen, an imposing

spectacle cannot but have its own effects. Not only illiterate men

among brahmins and other lower orders, but also educated gentle

men of astounding names and high acamedical distinctions take a

' fancy ' for the splendour of the swamy and openly break the

pledges they make to their University. However powerfully

surrounding educational influences may operate on our educated

countrymen, they have not the moral courage to discountenance
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that " pomp and show " which are non-essential to religious

teachers ; where these swamies pretend to halt for ministering to

the spiritual needs of their parishioners, my countrymen, I really

blush to tell you, that they never preach a sermon, speak of the

mercifulness of God and the sins of man, tliey seldom call sinners

to repentance, they never offer them one word of advice and

seldom prove themselves worthy of the orders they have taken.

Good God ! Have we after all come to this ? Are we to find spiri

tual consolation in the utterances of swamies that their great-

great grandfather's grandfather was a imce bearer in Ramanuja's

Retinue, that they have three-storeyed houses in the Chithri

street of Srirangam and extensive landed estates in the Cauvery

Delta and that many Deputy Collectors Jim! Subordinate Judges

are their disciples and that through their influence they were

able to obtain three decrees of the Hi_rh Court for the expul

sion of Vadagalais from Srirangam Temple. Dear Co-religionists !

I sincerely tell you that the above is the essence of the teach

ing of our swamies ; the more intelligent of them, sometimes,

attempt to tell them that as a mark of divine approbation, they are

served with magnitised water ("S.-«bssb-= f &tfo) in Srirangam Temple

before others are cared for and that their mutt is a place of great

celebrity so far as the preparation of " %>®~^n>r<>!5 and aSff^JStfo

are concerned. This is the summum bonum, of the teaching, we

receive at the hands of qftr swamies. Vedanthachariyar in his

-fjo§-ej;)-fM^6^^s$cs& portrays the characters of our religious teachers

in his usual emphatic and impressive style and says that some go

about the country, actuated by a thirst for amassing money and de

mand contributions for the repairs of a temple which wants no re

pairs or which does not at all exist ; some for the construction of a

convent ; some for endowment of a temple; some for th^ collection

of a library ; and some for the maintenance of asylums; things which

they do not care to do. They set up these as pretences and impose

upon people. Some Matadhipathies, such as the high priest of

Vanamamalai, spend their incomes in feeding numbers of Veish-

nava idlers daily, depriving them of all sense of honor and self-

reliance. Is this not misdirection of Charity ? Is this not sink

ing our community into deeper degeneration and poverty. Coun

trymen, we do believe that it is time for us, to awake from our

lethargy and appeal to our countrymen and religious leaders not

to squander their "mutt" revenues, in undertakings which are

productive of more social evil than good- Even now, it is not too
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late, to appeal to the shrewd common swnse aud vast learning of

our Vanamamalai Swamy and other priests, who are in the enjoy

ment of large revenues to try their utmost to give " Ramanuja's

Religion" a prominent place in the religions of the world, and to

spend their money in many useful ways, ways which cannot but be

acceptable to our Father in Heaven aud conducive to the spiritual

enlightenment and progress of our countrymen. There are a

thousand useful channels, through which genuine and unmistaken

pln-lanthrophy can flow. There are a thousand genuine wants to be

met and there are a thousand spheres of action for the utilisation

of money, energy and talents. Still our merchant princes of Madras

who annually lavish large sums of money on vain shows under the

name of " "SoStf^o," a term, with the meaniug of which, they are

unfortunately not conversant, do not look upon the diffusion of know

ledge and the adoption of the means leading to it as moral responsi

bilities that devolve upon them and for the due fulfilment of which

they will be held accountable to our God, the Father. Many of

our sacred writings exclaim that God, who is the absolute Lord of

the Universe, the Lord that has no material wants, the Power,

which has no superiors and equals rejoices, as much as if he were

presented with another fj&sp- diamond when he is presented with

a spiritually developed and perfected soul. My Countrymen ! Ouce

more do we beseech you iu the name of the highest moral Power

to spare no pains to preserve the purity of Ramanuja's teaching

and religion. We would be doinginjustice to our subject if we slipped

this opportunity of alluding to our internal dissensions which

reflect much disgrace on our community. Gentlemen, you know

how Veishnavites possessing religious intolerance to a very

remarkable degree, actuated by selfish motives and foolish con

victions have divided themselves into two rival factions and how

these two parties, in spite of the civilising and educating in

fluences now at work, have degraded their church, traditions and

themselves. It is really deplorable to observe how the holy names

of Vedantbachariyar, and Manavalaniahamuni are dishonoured.

It is really deplorable to find, that our temples, instead of being

the houses of God, wherein we pay our spiritual homage to our

Common Father, should have become hot-beds of contest, blasphemy

and occasional bloodshed. It is most shocking of all, Aryans of

Madras, that Europeans should sit in judgment upon the sayings

and doings of our so-called priests, and interfere with the internal

administration of our temple affairs. It is most painful to see
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the wastage of inouey and energy, that our dissensions have

necessitated and contemplate how Veishnava Brahmins, who

call themselves I'arama Vaidikas, stoop themselves to all man

ner of meanness, treacling their knowledge, prestige, honor

and everything dear to man under foot. Now Thenkalais, a

piece of advice to you. Vedantha Desika, the metaphysician

who wrote an elaborate commentary on the first four aphorisms

of the Vedanth must not be an object of your ridicule. Vedantha

Desika, the author of <$ j^swj-sjSV'SS, SKak&esfcitfS and ^adEr6^

xxer^S^ SlT^ss?, deserves the gratitude of his countrymen for

centuries to come. Vedanthacharya, who wrote, hundreds, nay

thousands of religious, philosophical, rhetorical, poetical and

dramatical works, is an intellectual ornament of Southern India,

and as such you must be proud, that Nature, in the process of

her Evolution, ever produced such a gigantic intellect in our

midst. Kavitharkikasimha, the author of numberless mystic

psalms, rest assured, Tenkalais, was the first A.charya, who with a

largeness of heart, revealed esoteric truths to us poor mortals.

Tenkalais, how could we think, as rational beings, that

Veukateswara Kavi, who was awarded the distinguishing titles

" Vedanthacharya " by Sriranga Nadha, and " Sarvathanthra-

swathanthra " by Sri Ranganayaki, upset Ramanuja's teachings ?

How could we think that the author of a thousand books who

invoked higher powers to his assistance, and lived in the full

ness of contentment in spite of his honorable poverty, who

practised self-denial to such an extent, as to cast away gold and

silver, offered to him, who proudly declared that his wealth was

on the top of Hastisila, who in less than three hours of a certain

night, delivered extempore his immortal " >&TnS^'^o" (a mystic

and esoteric description of the sandals of the Deity) and who in

his matchless Drama SSo£e>j<ir°5'^Sks6, inculcated Ramanuja's

philosophical doctrines in refutation of those of (j»5?S's$i5-o|S"6&-c8S,

by Krishna Misra, and who revised Vedantha Philosophy thirty

times before he was twenty, deserves our ingratitude and calumny.

Gentlemen, of the Tenkalai School, 1 plainly assure you that you

cannot now find one, on the face of the whole globe, both in the

new and the old worlds, in the arctic and antarctic regions, who is

Vedanthacharya's match in intelligence, general education, psychic

development, purity of mind and purpose, mastery over passions

and self-denial, unceasing devotion to His Church and lastly of all

his service to man and God. Gentlemen, we honor ourselves in
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honouring one, who was one of the rarest specimens of humanity.

We simply betray our own shallowness of wisdom, foolishness and

ignorance of all what is good and noble in this world, by our giving

ourselves up to the control of baser nature and meaner instincts, in

denouncing one, whose shoes we are not worthy to unlose.

Friends of the Vadakalai School. With due respect to your

religious leaders, I must appeal to you not to be driven to excesses

by theologicum odium. Just as your opponents made Vedantha-

desika, an object of their ridicule and contempt, you have made

Manavalamuni the aim of your unwarranted and disgraceful at

tacks. Are we sufficient to call the integrity and purity of purpose

of such a divine in question. Man■iwalamahamuni is, like Vedan-

thachariya.r, an adept of the highest order. He renounced his

family connections, entered the fourthAsramam of the Hindus, and

lived a life of the ascetic, striving his utmost to diffuse a know

ledge of the Dravidian Prabandhams and the religious tracts of

Pillalokachariar. He in the midst of a brilliant phalanx of literary

men was the Darsanastapanacharya of the Srirangam temple. He

had under him eight eminent Sanskritist " Diggajams" who spent

their time in commenting upon old Sanskrit Religious Works ; and

in writing new books on theology. He was a personification of

virtue, mildness, humility, divine gravity and righteousness. He

was a teacher both by example and precept. It is written of

him that he one day chanced to meet two quarrelling Srivishnavites,

students of Srivaohanabhnshanam. (Two dogs were unfortunate

ly found at the same time fighting near the Veishnavites.) Mana-

vala Mahamuni went up to and addressed the dogs " Oh dogs, have

you studied Srivachanabhushnm too" and shamed the quarrelling

Srivishnavites to silence, preservation of harmony and good fellow-

feeling in his church being his objects. Another day. when late

in the night, when a female devotee, offered to sleep in his mutt,

he did not retire to rest before he saw her sent out, thereby mean

ing that a devotee or moralist must keep himself at a distance from

temptations. A few days before his decease, he was writing his

gloss on " WnT'S^tf'. SSoso" and being weak from sickness and pros

tration, he laid himself down and continued to write, when one of

his disciples asked him why he should put himself to so much

trouble and inconvenience in his last moments. He replied " T

take this trouble for your spiritual progeny, your sons and

disciples." Oh, what a large heart, what a philanthropic soul,

bent. on the salvation of mankind! Dear friends, does not vour
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common sense tell you, that he was the greatest man of his times ?

Do not his life, character, spiritual illumination and righteousness,

speak of the very great man, that once lived and moved in the

midst of our fathers and adorned our Temple Halls ? I emphati

cally tell you that it is very mean of you to allow yourselves to be

guided by j'our persoual animosities, in your attacks against the old

recognised leaders of our Church ! I tell you once more in the name

of Morality and Good Sense, that our enlightened contemporaries

are looking upon yon as men devoid of all sense of honor and spirit

of justice. I pray to you with as much earnestness as I can command ,

that unless you and your opponents go hand in hand, in matters of

Church Reformation, you will not be equal to the strain, that will be

put on you, in reviving Sanscrit Learning and bringing about the

moral regeneration of our fallen Churchmen. Gentlemen, you know

that unity is strength ; that Dualists are an insignificant minority

in India's vast population of two hundred and fifty millions. If

we should foolishly allow our " insignificant minority" to split itself

into two "still more insignificant minorities," thepower ofourChurch

will be seriously crushed and Ramannja's one's flourishing Reli

gion will be reduced to nonentity. Dear friends, of the two schools,

do not allow Ramanuja's Church to fall into ruins. Rather make

a general and combined attempt to strengthen it, and to do

this you must understand that you will have to forget your petty

sectarian differences and array yourselves on a common platform,

for the devising of a scheme capable of eradicating the abuses that

now exist in the two rival churches and bringing about an early

amalgamation of the same. What if the followers of one school,

differ from their brothers of the second, in a few unimportant

details of religious thought, so long a.s the fundamental principles

of the two systems are common and originate from the same source.

What if your external marks are not exactly the same as those of

your rivals, since you have more in common with each other, so far

as higher philosophical problems of religion are concerned. Dear

countrymen, do not take delight in trifles. Live for higher ends

and prove that you are worthy of the country in which you are

born. We are now living in the period of progress (evidently not

of regress) and unless we show that we can keep pace with the

times, a verdict of permanent incapability of doing anything useful

to our Church, people and country, will be justly recorded against

our country that gave birth to the three South Indian commenta

tors on Sutra Philosophy. It is your country, where Brahmins were
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not brought in direct contact with Mahomedan social and religious

life and so maintained their traditions and modes of life. Should

you, who are looked upon by foreigners as an intelligent and en

lightened section of Indians and Brahmins, in whose custody, there

is still something worthy of the name of our great forefathers, allow

yourselves to be led away to excesses by your party-spirit and

should you, any longer, neglect to reform the Church of the South

ern Presidency, your less spiritually developed fellow-men of the

North will follow your uh worthy example and the spiritual de

generation of India from an orthodox point of view will be complete

ere long. Noble sons of Southern India, even now it is not too

late, awake from your lethargy and do the needful. The Latin sav

ing "Dnm spiro-spero " while I breathe I hope teaches us to be

hopeful of higher things, so long as we have body and sonl to

gether.

8. V. & CO., PRINTERS, MODNT ROAD MADRAS.
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